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Since being launched in 2007, the annual Schoenherr 
roadmap has highlighted significant legal developments in 
our markets, presenting them in a special context created 
in partnership with a different artist or artists each year. 
This year we worked with several artists from Atelier10, 
which is part of the cultural centre Brotfabrik Wien, which 
runs an art studio and gallery.
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Michael Lagler | Schoenherr Managing Partner 

It is Schoenherr roadmap time again and this year 
Together is the theme. 

Our 2020 edition brings an extended array of legal 
expertise including 2019/20 practice area reviews and 
forecasts; expert interviews; and more. 

In the spirit of abundance, I am proud to report that we 
opened a new Schoenherr office in Linz in 2019. Adding 
to our already strong regional footprint, this addition is a 
sign of Schoenherr's strength and the successes we 
have achieved. These can only be attributed to the 
hundreds of talented individuals working together across 
the region, each unique, but sharing the Schoenherr spirit. 

The richness that flows from individuality in a common 
space, is something that is also apparent when consid-
ering the art chosen this year. From the portfolio of 
several artists working in a common space at the 
Atelier10 art gallery in Vienna, we juxtapose works of 
different artists which reflect similarities despite the work 
having been created alone. See pages 60 to 63 to get a 
snapshot of this studio, the intriguing work being 
produced there, and the notion of togetherness being 
created there. 

Whether in law, in art, or in life, working together in-sync 
opens people to being more innovative. Schoenherr is a 
firm of innovation. Our lawyers and business profession- 
als shape the firm and its future while upholding the 
integrity of the Schoenherr name throughout the region. It 
is an honor to lead such talented people. In 2020 we will 
continue to focus on providing the best legal advice to 
our clients, while upholding our values. 

I wish you a successful year of meaningful change 
and hope you enjoy reading our roadmap20! 
I am sure you will find it engaging.
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changes to insolvency legislation intro-
duced last year in Bulgaria and those 
awaited in Hungary) and looming mar-
ket adjustments. Overall debt restruc-
turing work, including direct lending 
from PE/VC funds and other alternative 
lenders, kept us busy in 2019 and we 
see room for more growth in this area in 
2020, especially in the construction, 
automotive and transport industries.

Regulatory work also continued to 
grow in volume and diversify in sub-
stance, which we expect will also be 
the case in 2020. The main drivers in-
clude changes in EU legislation (e.g. 
concerning personal data protection, 
net security, payment services, com-
mon EU rules on securitisation, the new 
Prospectus Regulation, the Sharehold-
er Rights Directive II and the Bench-
mark Regulation), but also major inter-
nal reorganisation projects launched by 
strategic players pursuing digitalisation 
and increased efficiency across the FIG 
sector. Consumer lending and related 
regulatory and litigation work (in par-
ticular as regards CHF loans, ECJ case 
law developments and investor protec-

tion arbitration/litigation) also picked up 
last year and looks set to continue in 
2020. Brexit related advice, focusing 
mostly on contingency planning, was a 
constant in 2019 and, as our roadmap20 
goes to print, we are looking forward to 
discovering how the Brexit situation will 
develop in January 2020 and thereafter.

In strong correlation with the regulatory 
developments, FinTech start-ups and 
ever more complicated IT projects 
for the FIG industry gained impor-
tance in the overall work-mix through-
out the region. Be it development/
change and implementation of new op-
erating systems or the introduction of 
new platforms/apps, our IT contracts 
specialised lawyers, together with the 
data protection & start-ups teams, 
which started growing at an accelerat-
ed pace a few years ago, now have a 
strong practice in the FIG market in 
CEE/SEE, and we anticipate sustained 
growth in this area in 2020.

Equally, lending remained a busy area 
for us last year. We saw both bank and 
direct/PE lending, with an increasing 

Bank/FIG consolidation activity looks 
set to continue at an accelerated pace, 
as several projects started in the region 
in 2019 or are expected to launch in 
2020, including in Austria, Hungary, Po-
land, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia and 
Slovenia. Most deals refer to banks and 
payment services platforms, but insur-
ance, finance leasing and debt/asset 
management targets also seem to be 
coming to market. As NPL ratios have 
dropped significantly and investor fo-
cus has shifted to Italy and Greece 
(where NPL stocks still appear to be 
high), we believe a few NPL portfolio 
transactions are still in the pipeline 
across CEE/SEE for 2020, especially in 
Croatia, Hungary, Slovenia and Serbia, 
while Romanian deals depend on chang-
es to the fiscal regime being reversed.

Distressed assets and restructuring 
projects became more complex (if not 
more frequent) in 2019 and we believe 
both complexity and numbers/volumes 
will grow in 2020. This trend will be driv-
en by recent or anticipated legislative 
changes both on the EU (e.g. Restruc-
turing Directive) and national levels (e.g. 

Balancing opportunities and challenges together

The CEE/SEE banking & finance market was quite busy in 2019 and we expect continued strength in 2020, with sev-
eral areas standing out. Our banking, finance & capital markets practice has kept on growing across the CEE/SEE 
region and we are deeply grateful to our clients for the opportunities they have offered us and to our teams for their 
efforts in pursuing projects to successful closing.

cee overview by Matei Florea
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number of cross-border transactions, 
as well as local mandates across vari-
ous industries, and we anticipate this 
trend will continue in 2020. 

Looking forward to 2020, it is clear 
that the market, as well as our practice 
will face opportunities as well as chal-
lenges. In both respects we firmly be-
lieve that close cooperation, i.e. work-
ing together across practice areas and 
across jurisdictions, is more important 
than ever. Delivering efficient services 
that are based on innovative tools and 
legal tech solutions is our best bet to 
making opportunities prevail over chal-
lenges. As readers will discover from 
roadmap20, we are successfully apply-
ing legal tech solutions in a variety of 
areas, including project management, 
which has significantly improved effi-
ciencies for clients and the overall work 
environment/experience for our teams. 

As such, I am quite optimistic that to-
gether we will welcome both opportu-
nities and challenges in 2020, efficiently 
servicing clients and keeping our teams 
happy for yet another successful year.

Implementation of EU Restructuring 
Directive – room for policy decisions?

Vid Kobe

The clock for implementation of the Restructuring Direc-
tive has started to tick, and we expect that – at least in 
those EU Member States where no preventive restructur-
ing framework is available yet – restructuring specialists em-
ployed with credit institutions will be invited to express their 
views in the context of national legislative proceedings.

The Restructuring Directive1 leaves several important matters 
up for determination by Member States – some of which are 
close (or tantamount) to policy decisions. For instance: 
• the 'likelihood of insolvency' and 'viability' (i.e. benchmarks 
qualifying a debtor for access to a preventive restructuring 
framework) could, in principle, be defined either (A) in substan-
tive/corporate finance terms (e.g. by reference to a liquidity or 
balance sheet test), or (B) procedurally/by reference to busi-
ness judgment (demonstrated e.g. in the form of support to the 
opening of a preventive restructuring proceeding expressed by 
a sufficient quantum of affected lenders); in in terms of policy 
choices, the first option would appear to favour legal certainty 
and predictability and the second would translate into increased 
flexibility;
• similarly, when defining the scope of 'restructuring measures' 
(i.e. changes to the composition of debtor's assets/liabilities 
which become binding on the debtor and the relevant stake-
holders if supported by the requisite majority), the national leg-
islator will likely face a trade-off between (A) introducing a broad 
toolbox – addressing the unpredictable nature of restructuring 
scenarios – and (B) ease of execution (as complex measures 
may require substantive involvement on the part of court/public 
authority);
• also, when imposing mandatory involvement of 'gatekeepers' 
(national courts and/or administrative authorities), and crafting 
the confidentiality regime applicable to preventive restructur-
ings, the national legislators will pivot between (A) the wish to 
preserve general market transparency, and (B) the need to minimise 
disruption to the business of the debtor seeking to resort to a preven-
tive restructuring (which may result from unwanted negative publicity 
prompted by e.g. the requirement that the opening of a preventive 
restructuring process must be made public).
Helpfully, some experience in this respect is already available in 
the region: certain Member States have – ahead of adoption of 
the Restructuring Directive – implemented similar (or function-
ally equivalent) regimes. We invite readers to take a look at the 
[snapshot in the insolvency and restructuring section].  

'Restructuring 
Directive' means: 
Directive (EU) 
2019/1023 of the 
European Parliament 
and of the Council of 
20 June 2019 on 
preventive 
restructuring 
frameworks, on 
discharge of debt 
and disqualifications, 
and on measures to 
increase the 
efficiency of 
procedures 
concerning 
restructuring, 
insolvency and 
discharge of debt, 
and amending Direc-
tive (EU) 2017/1132

1
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While insolvency usually has a 
negative connotation, it may also 
be a chance to consolidate an 
industry and learn from past 
mistakes. Put simply: are we 
better together? 

Insolvency: Business transfers in 
CEE/SEE – same, but different!

The opening of insolvency procee-
dings always has a big economic 
effect on the debtor's business. 
The legal framework for continuing 
the sale of a business out of 
insolvency varies throughout CEE/
SEE. Generally speaking, following 
the opening of insolvency procee-
dings the debtor's business (in 
case it is profitable) will be continu-
ed and an administrator will be 
appointed who may sell it. The 
sales process is structured as an 
asset deal, as the administrator 
usually cannot sell the shares in an 
insolvent company. But the devil is 
in the details.

Authors 
Simsa Miriam, Cizek Vladimir, Kobsa Ozren, Kobe 
Vid, Hekelova Sona, Szaloki Gergely, Lefter Denis, 
Kojdic Petar, Armasu Iustin, Krumov Tsvetan, Rad-
wański Daniel

  

slovenia

austria

czech republic

serbia

croatia

Acquiring businesses out of insolvency across CEE/SEE: 
Better together? 
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Key

Are there any strict 
deadlines for how 
long the business 
can be kept open? 

NO YES
Do employees 
transfer automatically? 

Colour of countries on map
frequency of business transfers 
in insolvency proceedings

Yes, under 
certain conditions

*

NO YES

moldova

poland

slovakia

hungary

bulgaria 

romania

13

1. 2.
Common

Uncommon

Very rare

Online content
All questions and the corresponding 
answers will be available online. The 
user will be able to choose between two 
different views. One being all answers to 
a specific question and the other being 
all questions to a specific country.
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served when drafting a prospectus. 
While certain provisions of the New 
Prospectus Regulation came into effect 
in 2017 or 2018, most entered into 
force on 21 July 2019, as did the Sup-
plementing Regulations. On that date, 
the Prospectus Directive and the Initial 
Prospectus Regulation were fully re-
pealed. 
All provisions of the new EU prospec-
tus regime are directly applicable in all 
EU Member States, with no need for 
implementing legislation

Introducing the universal registra-
tion document
The main changes introduced last year 
are related to prospectus summaries, 
risk factors and new prospectus for-
mats to be used for secondary issu-
ances or by issuers which are small 
and medium-sized enterprises.
Of all the novelties under the new EU 
prospectus regime, one seems to be 
the most issuer-favourable. Issuers 
whose securities are admitted to trad-
ing on a regulated market or a multilat-
eral trading facility may every year pre-
pare a universal registration document 
("Universal RD") describing the issuers' 
organisation, business, financial position, 
governance and shareholding structure.
An issuer that chooses to prepare a 
Universal RD every financial year will 
have to submit it for approval to its 
home state competent authority. After 
having a Universal RD approved by the 
competent authority for two consecu-

tive financial years, the issuer can file 
subsequent Universal RDs without prior 
approval.
Justifiably, the EU legislator considered 
it reasonable to assume that after two 
consecutive years an issuer becomes 
well-known to the competent authority. 
Thus, it would also be reasonable to 
assume that subsequent Universal RDs 
or any amendments should be allowed 
to be filed without prior approval and 
should be reviewed only ex-post if the 
competent authority considers it nec-
essary. 
This new regime readjusts and extends 
the legal regime of debt issuers which 
have bond programmes in base pro-
spectus format and where, when need-
ed, only final forms are additionally is-
sued for each issuance under the 
programme.

Why would an issuer choose to use 
a Universal RD?
First, this Universal RD regime should 
speed up the process of preparing a 
prospectus and should lower the eco-
nomic burden of issuers by facilitating 
access to capital markets in a cost-ef-
fective way. Thus, issuers can prepare 
a Universal RD without the pressure of 
drafting a prospectus in a very limited 
timeframe for a specific transaction 
where the issuer incurs considerable 
costs for third-party advisors. 
In case of a Universal RD, the issuer 
may take its time during the year to pre-
pare such a document. Only if it de-

Background
For 15 years, transactions involving of-
ferings of securities to the public or ad-
mission to trading on EU securities 
markets were carried out in line with EU 
Directive 71/2003 on the prospectus to 
be published when securities are of-
fered to the public or admitted to trad-
ing ("Prospectus Directive") and EU 
Regulation 809/2004 implementing EU 
Directive 71/2003 regarding informa-
tion, format, incorporation by reference 
and publication of prospectuses and 
dissemination of advertisements ("Initial 
Prospectus Regulation").
The varied practice created in those 
years by transactions under the EU 
prospectus regime revealed many are-
as where legal flexibility was needed or 
more complex rules required to clarify 
or amend how such transactions were 
conducted.
In 2017, the European legislator enact-
ed EU Regulation 1129/2017 on the 
prospectus to be published when se-
curities are offered to the public or ad-
mitted to trading on a regulated market 
("New Prospectus Regulation"). This 
new EU prospectus regime was creat-
ed to further standardise the prepara-
tion, format and content of prospectuses. 
The EU legislator also published two 
delegated regulations in 2019 supple-
menting the New Prospectus Regula-
tion, i.e. EU Regulation 980/2019 and 
EU Regulation 979/2019 ("Supple-
menting Regulations"). These bring 
helpful technical standards to be ob-

Narcisa Oprea, Vlad Sandulescu, Marcin Antczak; including quote from Bucharest client MedLife – CEO Mihai Marcu

Making things easier for issuers on capital markets: 
Turning points in prospectus rules

To facilitate company access to financial markets, the European Commission completed its action plan for a 
gradual building of the capital markets union in 2019. Most actions focused on breaking down barriers blocking 
cross-border investments. As part of these measures, starting mid-2019, new rules governing prospectus drafting 
became effective. Among others, the new paradigm lays the groundwork for easier access for issuers and im-
proved investor protection.

14
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cides to carry out a transaction will it 
then acquire resources for the addition-
al workload, which will be fewer, since it 
already has the Universal RD prepared. 
Thus, the issuer can keep relevant in-
formation up-to-date and can have the 
whole documentation readily available 
when market conditions become fa-
vourable for an offer or an admission to 
trading just by adding a securities' note 
and a summary to the Universal RD. 
Also, issuers who prepare a Universal 
RD are expected to benefit (at least in 
theory) from a faster approval process, 
since a substantial part of a prospectus has 
either already been approved or is already 
available for review by the competent au-
thority in the form of a Universal RD. 
In addition, the Universal RD should act 
as a valuable reference source on the 
issuer, because it would offer investors 
additional information to make an in-
formed judgment on the respective is-
suer's situation. This additional current 
disclosure will also be attractive to ana-
lysts, thus giving the issuer an upper 
hand in valuation and market image. 

The issuers' view
"The universal registration document 
saves time and money. If the issuer has 
a universal registration document in 
place, it means that 80% of a rights' is-
sue legal documentation is prepared 
upfront and ready to use when needed. 
Consequently it is easier for an issuer to 
make use of the capital markets oppor-
tunities. " – said Mihai Marcu, the 
founder and CEO of MedLife, Roma-
nia's largest private healthcare services 
provider. MedLife shares have been list-
ed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange 
("BVB") since 2016, when the company 
carried out the biggest IPO of a private 
company on the BVB to date.

Perhaps the intention of the 
regulation to create a frame-
work for simple, transparent and 
standardised securitisation will at 
some point be acknowledged in 
CEE, rousing securitisation from 
its current slumber. 

Authors:

Austria Pressler Matthias
Bulgaria Tsvetan Krumov
Croatia Ozren Kobsa
Czech Republic Ondrej Havlicek
Hungary Gergely Szaloki
Poland Marcin Antczak, Paweł Halwa, Paula Weronika Kapica
Romania Cristina Tudoras
Serbia Petar Kojdic
Slovenia  Lea Avsenik and Vid Kobe

The adoption of Regulation (EU) 2017/2402 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2017 did not 
have much impact on the CEE securitisation markets so far. 
Still, the Regulation is rather new and its effects will only be 
seen in the coming years. Perhaps the intention of the Regu-
lation to create a framework for simple, transparent and 
standardised securitisation will at some point be acknowl-
edged in CEE, rousing securitisation from its current slumber. 
Before this happens, we have set out on a journey through 
the CEE to discover how some of the key features of securiti-
sation are treated. The results of our inquiries are presented in 
our online version of roadmap20 here www.schoenherr.eu/
publications/roadmap

Securitisations in Central and Eastern Europe were not 
particularly active before or after the financial crisis in 
2008. Some local originators did recognise securitisa-
tion as a potentially useful balance sheet management 
tool and transactions have been occasionally executed 
in Austria, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland. 
The financial assets that are typically securitised on 
these markets are consumer loan receivables, lease re-
ceivables (including auto leases, leasing), NPLs and 
trade receivables. In other CEE jurisdictions, however, 
securitisations practically never kicked in. 

Securitisations in CEE

banking, finance & capital markets 01 



bility, and thus aims to create more 
consistent labels and standards across 
the EU for sustainable investments. 
The taxonomy, which is built on the ex-
isting NACE industry classification, is 
expected to build a classification deter-
mining the environmental sustainability 
of a particular investment by defining 
'environmentally sustainable economic 
activities'. To qualify as green, an in-
vestment needs to contribute to at 
least one of the six high level policy ob-
jectives (e.g. climate change adapta-
tion, pollution prevention etc.), must 
not cause significant harm to other ob-
jectives and must comply with both 
minimum social safeguards and certain 
technical screening criteria developed 
with the advice of a technical expert 
group (TEG) which will form the basis of 
the delegated acts needed to imple-
ment the taxonomy.
 
- The taxonomy is expected to feed 
into further legislative initiatives such as 
• establishing an EU standard for the 
issuance of green bonds as bonds 
seeking accreditation under the pro-
posed green bond standard will need 
to be taxonomy compliant; 
• introducing a prudential supporting 
factor for sustainable investments in 
the form of lower regulatory capital 
charges for banks and insurances; 
• proposing two low-carbon bench-
marks to provide investors with better 
information on the carbon footprint of 
their investments to assist investors in 
identifying and pursuing low carbon in-
vestment strategies and in reducing 
greenwashing; and 

• integrating sustainability factors and 
risks in credit ratings, which may ulti-
mately lead to amending the credit rat-
ing agencies regulation.

Increased transparency and incen-
tives to long-term investments
In addition, the EU aims to encourage 
greater ESG integration through en-
hanced transparency and reporting 
obligations:
- The disclosure regulation will require 
providers of financial products and ad-
visors such as investment firms or fund 
managers to make certain website and 
pre-contractual disclosures, including 
e.g. how they integrate sustainability 
considerations in their investment de-
cision-making processes and remu-
neration policies. 
- The non-financial reporting directive 
will require listed corporates, insurers 
and banks with more than 500 em-
ployees to disclose diversity and 
non-financial information related to en-
vironmental, social, employee and hu-
man rights aspects as part of their 
management or annual report. The EC 
has developed metrics and provides 
guidance for climate-related disclosures. 
We expect that these disclosure re-
quirements - while hopefully delivering 
tangible investor benefit – may be add-
ing additional cost to investment prod-
ucts and potentially raise cost of fund-
ing for companies.

Integration of sustainability in risk 
management practices
Finally, while the market for sustainabil-
ity ratings and research is gaining in-

Sustainable finance, according to the 
European Commission (EC), refers to 
the process of taking account of envi-
ronmental and social considerations in 
investment decision-making, leading to 
increased investments in longer-term 
and sustainable activities. To reach its 
goals, the EU will need to channel pri-
vate sector investment into green and 
more sustainable businesses, projects 
and technologies. 

There is thus little doubt that the EU's 
sustainable finance agenda, as en-
shrined in its 2018 Sustainable Finance 
Action Plan, will remain a top priority in 
2020+ that will not only impact the fi-
nancial sector, but will also re-shape 
the environment for the real economy. 
The EU's sustainable finance agenda 
rests on the following key areas which 
are expected to spur legislative and 
policy development in 2020: 

1. Re-directing capital towards a more 
sustainable economy;
2. Increasing transparency to incentiv-
ise long-term investments; and
3. Integrating sustainability in risk man-
agement practices.

Re-directing capital towards a more 
sustainable economy
Definitions for sustainability used in the 
market vary widely. Thus, developing a 
unified EU classification system ('taxono-
my') is at the core of the EC's action plan:
 
- The regulation establishing taxonomy 
aims to bring about a shared under-
standing of what constitutes sustaina-

Ursula Rath

Sustainable Finance – a trend to stay

With sustainable investment picking up globally, environ-
mental, social and governance (ESG) considerations are 
gaining increasing importance in decision making and 
practices. Driven by the EU's need to close the approx. 
EUR 180bln per annum funding gap to achieve its climate 
and energy goals by 2030, sustainable finance has con-
sistently risen in the policy agenda since 2018+. 
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creasing importance in aiding buy-side 
investment decision making, there are 
no uniform standards as to scoring 
methodologies and independence of 
sustainability ratings yet, all of which 
the EC will be exploring further in 2020. 
Other initiatives include incorporation 
of ESG factors in stress tests for financial 
institutions, policy discussions around 
incorporation of sustainability in board 
strategies ("sustainable corporate gov-
ernance") or diligence requirements on 
companies across the supply chain.

Action points for corporates 
Sustainable finance is a trend that is 
meant to stay. Corporates are well ad-
vised to put ESG topics high up on 
their board agenda early on. In particu-
lar, they should 

• engage proactively in stakeholder 
debate to get the taxonomy and its ap-
plication right, as this will impact their 
sources and costs of funding;
• familiarise themselves with the taxon-
omy to see how their activities are per-
ceived by asset managers and inves-
tors and provide reporting in a form 
that will allow checking against the tax-
onomy's technical screening criteria;
• critically review their culture, values 
and strategy to examine whether these 
sit well in the current ESG focused en-
vironment; 
• develop a robust ESG strategy, iden-
tify any related ESG risks and seek ex-
pert guidance where needed;
• identify ESG related opportunities 
and bring these up proactively when 
engaging in investor dialogue.

Secured lending CEE

Laurenz Schwitzer

But is this really true? Does CEE secured lending mean that 
there is a need to reinvent the wheel in each jurisdiction when it 
comes to structuring secured lending transactions?

Not necessarily - Taking a close-up of the subject and having 
the home advantage across the CEE region, it becomes vis-
ible that the dos and don'ts of secured lending in CEE are 
quite similar once existing stumbling blocks for each jurisdic-
tion have been identified. 

Did you know that:
Registration costs in Austria can be a deal breaker for mort-
gage secured lending if (outlandishly high) registration costs 
of 1.2% of the secured liabilities are not factored in accord-
ingly when modeling the financing for Austrian assets? 

Syndicated lending in Montenegro and Macedonia can be a 
headache as these are the only countries in CEE that do pro-
hibit the establishment security agencies? 

Only the minority of jurisdictions in the region allow for the 
establishment of security over a pool of assets comparable 
to a UK floating charge?

Are you able to factor in the different time periods for regis-
tering security interests correctly for each CEE jurisdiction 
when setting-up the timeline for a CEE secured finance 
transactions? 

If not, stay tuned! In 2020 we will share the knowledge of our 
CEE secured lending experts and will be opening Schoen-
herr's CEE secured lending know-how to our clients, with an 
in-depth periodical publication on CEE secured lending. 

Get a better feeling on how secured lending really works e.g. 
through country comparisons for each collateral class.

In case you are interested register online: 
at  https://www.schoenherr.eu/publications/subscription/

 

With more and more players active in the corporate lend-
ing and secured finance markets across the CEE region, 
and multi-jurisdictional CEE transactions happening on 
a regular basis, counsels are challenged to navigate 
their clients through fragmented legal frameworks in var-
ious jurisdictions often with different sets of secured 
lending rules and must-knows. 
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department at RBI to Legal Tech. Per-
sonally, I have already provided legal 
support for some of the bank's digitisa-
tion issues in the past and have thus 
gained solid insight into how the mar-
ket is currently developing in this area. 
The automated analysis of data, behav-
iour and structures has, in my view, great 
potential in the area of artificial intelligence 
and we are now evalutating potential im-
plementation of this within RBI. Currently, 
I am responsible for the digitisation pro-
cess of our legal department, imple-
menting, among others, legal tech 
solutions. The central question for me is 
always to what extent the numerous 
solutions can create specific added value 
for us as a bank even outside the legal 
department.

Q: The term "Legal Tech" is often 
used, but it is not always clear what 
is meant by it. What do you mean by 
"Legal Tech"?
For me, this term covers two important 
subject areas: Legal Tech in the broad 
sense, and Legal Tech in the narrow 
sense of the word. On the one hand it 
means process optimisation and pro-
cess automation and on the other hand 
it covers solutions based on artificial 
intelligence. With the latter we are look-
ing to find Legal Tech applications that 
can support the review of documents 
or contracts, which would allow a 
chunk of this work to be managed fast-
er and more efficiently. We also see the 
regulatory field as a further area of ap-
plication. We would welcome machine 

We met with Philipp Nagel, in-house 
lawyer at Raiffeisen Bank International 
AG being responsible, among other 
things, for working on projects in the 
field of Legal Tech, to exchange views 
on current trends in Legal Tech and fi-
nancing transactions, and to find out 
about the advantages that process op-
timisation tools, such as Schoenherr's 
together: your transaction manager 
( h t t p s : / / w w w. s c h o e n h e r r. e u /
your-transaction-manager), can offer to 
the end user, e.g. a bank or a borrower.

Q: Philipp, you are in-house lawyer at 
Raiffeisen Bank International. How did 
you arrive at Legal Tech as a lawyer?  
It was primarily the question of process 
optimisation that brought us as legal 

An interview by Laurenz Schwitzer

Laurenz Schwitzer (left) and Philipp Nagel (right) 

Legal Tech is currently on everyone's mind and has also become a central topic in the context of financing trans-
actions. While marketable applications for buzzwords such as "automated document generation" or "artificial in-
telligence" are often still in their infancy in the field of legal transactional advice, such applications can already 
make a significant contribution to the success of a transaction in the field of efficient process management, e.g. 
in connection with the satisfaction of conditions precedents under loan agreements.

Exchanging views on current trends 
in Legal Tech and financing transactions

01 banking, finance & capital markets  
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of critical contract clauses in the sense 
of deal breakers. Participation in a loan 
syndicate is always time-critical and of-
ten loan documentation can no longer 
be renegotiated. Therefore, a Legal 
Tech solution would be particularly suit-
able to quickly and efficiently identify 
potential deal breakers. 
From our point of view, the current fo-
cus is certainly attorney / client interac-
tion in the course of a transaction, in 
particular in the context of process ac-
celeration and optimisation, whereby 
the Schoenherr together: your transac-
tion manager, is for me a good example 
for overall transaction process optimi-
sation.

Q: We share a similar view. Especial-
ly with complex financing transac-
tions in several countries, the high 
number of conditions precedents 
often proves to be very time-con-
suming and a real pain point for the 
parties involved. The purpose of the 
transaction manager was to address 
precisely these pain points in terms 
of process optimisation and to rede-
fine the CP process for all parties 
involved. Did we succeed? 
I believe that the transaction manager 
is a solution that can generate signifi-
cant added value, both in terms of co-
ordination between banks and lawyers 
but also subsequently following closing 
in terms of the banks' customer rela-
tionships. Above all, the notification 
functions can bring great added value 
to our customers, the borrowers, be-

cause it enables them, with the help of 
automation, to easily organise ongoing 
tasks under a loan and to ensure credit 
compliance. 

Q: As a last question, what do you 
expect from us, the professional ser-
vices industry, in terms of future use 
of Legal Tech? How can we, as law 
firms, deliver added value here? And 
what would be on your wish list for 
the future as one of our clients?
From my point of view, Legal Tech is 
already crucial for the services industry 
and especially for lawyers. 
In addition to legal expertise, I also con-
sider the ability to understand the client 
and excellence in transaction manage-
ment to be essential for a good lawyer. 
Optimised processes are an enormous 
help in managing complex transactions 
better and faster. In this respect, the 
right use or development of appropri-
ate tools and applications by the re-
spective service provider is key. 

Thank you very much for the inter-
view.

Schoenherr's together: your transac-
tion manager, was introduced in spring 
2019 as part of our established client 
collaboration platform Schoenherr to-
gether, for better support and coordi-
nation of transaction processes. 

For further information see 
www.schoenherr.eu/your-transac-
tion-manager.

learning programmes, which, for exam-
ple, could analyse and screen the (new) 
relevant laws for us as a bank. The 
technologies here are certainly still in an 
advanced early stage of their develop-
ment, but in the future, they will signifi-
cantly influence and change the legal 
(advisory) area, and we, as an innova-
tive legal department and bank, want to 
actively participate and implement 
these developments. 
In terms of process optimisation, I find 
the areas of automated document cre-
ation, knowledge management or opti-
misation of transactions interesting.

Q: As a key player in the region, what 
are you or RBI currently doing in the 
area of Legal Tech? 
Within the projects that I am involved in, 
we are currently focused on three top-
ics related to Legal Tech in the narrow 
sense: AI supported document analy-
sis, AI supported legal analysis and the 
resulting process optimisation. 

Q: What potential do you see for Le-
gal Tech specifically in the area of fi-
nance transactions? In your opinion, 
which areas of a transaction could 
particularly benefit from innovation 
in the future?
I also see a similar situation in the area 
of finance transactions. In the long run, 
I can imagine an automated document 
creation for standardised loan agree-
ments, as well as a preliminary analysis of 
certain topics, since very often the same 
topics arise, and these could probably be 
easily processed by artificial intelligence 
through preliminary analysis. 
In process optimisation, of course, the 
topic of satisfaction of conditions prec-
edents, "the CP process" in general, is 
an area with a lot of potential. Although 
this process comes after loan docu-
mentation, it sometimes requires a sig-
nificant amount of time for more com-
plex transactions. At this point, the deal 
has already been negotiated for all par-
ties, which can often lead to annoyance 
if delays occur. Therefore, Legal Tech-
based solutions will certainly play a ma-
jor role in this area. Furthermore, there 
is also great potential in the area of loan 
syndication for process optimisation or 
the use of artificial intelligence, espe-
cially when it comes to the identification Philipp Nagel

I believe that the transaction 
manager is a solution that can 
generate significant added value, 
both in terms of coordination be-
tween banks and lawyers but also 
subsequently following closing 
in terms of the banks' customer 
relationships.
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02
business to consumer protection

Consumer protection 
as a strategic goal of the EU

The European Consumer Agenda is the European Commis-
sion's strategic vision on consumer protection. It identifies 
key measures to empower consumers and to maximise 
their participation, outlining 62 action points grouped 
around four pillars: (i) promoting consumer safety; (ii) en-
hancing knowledge of consumer rights; (iii) strengthening 
the enforcement of consumer rules; and (iv) integrating 
consumer interests into key sectoral policies. As a long-
term objective, the Commission also works to empower 
consumers through choice, information and awareness of 
consumer rights and means of redress. 

2019 was centred around the below-mentioned Directives and 
the year to come will too, since harmonisation is aimed at by 
2021. In the overview which follows, we set out the scope of the 
directives stemming from this Agenda, as well as country specific 
highlights in this respect.  

The Sale of Goods Directive and 
the Digital Content Directive en-
tered into force on 11 June 2019 
to provide European consumers 
a high level of protection and legal 
certainty and to create common 
warranty rules in the EU.

cee overview by Wolfgang Tichy 
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digital content/service or for allowing 
the trader to comply with its legal obli-
gations.
The Directives were drafted by different 
working groups, as can be seen from 
the fact that different terminology has 
been used where the intended mean-
ing is the same. For instance, the Sale 
of Goods Directive uses the phrase "…
between a consumer and a seller…" 
while the Digital Content Directive uses 
"… the trader supplies … to the con-
sumer…". Despite the wording, this 
does not of course mean that the Sale 
of Goods Directive also applies be-
tween consumers. It will therefore al-
ways be necessary to consider both 
Directives when interpreting certain ter-
minology.
 
Country-specific highlights
Every country listed below has high-
lighted the main changes that will occur 
to its current national legislation, once 
the new Directives regulations are 
adopted.

Note: This does not mean that the 
changes highlighted by other countries 
do not apply.

Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Re-
public, Hungary, Romania, Slovenia
Burden of proof: Any lack of conformity 
which becomes apparent within one 
year upon delivery will be presumed to 
have existed at the time of delivery. This 
one-year long reversal of the burden of 
proof is a substantial extension com-
pared to the six-month period under 
the current warranty laws in those 
Member States.

Austria, Czech Republic
Warranty period: Contracts with a sin-
gle act of supply of digital content or 
services are subject to a warranty peri-
od of two years from the date of supply. 
On the contrary, for contracts with con-
tinuous supply of digital content and 
services (e.g. streaming services) over 
a period of time, the warranty obliga-
tion applies for the entire term of the 
contract.

Austria
Updates: The trader is obliged to pro-
vide updates for digital content or ser-
vices if this is necessary to maintain 
conformity with the contract.

Czech Republic
Updates: The trader is obliged to pro-

1 Scope of the Directives
The Sale of Goods Directive and the 
Digital Content Directive entered into 
force on 11 June 2019 to provide Euro-
pean consumers a high level of protec-
tion and legal certainty and to create 
common warranty rules in the EU. By   
1 July 2021, Member States are obliged 
to adopt necessary regulations into 
their national laws to comply with these 
Directives, which will apply from 1 Jan-
uary 2022.
The Sale of Goods Directive will apply 
to sales contracts between a consumer 
and a seller for goods, including goods 
with a digital element (e.g. smart TVs, 
smart fridges or smart watches) regard-
less whether concluded physically in 
shops or online.
The Digital Content Directive will apply 
to any contract where the trader sup-
plies digital content (e.g. movies, pho-
tos, e-books) or digital service (e.g. 
apps, cloud storage, streaming servic-
es) to the consumer. Remarkably, the 
Digital Content Directive may also apply 
when the consumer does not pay for 
the service but provides its personal 
data in return for the digital content or 
service as a "payment", except where 
the personal data is exclusively pro-
cessed for the purpose of supplying the 

The Digital Content Directive and Sale of Goods Directive

Directive (EU) 2019/770 on certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content and digital services 
("Digital Content Directive") | Directive (EU) 2019/771 on certain aspects concerning contracts for the sale of goods 
("Sale of Goods Directive")

business to consumer protection 02



Directive it is due "without undue delay 
or within an additional period of time as 
expressly agreed to by the parties". 

Croatia
Definition of digital service: Whereas 
the Croatian Consumer Protection Act 
defines the term "digital content" in the 
same manner as the Directive, the re-
spective Act does not provide the defi-
nition of "digital service", thus it is left 
unclear whether digital services are en-
compassed within the term services as 
a somewhat broader term, and wheth-
er consumers engaging in these are 
granted equal protection. The imple-
mentation of the new Directives should 
unambiguously ensure that digital ser-
vices are afforded equivalent consum-
er-favouring remedies in cases of non-
conformity.
Lack of conformity: In comparison to 
the Directives, the Croatian Consumer 
Protection Act does not regulate lack of 
conformity of goods / digital content 
and services explicitly and in such de-
tail. Nevertheless, traders are generally 
obliged to perform their obligations in 
accordance with the contractual provi-
sions and the Consumer Protection Act 
and Civil Obligations Act, thereby en-
suring the required standard of con-
sumer protection.

Hungary
Commercial guarantee: It will also ap-
pear as a novelty that producers will be 
bound with respect to commercial 
guarantees made in advertisements. 
Pursuant to the new regime, if the con-
ditions laid down in the advertisement 
are more advantageous for consumers 
than those laid down in the commercial 
guarantee statement, the advertised 
conditions will be binding (unless the 
advertisement was duly corrected be-
fore the conclusion of the contract).
Repeated nonconformities: Pursuant to 
the new EU regime, if a lack of con-
formity appears again despite the trad-
er's attempt to bring the product or 
digital content/service into conformity, 
the consumer is free to terminate the 
contract. This is currently not clearly 
regulated in Hungarian law. It is more 
limited under current court practice in 
Hungary, whereby a repeated noncon-
formity entitles the consumer to termi-

nate the contract only if the noncon-
formity repeats multiple times in a short 
timeframe and thereby results in loss of 
interest on the consumer's side.

Poland
Compliant with the Directives: Polish 
consumer protection law is in many as-
pects compliant with the Directives, 
e.g. with respect to the burden of proof 
(one-year period) or the seller's liability 
under warranty for movables (two years 
from delivery).
Protection of entrepreneurs: From 1 
June 2020, individual entrepreneurs 
entering into agreements connected 
with their business activity will enjoy 
protection similar to consumers, pro-
vided the agreements are not related to 
their professional activity.

Romania
Repairing the goods because of lack of 
conformity: Under the Directives, the 
seller is allowed to repair the goods 
within a reasonable period of time from 
the moment the consumer reported the 
lack of conformity. However, under Ro-
manian law as currently in force, the 
seller has a maximum of 15 days to 
carry out such repairs. When imple-
menting the Directives, it will be inter-
esting to see if the Romanian legislator 
will consider a period of 15 days to be 
reasonable.
Definition of "digital service": The Direc-
tives provide a much needed definition 
of the term "digital service" as (i) a ser-
vice that allows the consumer to cre-
ate, process, store or access data in 
digital form, or (ii) a service that allows 
the sharing of or any other interaction 
with data in digital form uploaded or 
created by the consumer or other users 
of that service. Romanian law utterly 
lacks such a definition (so far it only de-
fines the term "digital content") and will 
have to be updated.

Slovakia
Definition of goods: Under Slovak con-
sumer law, the definition of goods does 
not explicitly cover digital content or 
digital services.
Slovenia
Definition of "digital service": While cur-
rent consumer protection legislation 
defines goods as including digital con-

vide updates for digital content or ser-
vices agreed in the contract, and to 
provide the purchaser with the updated 
digital content at least to the extent 
necessary for the digital content to re-
tain its original features for a period of 
time which may be reasonably expect-
ed by the purchaser.

Poland, Slovakia
Limitation of the seller's liability: Under 
Polish and Slovak law, the period of the 
seller's liability may be limited to one 
year with respect to second-hand 
goods.

Bulgaria
Digital content and digital service: Un-
like the Directive, which provides a very 
broad definition of digital content ("data 
produced and supplied in digital form"), 
the Bulgarian Consumer Protection Act 
provides a more specific definition of 
digital content: "digital content is data 
produced or supplied digitally, such as 
computer games, antivirus pro-
grammes, applications, films, music, 
programmes, text, electronic books, 
papers, magazines, software or online 
games, database, internet sites for 
gambling or other, regardless of wheth-
er they are accessible through down-
loading or real-time broadcasting, on 
physical copy (hard copy or electronic 
form) or any other means." Since the 
listing may not cover all possible digital 
content available (especially consider-
ing the potential creation of new forms 
of digital data), the Directive should en-
sure a wider scope of protection of any 
possible digital content.
Next, the Bulgarian Consumer Protec-
tion Act does not provide a definition of 
"digital service". Thus, it is left unclear 
whether digital services are encom-
passed within the term services as a 
somewhat broader term, and whether 
consumers engaging in these are 
granted equal protection.
Remedy for the failure to supply: The 
Directive provides for restoration of 
conformity (as primary remedy) and 
price reduction and termination of con-
tract (secondary remedy). The Bulgari-
an Consumer Protection Act provides 
the same hierarchy. However, under the 
Bulgarian law, restoration of conformity 
is due within one month, while in the 
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the end of 2019. It will introduce new 
consumer protection mechanisms, 
such as a misdemeanour warrant upon 
request of a consumer protection or-
ganisation. The scope of implementa-
tion of the new EU Directives is yet to 
be confirmed.
Compliance with the Directives:
Serbian consumer protection law only 
complies with some aspects of the Di-
rectives, e.g. the seller's liability under 
warranty for movables (two years from 
delivery), while reversal of the burden of 
proof is still limited to the six-month pe-
riod. The seller's liability period may be 
limited to one year with respect to sec-
ond-hand goods.
E-commerce:
Serbia only adopted a new Commerce 
Act in July 2019. It now includes defini-
tions of e-commerce shops and plat-
forms, while the somewhat rudimentary 
E-commerce Act uses "information so-
ciety services" as an umbrella term for 
all IT-related services from e-com-
merce, to internet search engines and 
user data storage.
 
Turkey
Effect of EU Legislation:
Turkish law, including consumer law, 
has continued to align with the EU ac-
quis as part of the country's accession 
process to the EU.
The promulgation of the Turkish Law on 
Consumer Protection in 1995 resulted 
from Turkey's accession to the cus-
toms union, while amendments to con-
sumer law have usually followed the 
trends of EU Consumer Law. There-
fore, the current version of the Turkish 
Law on Consumer Protection ("TKHK") 
is aimed at harmonising Turkey's 
standards with EU norms. In addition to 
the TKHK, secondary legislation has 
been introduced to ensure compliance 
with the EU, such as the Regulation on 
Distant Sales Contracts, the Regulation 
on Commercial Advertising and Unfair 
Commercial Practices, the Regulation 
on Certificate of Warranty and the Reg-
ulation on Liability for Damages Caused 
by Defective Goods.

Definition of "digital service":
There is no separate legislation regulat-
ing disputes arising from contracts for 
the supply of digital content and digital 

services. However, the definition of dig-
ital content is regulated under the Reg-
ulation On Distant Sale Contracts as 
"any kind of data produced and sup-
plied in digital form; such as computer 
programme, application, game, music, 
video and text" and it is not numerus 
clausus.

Obligation to apply to Consumer Arbi-
tration Committee: 
Under the Turkish Law on Consumer 
Protection, before filing a lawsuit it is 
mandatory to apply to the Consumer 
Arbitration Committee in accordance 
with the value of the dispute. In 2019:

-Disputes below TRY 5,650: applica-
tion to the District Arbitration Commit-
tee;
-Disputes between TRY 5,650 and 
TRY 8,480 in cities with metropolitan 
status: application to the City Arbitra-
tion Committee;
- Disputes below TRY 8,480 in the 
centre of cities without metropolitan 
status: application to the City Arbitra-
tion Committee;
- Disputes between TRY 5,650 and 
TRY 8,480 in the districts of cities 
without metropolitan status: applica-
tion to the City Arbitration Committee.

tent, it is left somewhat ambiguous 
whether services include digital servic-
es, and thus whether consumers en-
gaging in these are granted equal pro-
tection. The new Directives should 
unambiguously ensure that digital ser-
vices are afforded equivalent consum-
er-favouring remedies in cases of non-
conformity.
Remedy hierarchy: The Directives en-
visage price reduction and termination 
as remedies for nonconformity that are 
secondary to the primary restoration of 
conformity (repair/replacement). This is 
contrary to the current consumer pro-
tection legislation, which views restora-
tion of conformity, price reduction and 
termination of contract as equivalent 
and alternative remedies, subject to the 
consumer's choice.

2 Comments
It is questionable whether the sought-af-
ter full harmonisation will be achieved. 
There are numerous opening clauses 
which Member States can use. It re-
mains to be seen how they will imple-
ment the Directives and which opening 
clauses they will use as well as how the 
new warranty law will impact the busi-
ness environment and how consumers 
will benefit from it. It seems traders will 
continue to face a variety of consumer 
protection rules in the EU. 

Consumer protection in non-EU 
countries

Serbia
Implementation of the Directives:
As part of the EU accession process, 
the Republic of Serbia aims to align its 
consumer protection regulation and 
strategies with that of the EU. Chapter 
28 of the acquis communautaire relat-
ed to consumer and health protection 
is yet to be open.
The current Consumer Protection Act 
regulates among others consumer 
rights, safety, consumer education, ju-
dicial and out-of-court dispute resolu-
tion mechanisms and consumer rep-
resentation. Serbia is expected to 
adopt a new Consumer Protection Act 
with a focus on e-commerce and online 
consumer protection, along with a five-
year consumer protection strategy, by 
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03
compliance & criminal defence /
corporate investigations & crisis management

and the old government, which was largely blamed for slug-
gish enforcement and the corruptness of politicians, has 
been toppled. 
• There is also positive news from Hungary on the anticorrup-
tion front, as the recent investigation into Microsoft Hungary 
led by the DOJ (the Hungarian angle was settled for USD 8.7 
million) has triggered a new investigation by the Central Pros-
ecutor's Office (CPO) into corruption and fraud involving the 
local Microsoft subsidiary. The CPO has asked the DOJ to 
share all relevant information in order to start a new investigation.
Looking ahead, this development means two things: Interna-
tional companies have often complained that corruption in 
these countries poses a serious problem and increases the 
risk of doing business there. The mentioned developments 
should gradually improve the prospect of doing business in 
CEE. On the flipside, the increased anticorruption efforts also 
mean that companies can more easily be subject to investi-
gations. When prosecutors start looking into corruption in 
tenders, all participants might have to ask questions. For in-
ternational companies and their in-house teams, this will 
mean having to respond more frequently to investigations, so 
preparation will be needed. 

1 https://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-19-6136_en.htm

Hungary has seen a significant decline in CPI scores in recent 
years, as a consequence of corruption believed to have 
worsened. Amongst others, Hungary faces allegations of a 
misuse of EU funds, which are not being investigated. Bul-
garia has seen a serious corruption scandal, and Romania 
has witnessed significant anticorruption protests over a de-
cree that would have protected many officials from corruption 
charges. 
All these countries are also accused of not enforcing anticor-
ruption laws effectively and of widespread impunity. In addi-
tion, at the beginning of 2019 both Romania and Bulgaria 
were still being observed by the EU's Cooperation Verification 
Mechanism (CVM), which monitors whether both countries 
are meeting the anticorruption and judicial reform commit-
ments they made when they became EU members. They 
were accused of making little progress on judicial reforms 
and anticorruption efforts. 
At the same time, the four countries are also examples that 
things can change for the better and that such change can 
come quickly:
• At the end of October1, the EU Commission reported  that 
it believes Bulgaria has made enough progress in the fight 
against corruption and organised crime to leave the pro-
gramme. Romania, on the other hand, has regressed in the 
fight against corruption and the monitoring should continue.
• Looking at developments in Romania, it seems only a mat-
ter of time until it will be released as well. As we will report in 
a separate chapter, the fight against corruption has picked up 

The fight against corruption and white collar crime in CEE is intensifying 

At the beginning of 2019, Transparency International painted a bleak picture of anticorruption efforts in Central and 
Eastern Europe. On the Corruption Perceptions Index ("CPI"), Bulgaria scored 42, below the global average of 43. 
Bulgaria is followed by Greece (45), which dropped three points since 2017, and Hungary (46), which dropped eight 
points over the last five years.
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To help companies identify the most relevant tasks in crisis 
situations and to facilitate the initial assessment of the most 
important legal questions, Schoenherr's Crisis Management 
Team has created a CEE-wide Internal Investigations Primer. 

In addition, Schoenherr's CEE-wide White-Collar Crime Team 
has developed an Anti-Corruption Guide helping companies 
get a better understanding of the legal framework of their 
business, especially in CEE. The Anti-Corruption Guide helps 
identify the most relevant legal issues when it comes to ques-
tions relating to accepting or offering advantages, like lunch 
invitations or gifts, in the course of a business relationship. 
The Anti-Corruption Guide is thus a useful tool to mitigate the 
risk of non-compliance and crisis situations.
The Internal Investigations Primer and the Anti-Corruption 
Guide show how Schoenherr's lawyers work together in our 
jurisdictions at a high professional level and the firm's ability 
to provide tailor-made legal advice for any crisis. But these 
new tools are also a great opportunity for companies to iden-
tify legal needs in escalated situations. 

Let's look at an example:
A multinational company operating in CEE learns via its inter-
nal whistleblower system that employees in Austria, Croatia, 
Bulgaria and Montenegro may be involved in a scheme of 
paying bribes. The management needs to react and wants to 
respond by opening an internal investigation. It decides to 
use the Internal Investigations Primer to clarify the most ur-

Crisis Management – Schoenherr's 
innovative tools for companies

Michael Lindtner 
(with Srdjana Petronijevic  Marko Kapetanovićm and Radoslav Chemshirov)

Crisis management is an essential part of each 
company's compliance system. In particular where 
possible criminal behaviour is suspected within the 
company, the management must react quickly, but 
also wisely. In such situations the management must 
make many decisions with potential deep impact, like:

• Do we have to perform an internal investigation?
• How should we deal with potential investigations 
   by authorities?
• Which legal measures must be taken and are 
   there deadlines?
• What do we communicate vis-á-vis our stakeholders 
   and the public?

31 
countries assessed

66 /100
average CPI regional score

Top scorers
Denmark 88
Finland  85
Sweden 85

Switzerland 85

Bottom scorers
 Hungary 46

Greece 45 
Bulgaria 42

The CPI points are coded from light yellow to 
deep red. The lightest yellow reflecting the 
utmost level of transparency, and dark red 

reflecting the utmost level of corruption.
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Today, the fight against corruption re-
mains a hot topic on the agenda of the 
Romanian authorities. But despite on-
going efforts to create a strong legisla-
tive framework that would help sup-
press it, corruption remains widespread. 
While it can impact companies active in 
Romania, it is important for investors to 
understand how they can protect their 
businesses against these risks.

Romanian anticorruption laws
The Romanian Criminal Code and oth-
er secondary laws criminalise active 
and passive bribery in the public sector 
as well as in the private sector. Romani-
an criminal legislation does not distin-
guish between bribes and facilitation 
payments. Consequently, gifts and 
hospitality may be considered illegal, 
depending on their intent and benefit 
obtained. 

Criminal liability for corruption offences 
may also be entailed against legal enti-
ties under certain conditions. Although 
the criminal liability of entities was set-
tled in Romanian criminal legislation as 
early as 2006, the convictions of legal 
entities have had a rather timid start and 
case law on convictions of legal entities 
for corruption offences remains sparse.

(Anti)Corruption, 
the Romanian way 

Magdalena Roibu, Andreea Neagu

Romania has made international 
headlines in recent years with argu-
ments and street protests genera-
ted by the controversial justice re-
forms that the government has 
tried to push through. Seen as a 
threat to the rule of law, the reforms 
and personnel changes in the cri-
minal justice system were eventu-
ally dropped following a referen-
dum held last year.    

gent questions and to draft an initial roadmap of the investi-
gations to come.

After a short look in the Internal Investigations Primer, it is 
clear that the management is permitted to initiate internal in-
vestigations in the affected jurisdictions. However, the man-
agement first needs to obtain more information about the 
case and therefore wants to interview the staff. Thus, the 
question arises: "Does conducting interviews regarding 
our employees generally require the approval of the 
works council or some other interest group?"

AT, BG, MNE: No
HR: Yes

The management also needs to prepare possible employ-
ment law measures and would like to assess if a suspicion 
of criminal activity generally allows employment agree-
ments to be terminated without notice in the relevant ju-
risdictions.

AT, HR: Yes
BG, MNE: No

In the context of employment law measures, the manage-
ment would also like to assess if there are certain deadlines 
to be observed when it comes to terminations without notice. 
A quick look in the Internal Investigations Primer shows that 
the deadlines in the affected jurisdictions vary. While Bulgari-
an law requires the grounds for termination to still be valid at 
the moment of termination, Croatian law, requires that the 
termination is made within 15 days from the discovery of the 
fact upon which the termination is based, and in Montenegro 
the employment is terminated automatically if the employee 
would be sentenced for more than six months of imprison-
ment.
The management also needs to assess the possible legal 
risks for the company itself, including its subsidiaries in the 
affected countries, and raises the question: "Do the affected 
jurisdictions provide for corporate criminal responsibility 
of our legal entities there?" 

AT, MNE, HR: Yes
BG: No (only administrative liability)

The management is now able to initiate the internal investiga-
tion including the consultation of legal experts from Schoen-
herr for tailor-made advice. In the end, the Internal Investiga-
tions Primer thus helped create a good overview of the most 
important legal issues and save money and time.

For more details visit our Knowledge Portal at: 
www.knowledge.schoenherr.eu

03 compliance & criminal defence /corporate investigations & crisis management
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The anticorruption strategy
In its effort to further fight against and 
eventually suppress corruption, Roma-
nia has enacted inter alia an Anticor-
ruption Act, as well as a national anti-
corruption strategy ("SNA") for 2016 
– 2020. 
The implementation of the SNA has 
brought several benefits, such as (i) the 
allocation of more funds to integrity 
protection institutions (e.g. the Romani-
an Agency of Integrity), (ii) the Monitor 
SP, an app used by the Romanian tax 
authorities to process information tak-
en from criminal files, or (iii) more finan-
cial investigation experts within prose-
cutors' offices. 
In addition, the main judicial authority in 
Romania aimed at fighting corruption 
(so-called "high and medium corrup-
tion") remains the National Anticorrup-
tion Directorate ("DNA").
The DNA's case load has increased 
and anticorruption investigations were 
initiated against high-level politicians, 
large companies or their top manage-
ment. Recent major examples include 
cases relating to bid rigging, corrupt 
practices or passive bribery offences.
Legal practitioners are now eyeing 
some ongoing criminal cases that raise 
the issue of the criminal liability of legal 
entities and corruption in the private 
sector, especially as the existing case 
law in this area is somewhat irrelevant.

Relevant case law
In November 2017, the DNA launched 
an investigation involving a construc-
tion company in an alleged EU fund 
fraud and corruption case. The investi-
gation is mainly focused on that com-
pany, previously controlled by the 
county council, a body that a former 
high-level politician headed until 2012. 
The company won many public con-
tracts, at times without tenders or ben-

efiting from confidential information that 
helped it beat other bidders. 
The investigations were based on a re-
port by the European Anti-Fraud Office 
(OLAF) in 2016 regarding suspicions 
that a formerly high-profile politician 
and other regional officials had used 
forged papers to secure EU funds for 
road rehabilitations. The case has been 
sent to trial and is currently pending be-
fore the Romanian courts.
Another notorious example of corrup-
tion in the private sector is that of a Ro-
manian insurance company which was 
convicted in 2016 for purchasing influ-
ence and active bribery. The insurer 
had to pay a criminal fine of EUR 
250,000 and as an accessory penalty 
also had to publish the conviction deci-
sion in the media ten times.
A big story in the media recently in-
volved the CEO of the Romanian 
branch of an international IT company 
who is being investigated for allegedly 
perpetrating passive bribery offences. 
The DNA prosecutors accuse him of 
requesting and receiving bribes 
amounting to some EUR 870,000 from 
the representatives of a series of IT 
companies in order to provide them 
with advantageous price offers for 
products commercialised by the Ro-
manian branch. This should have ena-
bled the IT companies to participate in 
certain public procurement procedures 
organised by various public institutions.
From the information made public so 
far, it appears that the legal entity is not 
a suspect in the criminal investigations 
conducted against its CEO. However, 
the prosecutors might have legal 
grounds to extend the investigations 
against the company in the further pro-
ceeding, which is why it will be interesting 
to observe this case, especially as there 
is very little relevant case law regarding 
the criminal liability of legal entities. 

Outlook
While Romania has undoubtedly taken 
important steps towards effectively 
combating corruption and some inter-
esting criminal cases are pending, the 
rather bitter conclusions of the 2018 
Report on Romania, also known as the 
Cooperation and Verification Mecha-
nism (available at www.just.ro) cannot 
be disregarded. Therefore, the Europe-
an Commission ("EC") made several 
recommendations to be implemented 
as soon as possible, like relaunching a 
process to appoint a chief prosecutor 
of the DNA with a proven track record 
of prosecuting corruption crimes and a 
clear mandate for the DNA to continue 
to conduct professional, independent 
and non-partisan corruption investiga-
tions.
 
It remains to be seen whether Romania 
will succeed in implementing the rec-
ommendations of the EC. This would 
require key national institutions to 
demonstrate a strong commitment to 
judicial independence and the fight 
against corruption as indispensable 
cornerstones, and to restore the ca-
pacity of national safeguards and 
checks and balances to act when there 
is a risk of backsliding. 
In addition, within the timeframe cov-
ered by the ongoing SNA, the legisla-
ture faces the task of considering new 
measures for the country. However, 
Romania is still on its way to further 
combatting corruption in the public and 
private sectors. Companies with ties to 
Romania are thus well advised to close-
ly monitor compliance with national an-
ticorruption laws.

For further information on anti-corrup-
tion please our Knowledge Portal at: 
www.knowledge.schoenherr.eu

(Anti)Corruption, 
the Romanian way 
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04
corporate / m&a

A review and outlook of m&a

2018 and H1 2019 saw very strong M&A activity in CEE, both 
in the mid and higher end market, including some landmark 
transactions in which Schoenherr has acted as legal advisor in 
a prominent role. 

The hottest industries were clearly telecommunications followed by 
banking/financial services, where the consolidation trend seen in 
previous years continues. In addition, some CEE jurisdictions saw 
a solid inflow of foreign investment in the production sector, while 
cities like Bucharest and Warsaw are also seeing growth in the lo-
cal start-up sector. While M&A activity in CEE slowed at the begin-
ning of H2 2019 in line with general market developments in Eu-
rope, it may be expected to pick-up again at the end of 2019 and 
in 2020.

The legal environment for M&A in CEE is also changing. On the one 
hand, these changes are driven by local legislation aimed at simpli-
fying and facilitating business, and on the other by the implemen-
tation of EU Directives and other laws and regulations aimed at in-
creasing transparency and combatting money laundering. Local 
legislators often seem to have taken a stricter approach than re-
quired under the respective EU Directives and imposed additional 
restrictions and transparency requirements. Especially noteworthy 
are the prohibition on issuing bearer shares in joint-stock compa-
nies in Bulgaria and Romania as well as the requirement in Poland 
(effective from 1 January 2021) to register all shares in joint-stock 
companies and partnerships limited by shares in the electronic reg-
ister of shareholders. This adds to the ever-increasing number of 
disclosure and reporting obligations for companies and sharehold-
ers across Europe.

Trade Secret Protection – Bulgaria/EU
Implementing Directive (EU) 2016/943, the (first 
ever) Bulgarian Trade Secret Protection Act came 
into force in April 2019. Under the act, secret 
information enjoys protection from infringements 
by third parties, if the controller has taken meas-
ures to protect it. Otherwise it does not qualify as 
a "trade secret". It will be up to the competent 
courts to define what level of protection is needed 
so information may qualify as a "trade secret". 
With respect to M&A transactions, the new law 
has an impact on drafting and negotiating NDAs 
and on the scope of the legal due diligence. 

Simplified Stock Corporations – Poland
As of 1 March 2020, Polish law will provide the 
option to incorporate so-called simplified joint-
stock companies (prosta spółka akcyjna). This is 
specifically designed for start-ups, as its main 
features are no minimum share capital, the 
possibility to transfer shares without formal 
requirements, effectuation of certain corporate 
actions via email and other features aimed at 
simplifying company incorporation, operation and 
dissolution. 

Tax Reporting Obligations – Poland/EU
Poland was the first country to implement Council 
Directive EU 2018/822 on mandatory disclosure 
rules in regard to cross-border tax planning. As of 
1 January 2019 (applicable to transactions 
effectuated after 25 May 2018), beneficiaries of 
transactions as well as their advisors (including 
foreign advisors) are subject to reporting obliga-
tions with respect to certain tax-planning arrange-
ments. The disclosure requirements under Polish 
law are broader than required under Council 
Directive EU 2018/822, as the respective provi-
sions in the Polish tax code also apply to certain 
purely domestic transactions. Non-compliance 
with the required reporting obligations may trigger 
severe penalties. Directive EU 2018/822 will have 
to be implemented into local law in all EU jurisdic-
tions with effect as of 1 July 2020 at the latest. 

cee overview by Maxilian Lang
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Telecommunications – CEE/SEE
KKR sold a majority stake in United Group, a 
leading media and communications services 
provider in Southeast Europe with over 3,400 
employees providing services to over 1.8m 
homes, to funds advised by BC Partners. The 
deal, closed in Q1 2019, was one of the largest 
ever M&A deals in the region. Schoenherr advised 
the target and sell-side.

Telecommunications – CEE/SEE
After running mobile operations in the CEE region for 
25 years, Norwegian mobile operator Telenor sold its 
wholly-owned mobile operations in Bulgaria, Hunga-
ry, Montenegro and Serbia, as well as the Hunga-
ry-based technology service provider Telenor 
Common Operation Zrt to the CEE private invest-
ment firm PPF Group for a consideration of EUR 
2.8bln. The sale was completed in Q3 2018. 
Schoenherr acted as legal advisor to Telenor. 

Foreign Direct Investment Approval – 
Czech Republic
Further to Regulation (EU) 2019/452, establishing 
a framework for the screening of foreign direct 
investments into the Union, a foreign direct 
investment screening and approval mechanism 
will be established in the Czech Republic for the 
first time in 2020. Foreign investors from countries 
outside the EU will be under supervision in the 
Czech Republic and the state must approve all 
investments in strategically important sectors. The 
new Czech legal framework will be aimed at 
protecting strategic sectors, such as energy, the 
arms industry and technology firms that develop 
communication or IT systems for both civil and 
military purposes. Ultimately, transactions may be 
prohibited if deemed a threat to security or public order. 

Production – Romania/Bulgaria/Serbia
Ericsson (Sweden) has acquired Katherine SE's 
(Germany) business division of mobile radio 
antennas and filters, including major operations in 
Romania, by way of an asset deal. The deal 
closed in Q3 2019. Schoenherr advised Ericsson on 
the Romanian aspects of the transaction alongside 
Hengeler Mueller acting as lead counsel.

Schoenherr also advised Smurfit Kappa on the 
acquisition of two separate corrugated cardboard 
production businesses in Bulgaria (a share deal 
and a going concern deal) as well as a paper mill 
and corrugated plant in Serbia.

Banking – SEE
Société Générale (France) sold its banking and 
insurance subsidiaries in Serbia, Montenegro, 
Slovenia, Bulgaria, Albania and Moldova to OTP 
Bank (Hungary) in separate but sequenced 
transactions completed throughout 2019. 
Schoenherr advised Société Générale alongside 
Jones Day.

Banking – Czech Republic
Bausparkasse Schwäbisch Hall sold its 45 % stake 
in the Czech building savings bank Českomoravská 
stavební spořitelna, a.s. (ČMSS) to the Czech 
division of the KBC Group Československá obchodní 
banka, a.s. (ČSOB) for a purchase price of 
EUR 240m (the biggest banking deal in the Czech 
Republic in 2019). As a result of this transaction, 
ČSOB became the sole shareholder of ČMSS. 
Schoenherr advised Bausparkasse Schwäbisch Hall 
alongside Gleiss Lutz. 

No Issuance of Bearer Shares – 
Bulgaria/Romania/EU
While implementing Directive (EU) 2015/849 on 
the prevention of the use of the financial system 
for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist 
financing, Bulgaria and Romania have both 
prohibited joint-stock companies from issuing 
bearer shares. In Austria, privately held joint-stock 
companies have already been prohibited from 
issuing bearer shares since 2011. By completely 
banning bearer shares from the market, Bulgaria 
and Romania have taken a stricter approach than 
required by Directive (EU) 2015/849 (which only 
requires prevention of the misuse of bearer shares). 
Companies that fail to convert bearer shares into 
registered shares within the provided deadlines (such 
deadline has already expired in Bulgaria) may face 
severe penalties up to liquidation. 

Interim Dividends – Romania
Until recently, Romanian companies could distribute 
dividends to shareholders only annually upon 
approval of their annual financial statements. Law 
163/2018 now permits companies to distribute their 
dividends annually or quarterly. In the case of 
quarterly dividend distribution during the financial 
year, the annual financial statements must show the 
partially distributed dividends. The amounts distribut-
ed during the financial year must then be adjusted 
upon approval of the annual financial statements and 
dividends distributed in excess of the balance sheet 
profit must be returned within 60 days of approval of 
the annual financial statements. Hence, shareholders 
who receive quarterly dividends may be subject to a 
clawback. Thus far, Romanian companies have been 
cautious about distributing interim dividends.
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Under the statutory definition of trade 
secret, the person in control of the in-
formation is required to have taken 
measures to protect it; otherwise, the 
relevant information will not qualify as a 
"trade secret". However, as the Act 
does not define the standard applicable 
to such measures, elaboration by the 
courts is awaited. Different standards 
will likely be applied to different types of 
information and businesses. Following 
the recent leaks of data worldwide it is 
difficult to imagine what cybersecurity 
standard would be considered sufficient. 

This unpredictability can be counteract-
ed by well-drafted confidentiality under-
takings in contractual arrangements. 
These may include confidentiality claus-
es in contracts with employees, exter-
nal business partners, contractors and 
consultants, non-disclosure agree-
ments in the course of transactions, in-
ternal "secrecy" rules identifying, cate-
gorising and labelling trade secrets and 
outlining the procedures to protect 
them, internal information security train-
ing, information barriers and restrictions 
on access rights, monitoring of leaks 
and an incident response plan for data 

breaches. Buyers in M&A deals should 
start requesting the above information 
in due diligence reviews and may also 
demand specific representations and 
warranties requiring the seller to con-
firm that it has taken adequate meas-
ures to protect its trade secrets. The 
seller also may be obliged to imple-
ment specific confidentiality proce-
dures concerning trade secrets 
pre-closing. 

The Act applies to non-disclosure 
agreements executed as a standard 
practice at the outset of M&A transac-
tions even if there is no reference to it. 
We expect to see more elaborate 
non-disclosure agreements defining 
what information would be considered 
confidential in the relevant transaction 
in more detail. It is likely that red file 
data rooms, but also physical data 
rooms or lawyer-to-lawyer disclosure 
will be used more often to demonstrate 
that measures have been taken to pro-
tect trade secrets when disclosing in-
formation. These can include maintain-
ing a list of people with access, signed 
(individual) confidentiality undertakings 
and prohibiting printing or copying.

"If you want to keep a secret, 
you must also hide it from yourself."
George Orwell, 1984 

The first ever Trade Secret Protection Act (the "Act") in Bulgaria came into force 
in April 2019 implementing Directive (EU) 2016/943 on the protection of undis-
closed know-how and business information (trade secrets) against their unlaw-
ful acquisition, use and disclosure. Businesses wishing to enjoy the protections 
of the new Act may need to take immediate steps to better protect their trade 
secrets.Alexandra Doytchinova,  Stela Pavlova

Under the statutory definition of trade secret, the person in control 
of the information is required to have taken measures to protect it; 
otherwise, the relevant information will not qualify as a "trade secret". 
However, as the Act does not define the standard applicable to such 
measures, elaboration by the courts is awaited. 



What is protected?

A trade secret is any commercial infor-
mation, know-how and technological 
information which: 
(i) is secret, i.e. not generally known to 
or easily accessible by persons who 
commonly use this type of information; 
and

(ii) has commercial value because of its 
secret nature; and

(iii) the person lawfully in control of has 
taken measures to keep secret.

A trade secret holder is any person law-
fully controlling a trade secret.

The subject of infringement may be 
goods and services where the design, 
characteristics, operation, production 
process, manner of marketing or sale 
are substantially influenced by trade se-
crets that have been unlawfully ac-
quired, used or disclosed.

Infringements 

An infringer is any person who has un-
lawfully acquired, used or disclosed a 
trade secret. 

A trade secret can be lawfully acquired 
through independent discovery or cre-
ation; (lawful) observation, study, disas-
sembly or testing of a product, by (vol-
untary) disclosure, or by contract, etc. 

The following are generally unlawful:

(i) The acquisition of a trade secret 
without the trade secret holder's con-
sent, if obtained through unauthorised 
access to, misappropriation or copying 
of documents, objects, materials, sub-
stances or electronic files which are 
lawfully under the control of the trade 
secret holder and contain the trade se-
cret or from which the trade secret can 
be deduced.

(ii) The use or disclosure of a trade se-
cret without the trade secret holder's 
consent, if carried out by a person who 
(i) has acquired the trade secret unlaw-
fully, (ii) has been in breach of a confi-
dentiality agreement or other duty not 
to disclose the trade secret, or (iii) has 
been in breach of a duty to limit the use 
of the trade secret.

(iii) The acquisition, use or disclosure of 
a trade secret, if at the time the person 
knew or ought to have known that the 
trade secret had been obtained from 
another person who was using or dis-
closing the trade secret unlawfully.

The Act provides for exceptions when 
the acquisition, use or disclosure of a 
trade secret is not unlawful, e.g. when 
exercising the right to freedom of ex-
pression or for the detection of crimes.

Sanctions

Under the Act, in addition to any pro-
ceeding before or any fine imposed 
by the Bulgarian Commission for the 
Protection of Competition, a civil 
court claim may be filed to:

(i) rule on the existence of an infringement; 
(ii) order the termination or prohibition 
of such infringement; 
(iii) prohibit the production, marketing 
or use of infringing goods or the im-
port, export or storage of such 
goods; 
(iv) prohibit the provision of infringing 
services; and 
(v) order the destruction/return of 
documents/devices containing trade 
secrets.

The court will consider the trade se-
cret's value, the measures taken by 
the lawful trade secret holder to pro-
tect it, the infringer's conduct, and 
the impact of the unlawful use or dis-
closure of the trade secret. The Act's 
specific rules for calculating damag-
es, assess not only the direct loss 
and loss of profit, but also the profit 
made by the infringer and the non-pe-
cuniary damages suffered by the 
trade secret holder. A five-year limita-
tion period applies.
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Royalty financing has become increas-
ingly popular in the mining industry in 
the past decade, as junior or medi-
um-size exploration companies needed 
to fund their capital expenditure needs. 
Low commodity prices and continued 
global economic uncertainty have 
turned the tap dry for financing through 
traditional equity offerings. On the other 
hand, traditional lenders like banks typ-
ically are not prepared to finance pro-
jects in the exploration phase that only 
include costs and no revenues and of-
ten a great deal of uncertainty about 
whether commercial exploitation is 
even feasible. So, from the banks' per-
spective, the loans are too risky and 
remote, since revenues may only start 
to flow five to ten years and tens mil-
lions of dollars down the line, if at all.

This global trend has also found its way 
to Serbia. This is no surprise given that 
there are over 30 exploration projects in 
the country, targeted mainly at copper, 
gold, boron and jadarite, a lithium-bear-
ing mineral with a composite similar to 
the fictional Kryptonite. While mining 
heavyweights like Rio Tinto or Free-
port-McMoRan, which hold interest in 
some of the projects, have their sourc-
es of capital, smaller players face uni-
versal financing issues and may need to 
grant royalties to fund the (pre)feasibility 
studies, equipment purchases, con-
struction or other capital expenditures 
required in various exploration phases. 
Royalties in mining typically include a 
percentage of revenues or profits from 
the mineral production (once it starts) 
over the lifespan of the mine, without 
guaranteed minimum payments but 
also without caps on the upside.

In North America, royalty financing is 

gaining popularity across industries, es-
pecially in tech and life sciences start-
ups, but also in the entertainment in-
dustry. According to some sources, 
around USD 100bln of royalties are be-
ing paid out each year globally. These 
ventures all need seed capital and all 
offer promising but uncertain returns, 
making them unattractive borrowers for 
banks. On the other hand, owners of-
ten are reluctant to share equity and 
control with investors. These are uni-
versal challenges that all entrepreneurs 
also face in Southeast Europe. There-
fore, royalties may be just the right fit in 
the capital structure of a tech start-up 
thanks to several attractive features for 
both the royalty payors and investors.

For royalty payors these are: (i) no fixed 
payment obligations or repayment 
terms, thus less risk of default; (ii) cove-
nant-lite documents, which are much 
shorter and simpler compared to 
standard debt finance packages; (iii) 
negotiable security package, but no re-
course to owners and recourse strictly 
limited to the financed asset; (iv) tax-de-
ductible royalty payments; and (v) no 
dilution or pressure to sell the business. 
The royalties are attractive to investors 
because: (i) they receive equity-like re-
turns, although they are senior ranked 
to equity; (ii) returns come faster com-
pared to equity investments in the early 
stages of the business's lifespan; (iii) 
there is lower risk of default due to the 
flexible payment terms of royalty pay-
ors; and (iv) depending on jurisdiction, 
royalty holders may acquire an actual 
interest in the core assets of the royalty 
payors (e.g. mineral rights, IP, etc.).

But all that glitters is not gold! For pay-
ors, the main drawback of royalties is 

that they are more expensive than bank 
debt. They also do not work well to-
gether with traditional debt. Lenders 
are not comfortable that royalty holders 
receive a guaranteed percentage of 
revenues and effectively rank senior to 
them. A possible solution is to negoti-
ate intercreditor provisions with royalty 
holders together with the royalty agree-
ment. Also, a royalty combined with 
(senior) bank debt increases the risk of 
default considerably, since there may not 
be enough free cash flow for everyone.

Unlike banks, investors need to do their 
diligence in what they invest. They will 
not have control, covenants or acceler-
ation rights to rely on, so they need to 
be sure they have assessed all the risks 
and expected value of the underlying 
business linked to the royalties. The 
laws of Southeast European countries 
generally do not recognise royalties, so 
they run the risk of being mischaracter-
ised by the courts. Therefore, legal ad-
vice should be sought to determine if 
they may be considered as hidden re-
payment of equity (contravening often 
mandatory capital maintenance rules) 
or as aleatory contracts that can be 
subject to equitable adjustment or 
struck down by the court; or if they 
cause regulatory issues, for instance 
under currency control rules in case of 
cross-border payments. All these legal 
issues can be overcome by identifying 
them ahead of time and structuring the 
product around them.

Given the speculative nature of invest-
ment and the conservative approach of 
traditional lenders, this region may be 
fertile soil for royalties to grow. With numer-
ous mining projects, time will tell if royalty 
financing will spill over to other industries.

 

Luka Lopičić, Jelena Arsić

Royalty Financing: 
A new source of capital in mining, tech and beyond

Royalty financing is a type of alternative finance where the financier, often called the royalty holder, advances a one-
off up-front fixed cash amount to a company, a royalty payor, which in return promises to pay a percentage of its fu-
ture revenues or profits to the royalty holder. This type of financing is used to develop an asset or a business when 
traditional debt or equity financing options are limited. It is a true alternative to traditional debt finance, since there is 
no fixed repayment plan and payments depend on the performance of the underlying business or asset. Also, unlike eq-
uity financing, the ownership and control in the royalty payor is not diluted, since it is not giving away its equity stake.
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Royalty Financing: 
A new source of capital in mining, tech and beyond

"Once upon a time" is a promising beginning for any story. Even for corpo-
rate ones. But statistics show that unhappy endings are all too common. In 
Romania, for every four new legal entities incorporated each year, one exist-
ing company is wound up. 

Over the past five years, more than 110,000 new legal entities on average have 
been registered with the Romanian Trade Registry each year. At the same time, 
some 28,000 companies have been wound up annually. 
Are these breakups the result of shareholder misunderstandings or should we 
look for external causes? The answer might prove useful for investors thinking 
about setting up shop in Romania. That's because a common criticism of Roma-
nia as an investment destination is its unpredictable legislative framework. Indeed, 
it is one of the most active countries in Europe when it comes to the number of 
legal changes introduced each year. Some of these have a direct impact on com-
panies' business activities – and their termination.

Falling out of love
A company may be wound up for any number of reasons. One may be major 
disagreements between the shareholders, which can cause one shareholder to 
seek the winding up of the company. In this type of corporate breakup, the share-
holder must provide strong arguments in favour of such a measure.

Winding up as a sanction
Winding up is the toughest sanction that can be taken against the shareholders 
for the company's failure to comply with certain legal obligations. This is because 
external forces intervene to put an end to their business, against their will.
Romanian laws encourage shareholders to work together towards achieving their 
business objectives. While this might sound like couples' therapy, it is actually far 
from it, as failure to comply can be sanctioned by the winding up of the company. 

Winding up under the Companies' Law 
The Romanian Companies' Law sets forth the situations in which an interested 
party or the Romanian Trade Registry Office can request that a company be 
wound up as a sanction for failure to comply with certain legal obligations, such as:

• the company's activity has terminated, but shareholders have failed to open the 
legally stipulated winding up and liquidation procedures;

• the company's activity has not been reinitiated after a temporary period of inac-
tivity notified to the tax authorities and registered in the Trade Registry;

• the company fails to replenish its share capital in the conditions stipulated by law;

• the company fails to file certain annual tax returns, consolidated annual records 
or accountancy records or statements within 60 days of the expiry of the legal 
term to do so.

Not every corporate story ends 
with "happily ever after"

Mădălina Neagu, Cristina Enaga
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Some of them may apply even if you 
do not have a presence in Poland. 
Most of the new obligations are driven 
by the requirements of EU law. Howev-
er, Polish lawmakers have decided to 
implement local particularities and to 
expand the requirements set forth in 
the EU legislation. Therefore, we rec-
ommend updating standard M&A 
checklists to include such items as:
• Preparing enhanced ultimate benefi-
cial owner files of the purchaser/seller/
investor involved in the transaction, so 
they are at hand for the purpose of: 
- presenting them to advisors and con-
tractors, to enable them to comply 
with legislation implementing the AML 
IV Directive, as well as 
- registering the beneficial owners of 
existing investments in the newly es-
tablished Central Register of Beneficial 
Owners (which went live on 13 Octo-
ber 2019);
• Checking your contractor tax regis-
tration as well as its bank accounts 
registered with the tax authorities, so 
that you are sure you will be paying to 
the contractor's registered bank ac-

Growing compliance 
and transparency 
obligations applicable to 
m&a deals in Poland 

Krzysztof Pawlak

Update your checklist
Whether you are an investor, guaran-
tor, seller, buyer or advisor of any of the 
foregoing, recent changes to Polish 
law, as well the changes which will en-
ter into force soon, impose certain new 
compliance and transparency related 
obligations which you should bear in 
mind when preparing for, managing 
and closing M&A transactions. 

Other laws can also play a role
The Companies' Law is far from being the only piece of legislation setting forth 
company winding up as a penalty for infringements. 

One example refers to the changes introduced in mid-2019 by Law No. 
129/2019, on preventing and combatting money laundering and terrorism fi-
nancing, and amending and supplementing certain legal acts for companies, 
which transposed (EU) Directive 2015/849 of the European Parliament and of 
the Council.

Under this law, existing companies have until 21 July 2020 to register their ben-
eficial owners in the Central Register of Beneficial Owners of Private Compa-
nies. The company's legal representative must file a written statement upon in-
corporation of a new company, annually, and whenever a change in the 
company occurs, but no later than the above-mentioned deadline.

If the company's legal representative fails to comply with this obligation, fines 
will be applied and in the next 30 days the company may be wound up if the 
statement is not filed in the meantime.

Law No. 129/2019 has also introduced a ban on bearer shares. Companies 
that have issued bearer shares have 18 months from the entry into force of the 
law to convert them into registered shares and record this in the Trade Registry. 
Failure to comply within the required period – and after receiving a written warn-
ing or fine – can also be sanctioned by winding up.

Moreover, a draft Government ordinance was announced in 2019 with the aim 
to increase the financial discipline of company shareholders.

The draft bill, which generated some controversy, addressed the scenario where 
a company's net assets decrease below half of its registered capital. In such 
cases, existing shareholder loans would convert into equity by the end of the 
financial exercise when the losses are ascertained, otherwise the company risks 
dissolution. 

Romanian tax authorities are required to closely monitor "decapitalised" compa-
nies and to request their winding up if the net assets / share capital ratio contin-
ues for more than two years, or where the companies do not file their financial 
statements for the same period. 

The draft ordinance also made corporate directors responsible for not conven-
ing a general meeting in case of decapitalisation, subject to a sanction ex-
pressed as a percentage of the value of the losses. 

To be continued… 
A company can be wound up for various reasons. Some are unavoidable, as 
they have to do with the dynamics of shareholder relationships. But others can 
be generated by external causes, such as an unexpected legal change. In the 
case of the former, many of the winding up risks can be mitigated by staying 
mindful of the myriad changes in the Romanian legislation and implementing 
proper corporate governance measures.
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count and will not face potential tax 
issues resulting from payment to a 
non-registered account (as of 1 Janu-
ary 2020);
• Involving legal and tax advisors (inter-
nal or external) at an early stage of pre-
paring the transaction structure, so 
you can comply with the Mandatory 
Disclosure Rules and related reporting 
obligations. 

Mandatory Disclosure Rules
The last item of the list, i.e. check if the 
agreed structure of the contemplated 
transaction should be reported under 
the Mandatory Disclosure Rules, is re-
quired by Polish legislation implement-
ing EU Council Directive 2018/822 of 
25 May 2018 amending Directive 
2011/16/EU as regards mandatory au-
tomatic exchange of information in the 
field of taxation in relation to reportable 
cross-border arrangements ("MDR Di-
rective")

• Why they are important: Such a 
check is of particular importance, 
since: 
- similar rules must enter into force in 
the EU countries by 1 July 2020
- once implemented, they will impose 
obligations to also report certain trans-
actions being already consummated (if 
the tax arrangement was implemented 
after 25 May 2018); and 
- the MDR Directive, and its implemen-
tation in Poland, is not very precise, 
requiring special scrutiny on the part of 
the affected entities.
• What the new obligation is about: 
The respective changes to the Polish 
Tax Ordinance (Ordynacja podatkowa) 
aimed at implementing the MDR Direc-
tive are in force since 1 January 2019. 
However, the scope of the Polish im-
plementation is broader than required 
by the MDR Directive; for instance, it 
may also concern domestic transac-
tions ("Polish MDR Regulation"). The 
new law imposes on taxpayers and 
their advisors several specific and 
sometimes imprecise obligations to re-
port to the tax authorities any arrange-
ments satisfying even one of over 20 
hallmarks. The arrangement does not 
have to be implemented, it suffices if it 
is made available or ready for imple-
mentation (a reportable arrangement is 

referred to as the tax scheme). Crucial 
terms such as "arrangement", "imple-
mentation of the arrangement" or "hall-
marks" are defined broadly, hence 
most M&A transactions and many 
standard corporate restructurings may 
have to be reported. 
• Who is obligated to report: Partici-
pants taking part in structuring or im-
plementing the transaction play differ-
ent roles in the reporting process and, 
accordingly, there are various obliga-
tions resulting from the new law. For 
instance, the investor or an entity in-
volved in the transaction (e.g. as the 
buyer) might potentially be qualified as 
the beneficiary of the arrangement (ko-
rzystający), while advisors (or persons 
structuring, coordinating or imple-
menting the transaction) may be re-
garded as promoters (promotorzy) or 
as other intermediaries (wspomagają-
cy). It is not always easy to determine 
who acts in what capacity. In most 
cases, the primary reporting burden 
will lie with the tax advisors (as normal-
ly they will act as the promoters) and 
not with the actual beneficiary or the 
transactional advisors. However, the 
latter groups still would be obligated to 
ask the promotor for the tax scheme 
number assigned by the tax authority 
to the reported tax scheme or to report 
the tax scheme directly to the tax ad-
ministration.
• What is at stake: Penalties and, for 
professional advisors, loss of credibility 
or disciplinary sanctions. 
• What to do: 
- The beneficiaries of the arrangements 
(e.g. investor or buyer) should first con-
sult their lawyer or tax advisor to check 
if:
- the agreements (also verbal) reached 
between the parties, or a plan of action 
of the given beneficiary, should already 
be qualified as the arrangements; 
- it is reportable (as a tax scheme); and 
- who should report it under the Polish 
MDR Regulation. 
The sooner such verification is under-
taken the better, since the mere agree-
ing upon the structure of the transac-
tion may trigger reportability. 
Finally, the beneficiary should ask the 
promotor (if any) to provide the unique tax 
scheme number assigned to the given 
tax scheme by the tax administration. 

- The transactional advisors, even if 
not based in Poland, as potential pro-
moters and other intermediaries, 
should continuously assess their role 
under the Polish MDR Regulation and 
monitor whether the arrangement they 
are working on is reportable to the tax 
administration. They should repeat the 
analysis from time to time, since even a 
technically minor change in the trans-
action set-up may affect the previous 
assessment of reportability. 
Advisors should also liaise with other 
advisors involved in the process of 
structuring, preparing or implementing 
the transaction to determine who will 
effectively report the arrangement to 
the tax administration. 
• When to report: The scope and tim-
ing of the reporting varies depending 
on the entity's role in the preparation, 
implementation and management of 
the transaction. As a rule, however, the 
tax arrangement should be reported 
within 30 days of its set up/disclosure 
to the beneficiary or implementation.  
• What next: 
- As the new legislation has yet to be 
tested in practice, nobody knows if the 
interpretation of the vague provisions 
will favour the reporting entities or in-
stead give broad discretional powers 
to the tax authorities. Some new 
guidelines issued by the tax adminis-
tration may be expected. 
- The MDR Directive should be trans-
posed into the national laws of other 
EU countries by 1 July 2020. The Pol-
ish MDR Regulation may serve as a 
benchmark. 
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dispute resolution

investor. And our argument about what an investor may expect 
and rely on when it invests abroad.
Adding to this, we have excelled vis-à-vis international tier one 
firms in commercial arbitration. Christoph Lindinger and Victo-
ria Pernt are running a high-stakes ICC arbitration with the 
highest amount in dispute in the region. At the same time, our 
post M&A arbitrations are increasing. More and more compa-
nies appreciate the advantages of arbitration that Victoria Pernt 
highlights herein. They have opted for arbitration clauses in 
their SPAs, and for our team to see to their rights. Here, too, 
our geographic footprint facilitates transnational dispute man-
agement, with our Slovenia and Vienna offices currently 
teamed-up in one of our post M&A arbitrations.
But our arbitration practice is not the only area that is booming. 
To the contrary, our litigation practice continues to handle com-
plex commercial cases. GDPR disputes are on the rise, and 
Schoenherr is at the forefront in some of the most high-profile 
matters. In addition to running these matters, Andreas Natterer 
cooperates with colleagues across the CEE region on new de-
velopments in life sciences. Meanwhile, Vice Mandaric and Bo-
jana Vareskic have the Vienna and Croatia offices collaborate 
on defending banks in mass actions brought by consumers 
triggered by new legislation.
Without doubt, our geographic footprint remains our asset. 
Through close cooperation with colleagues in our offices 
across the CEE region, we have been able to tap into a net-
work of experts. This transnational approach has allowed our 
dispute resolution lawyers to tackle complex multi-jurisdiction-
al proceedings as well as high-profile commercial arbitrations 
and high-stakes investment arbitrations. Our unrivalled suc-
cesses have confirmed the added value of this approach, al-
lowing our practice to grow further. 

With plenty on the horizon, we look forward to embarking on 
2020. Together.

Litigation funding remains a hot topic. Last year, it was on 
our doorstep. This year, it is making its mark in Central and 
Eastern Europe, and Schoenherr is right there to accom-
modate it. Sebastian Gutiu and Leon Kopecky have our 
Romania office collaborate in new ways with Vienna, to-
gether with clients and funders, on multi-claimant disputes. 
With a well-structured setup, clients can expect to run their 
disputes completely risk-free. The theory we shared on this 
topic last year, we are now turning into practice.
Meanwhile, our pioneer work continues with state liability 
in foreign investment protection. Last year was stirred by 
the European Court of Justice decision in Achmea. The 
future of foreign investment in Europe looked bleak. Now, 
Schoenherr's Vienna and Croatia offices are breaking 
ground implementing Christoph Lindinger's innovative 
state liability solutions. Intra-EU investors are protected; 
and their ability to challenge states for interfering with their 
investments is very much alive. Keep an eye out for this 
exciting new development.
This pioneer work rests on a solid foundation. With the in-
tegration of our offices across the CEE region, we combine 
specialised arbitration expertise with local know-how and 
experience. This has permitted our dispute resolution team 
to remain a strong leader in the CEE region, with a suc-
cessful track record. 
We are still "unbeaten" in investment arbitration. We are 
handling far more investment arbitrations than any of our 
competitors in the region. And successfully. 
Only last year, Schoenherr's arbitration team received four 
ICSID awards in favor of our client in cases that the Vienna team 
headed by Christoph Lindinger, Leon Kopecky and Victoria 
Pernt ran together with Serbia (Matija Vojnovic, Natasa Lala-
tovic, Hristina Todorovic) and Moldova (Vladimir Iurkovski). 
With these awards, we have left our mark on the invest-
ment arbitration landscape. Our arguments have become 
law. Our argument about what it means to be a protected 

Pioneer work and deep insight into key dispute resolution trends

A year of strength for Schoenherr's dispute resolution team. A year of pioneer work, deep in sight into key regional trends, 
and unrivalled success. The team, spanning all Schoenherr offices in the CEE region, wrapped up 2019 with a bang.  

cee overview by Christoph Lindinger and Marina Stanisavljevic
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Legal finance happens in three stages: 
project setup, agreeing on financing, 
and running the dispute. Each stage is 
crucial for the eventual outcome. We 
will illustrate this with an example from 
our arbitration practice. 

Stage 1: Project setup
At the beginning there is always a pro-
ject. A commercial or investment dis-
pute between a claimant and a re-
spondent. Or multiple claimants, as it 
was in our case: more than 50. What-
ever the case may be, the first stage is 
all about the right setup. 
Getting the facts straight, getting the 
information together, conducting a pre-
liminary assessment of the claim: does 
it have merit? Can we approach a litiga-
tion funder with it? How should we ap-
proach them? How is the dispute going 
to play out?
Sometimes multiple claimants may 
have already organised themselves into 
an association which manages their 
claims. This simplifies the setup. But it 
is quite rare, especially in Central Eu-
rope, where we are not used to mass 
claims. 
And so, the setup usually falls on the 
lawyers. How do we do it? Together. 
In our case, the Vienna and Bucharest 
offices joined forces. This was suitable 

from a cultural and legal perspective. 
Not to mention logistics. Neither office 
had to see every single claimant. And 
the claimants, who were from all over 
the world, did not all have to travel to 
one office. Instead, we divided up the 
work.
The setup must never be underestimat-
ed. Whether dealing with many claims 
or just one, it takes time to understand 
a claim; to get across the key docu-
ments, to apply the law, to formulate a 
case theory. It takes time to be pre-
pared. 
And you cannot approach a litigation 
funder unprepared. Ultimately, you 
want to provide the funder with a docu-
ment outlining who you are as claimant, 
what your claim is, how you expect to 
run it, and what the projected return is. 
Of course, we do this for you. But it's 
hard work, and the first stage can easi-
ly take several months. If done well, the 
funder will sign a terms sheet with you 
outlining the commercial terms of a po-
tential funding agreement. 
 
Stage 2: Agreeing on financing
A lot happens before a funding agree-
ment is concluded. First, the terms 
must be agreed. 
You and your claim are tested by the 
funder. The funder needs to determine 
the risk and agree on an appropriate 
rate of return. Then comes the budget: 
the lawyers' fees, the expenses of 
courts or arbitration institutions, wit-
nesses, experts etc. The funder wants 
to know a budget for all this upfront. 
Also, there may be adverse costs insur-
ance (in case you lose the case). Its 
premium, too, may be covered by the 
funder. 
And so, a comprehensive due diligence 
is required. In our case, the Vienna and 
Bucharest offices worked in sync, using 
state-of-the-art legal tech. With a spe-
cialised tool, our teams worked at dif-
ferent times from different locations, 
while work products remained up-to-
date and accessible by all team mem-
bers and the funder. The four-eye ap-
proval principle ensured that key 
documents were checked by lawyers 
from both offices.
The second stage concludes with the 
signing of the funding agreement, 
which sets out in detail the funding con-

ditions, obligations of the parties, 
schedules and budgets. It also sets 
out how funding is done and how pro-
ceeds are eventually distributed. 
In our case, escrow accounts were set 
up for funding and proceeds distribu-
tion. Through a separate escrow 
agreement, this guarantees that funds 
are allocated, and proceeds are dis-
tributed, correctly. Securities are exe-
cuted, so claims and proceeds cannot 
be taken or set off. 

Stage 3: Running the dispute
With the funding agreement in place, 
the dispute can proceed. The funder 
does not advise or influence the con-
duct of the dispute, or any potential 
settlement. It does, however, ask for 
regular updates on the proceedings, 
the budget and any relevant issues 
which could impact the dispute. 
And so, the teamwork continues. 
Everyone stays informed.  
Once the award is issued (or the case 
settles), proceeds start coming in. 
They go into an escrow account. They 
are then distributed according to the 
funding agreement, a so-called water-
fall. But no matter the agreed premium 
and no matter the cost, you, as the 
claimant, should always recover the 
larger part of the proceeds. If the re-
spondent does not pay the whole 
amount, a funder may monetise the 
award (or settlement). It pays an up-
front premium to you and handles the 
enforcement itself. If the funder col-
lects more than expected, you may 
even be paid a deferred premium later 
on. 
At the end of the day, you can run a 
risk-free dispute, just like our claim-
ants. Protected from legal fees, ex-
penses and even adverse costs. You 
can run a case you otherwise wouldn't. 
Perhaps because the risk was too 
high, perhaps because it would look 
bad on the balance sheets. 

That is how legal finance works. 

Legal Finance 
in practice

Legal finance – also called litigation 
funding – has firmly touched down in 
Central and Eastern Europe. Last year, 
we ran a chapter on what legal finance 
is. This year, we explain how legal fi-
nance works in practice. How we se-
cure the best result for our clients. By 
working together.

 Sebastian Gutiu, Leon Kopecky
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state and a non-EU state. That means 
if you are an EU investor in a non-EU 
state or a non-EU investor in an EU 
state, the protection of your investment 
under the applicable BIT remains unaf-
fected. In fact, it is flourishing. Just last 
year Schoenherr won three investment 
arbitrations for EU investors against 
non-EU states. 

And so, the first option for protecting 
your foreign investment may very well 
be to structure it from outside the EU, 
provided you know when and where to go.

But what if restructuring is not recom-
mended for your business? What if you 
need to stay an intra-EU investor? Well, 
that's fine too.      

Take the second path. 
Let the EU protect you. 

EU states cannot harm investments of 
other EU investors. EU law protects 
them, quite extensively. The standards 
of investment protection guaranteed 
under BITs and under EU law largely 
overlap. The real difference is how they 
are enforced.

Under BITs, states typically consent to 
dispute resolution by an arbitral tribu-
nal. For instance, ICSID at the World 
Bank, or UNCITRAL of the United Na-
tions. The awards rendered by these tri-
bunals are practically enforceable world-
wide. Any assets that your losing 
opponent (the state) may have, including 
assets outside the state, are up for grabs.

But if an EU state violates investment 
protections under EU law, your case 
will start in the national courts of that 
state. You will sue for state liability. If the 
national courts apply EU law correctly 
(and find the state liable), you win. And 
you can easily enforce that EU judg-
ment, at least throughout the EU, but 
also in most other non-EU jurisdictions. 

If the national courts find the state did 
not violate EU law, then they applied 
EU law incorrectly. In that case, you sue 
again – this time for violation of EU law 
by the state (for harming your invest-
ment) and by its national courts (for fail-
ing to apply EU law correctly). In that 
proceeding, questions of EU law will 
arise, and the national courts will be 
obligated to bring the matter to the ECJ 
for a preliminary ruling. The ECJ will de-
cide on the proper interpretation and 
application of EU law. The ECJ's ruling 
is final, and the national courts will be 
obligated to follow it. Again, your judg-
ment is enforceable. Again, you are 
protected.

So, while investment arbitration is the 
simplest path, it is not the only one. If 
structuring your investment outside the 
EU is not viable, don't fret. At the end of 
the day, your EU investment – whether 
you stay or go – is still protected.

But then came 2018. An investment 
dispute between a Dutch insurance 
company and Slovakia made its way to 
the European Court of Justice (ECJ). 
And the ECJ's decision in that case 
(Achmea v Slovak Republic, or simply 
"Achmea") threw the future of foreign 
investment protection into disarray. 

The gist of Achmea: investor-state arbi-
tration clauses of intra-EU BITs are in-
compatible with EU law. The concern: 
enforcement of intra-EU BIT arbitral 
awards will become more difficult. The 
likely effect: your foreign investments 
are no longer protected. 

But Achmea, and its repercussions, are 
far from clear. The decision is yet to be 
tried. And even if enforcement of in-
tra-EU BIT arbitral awards does be-
come more difficult, there is still no 
need to worry about your foreign in-
vestments. 

They ARE protected. 

Achmea does not affect the protection 
of your investment abroad or in the EU, 
whether you run your business from the 
EU or a non-EU state. It simply requires 
you to take one of two paths: structure 
outside the EU or be protected by EU 
law itself. 

First path first. Structure outside. 

Achmea only affects BITs between two 
EU states, i.e. intra-EU investors. It 
does not affect BITs between an EU 

Christoph Lindinger, Marcin Aslanowicz

Stay or go, your Investments ARE protected

You are an intra-EU investor. You run your business in one EU state and invest in another. Or perhaps you are an in-
ternational company, outside the EU, but with a corporate structure that includes intra-EU investment. You never 
questioned that your foreign investment will be protected under the applicable intra-EU bilateral investment treaty 
(BIT). And you had no reason to. 
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Prior to the introduction of the amend-
ment, many controversies were related 
to the arbitrability of cases regarding 
the invalidity or annulment of general 
meeting resolutions. This was settled 
by the Supreme Court, when it finally 
held that disputes regarding the invalid-
ity or annulment of resolutions could not 
be the subject of an arbitration clause.
An amendment extending the ability to 
contest resolutions in arbitration has 
been a topic of discussion and postu-
lates submitted by the arbitration com-
munity for over a decade. However, the 
provisions raise many doubts and con-
cerns among practitioners.

What is the change?
Practically, the change involves remov-
ing the requirement to date, which 
means that no property disputes can 
be considered in arbitration if they could 
not be settled. In abolishing the require-
ment of settleability, the Polish legislator 
awarded all property disputes (exclud-
ing alimony cases) the attribute of "arbi-
trability". Corporate disputes regarding 
the invalidity or annulment of resolu-
tions can now be settled in arbitration.
The amendment also clearly defined 
the group of entities that will be bound 
by the arbitration clause contained in 
the articles of association of a limited 
liability or joint-stock company, indicat-
ing, in addition to the company itself 
and its partners, the governing bodies 
of those companies and their mem-
bers. The regulations had only specified 
the shareholders to date, omitting the 
company's governing bodies. 

An arbitration clause – new require-
ments
In addition, the amendment introduced 
new formal requirements regarding the 
arbitration agreement. To be effective, 
the arbitration clause must currently 
provide for the obligation to publish in-
formation on the initiation of proceed-
ings in the manner required for the giv-
en company's announcements (namely 
in the official journal, Monitor Sądowy i 
Gospodarczy, the company's website 
or by registered post). The announce-
ment should be posted no later than 
within one month of the date of initia-
tion of arbitration.

Many cases - one arbitration 
Furthermore, this amendment provides 
for a "consolidation" of arbitration pro-
ceedings by law. It seeks to eliminate 
the risk of appealing against the same 
resolution in arbitration (e.g. by a share-
holder) and in court proceedings (e.g. 
by a member of the management 
board). The arbitral tribunal appointed 
in the case initiated earliest will have the 
competence to settle all corporate dis-
putes regarding the same resolution, if 
another entity files an appeal against it. 
… and a few uncertainties…
Although the practical assessment of 
this amendment raises many doubts, 
they should be considered on a theo-
retical rather than a practical basis.  
It is not entirely clear how the solutions 
proposed by the lawmakers will apply 
to joint-stock companies, especially 
those with a distributed shareholding, 
as it may transpire that only some par-

ticipants will have an influence on the 
course of the proceedings, including 
the choice of arbitrators.
There are also doubts as to whether 
the amendment constitutes a field for 
potential abuse in the form of blocking 
or delaying proceedings. Concerns 
have been raised that the potential di-
vergence of interests between the 
management board and the share-
holders appearing in opposite proce-
dural roles can give rise to the tempta-
tion to file fictitious actions and put 
pressure on the members of the gov-
erning body in an attempt to force 
through specific activities.
The regulation has not addressed the 
matter of decision-making regarding 
the procedural steps after the share-
holders join one of the parties to the 
proceedings. 

Polish arbitration is developing
Nevertheless, we are convinced that 
the Polish arbitration courts will react 
promptly to all remarks made by com-
mentators, adjusting the regulations 
accordingly. Polish arbitration is devel-
oping systematically and is becoming 
more popular. This is the next appro-
priate step to promote this type of dis-
pute resolution, and we are excited to 
tackle these challenges. 

Ewa Parczewska, Marcin Asłanowicz

New arbitrability of shareholder resolutions 
in the Amended Polish Civil Procedures Code

Arbitration is on the rise in Poland. A major amendment to the Polish Civil Procedures Code became effective on           
8 September 2019, increasing the list of arbitrable cases to include those on the invalidity or annulment of resolutions 
of general meetings of limited liability or joint-stock companies. 
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… if foreign law 
may apply?
 

… if the other party 
has its assets 
abroad?
 

… if you want 
confidentiality?

… if you want a 
good decision?
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… if you want a 
cheap decision?
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Arbitration
Victoria Pernt

Arbitration counsel can represent a client no matter what law 
applies or where the arbitration is seated. Arbitration is inher-
ently international. We do it all.
For instance, I have represented clients in arbitrations under 
Kosovan, Georgian, German and English law; seated in Lon-
don, Frankfurt and the Marshall Islands.

Arbitral awards are enforceable worldwide. Almost all (i.e. 
160) states committed to enforcing foreign arbitral awards in 
the 1958 New York Convention. This makes it much easier 
and faster to enforce an arbitral award than it is to enforce a 
court judgment. Unlike a court judgment, an arbitral award 
follows the debtor around the world. The debtor cannot hide 
itself or its assets abroad. 

Arbitration allows the parties to shape their own proceed-
ings. Within the limits of the applicable law, the parties can 
agree to keep their dispute confidential. Thus, unlike court 
proceedings, arbitral proceedings can remain private. And un-
like court judgments, arbitral awards can remain confidential.

Arbitrators are chosen by the parties. Anyone can sit as an 
arbitrator. There is a worldwide pool of arbitrators with vastly 
diverse specialisations. You can choose someone with ex-
perience in your industry or that particular legal field (e.g. 
post M&A). In arbitration, your disputes are decided by true 
experts, not career judges. 

An arbitral award will generally be issued within one to one 
and a half years of filing a claim – or faster if the parties opt 
for expedited proceedings. The possibilities to challenge an 
arbitral award are limited and rarely used, and there is no 
appeal. This means that, unlike in court, you get an award 
that is enforceable worldwide within only one or one-and-a-
half-years.

Arbitration. Definitely. With specialised arbitration counsel. 
Arbitration is a combination of civil and common law, shaped 
by practitioners from all over the world, yet tailored to the 
case at hand. This is a game of its own. You have to know 
how to play it in order to win. 

You are in the driver seat. Parties and counsel have far more 
influence and power over the proceedings and their out-
come in arbitration than they ever would in court.

Hire experienced counsel. Because arbitration is run by the 
parties, and because there is no appeal, make sure your coun-
sel knows what they are doing. Your case depends on it.

Litigation
Sara Khalil

Litigation counsel represents clients in domestic courts. 
Domestic courts do not only rule on cases under Austri-
an law, but apply any any foreign law, if chosen or oth-
erwise applicable, such as German, Spanish, Californian 
or Irish law. Litigators cooperate with foreign lawyers; we 
have vast experience with colleagues around the world. 

Judgments rendered by an Austrian court are directly 
enforceable in the EU. If bilateral or multilateral treaties 
apply (e.g. Convention of 30 June 2005 on Choice of 
Court Agreements), a judgment can be enforced in other 
countries. Even if there are no bilateral or multilateral 
treaties, a judgment can be enforced under certain cir-
cumstances. 

Litigation proceedings are open to the public. Anyone 
can attend a hearing. The public can only be excluded in 
limited circumstances, for example, if witnesses are 
threatened or if matters of family life are discussed. Low-
er instance judgments are usually not published. Su-
preme Court judgments are published anonymously. 

Austrian judges must complete more than eight years of 
studies and training in addition to sitting an exam before 
they can apply for a position at a lower court. Lay judges 
support them with their professional expertise in certain 
cases. Judges are independent and do not answer to 
anyone, not even the Minister for Justice. 

If a claim up to EUR 75,000 is filed, the court issues a 
payment order. Proceedings are only initiated if the de-
fendant objects to the order within four weeks. Depend-
ing on the complexity of the case, a first instance judg-
ment is usually issued within one to one and a half years 
after filing. Appellate proceedings last on average be-
tween six months and two years. 

No question litigation. In litigation it is not necessary to 
invent or tailor the rules. The parties know what to ex-
pect: an experienced career judge deciding the case 
with the opportunity to appeal – possibly even at lower 
costs.
 
An unfavourable first (and second) instance decision can 
be appealed. Even if a decision is appealed the costs of 
the entire proceedings may be lower. 

Same. Hire experienced counsel. A complex matter 
needs to be handled by an experienced litigator who 
knows how to present the case in court. 

What to choose…  

Costs should not be decisive. Whether in arbitration or litigation, costs depend on the amount in dispute, and the winning 
party will typically be reimbursed its costs. In arbitration, the parties can influence costs when agreeing the arbitral institution 
and the procedure. Also, the winning party may well be reimbursed all its actual costs. In court, the winning party is reimbursed 
court costs and attorney's fees according to the Austrian Lawyer's Tariff Act. For a truly simple matter with a low amount in 
dispute, court is likely be the cheaper option.  
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lationships are also regulated in EU 
competition law. 
One gets the impression, however, that 
laws on unfair trade practices in the 
food supply chain ("UTP") are often 
ushered through the legislative process 
to comply with political demands with-
out proper alignment with existing anti-
trust laws, so that the outcome is differ-
ent and at times rules on similar 
practices deviate, confusing practition-
ers and enforcers alike.
The major difference between EU com-
petition law and UTP laws is that the 
first has an established framework for 
assessing restraints, while the latter is 
less precise. While UTP laws focus on 
the issue of fairness, they often do not 
provide the analytical tools for an as-
sessment of the underlying terms or the 
proportionality of the quid pro quo. This 
is where competition law could be of 
help, but there is usually no guidance 
on whether antitrust case law on ex-
cessiveness of prices or conditions will 
be applied by way of analogy. Several 
UTP laws (including the EU UTP Direc-
tive) include a "blacklist of practices", 
which sounds rather menacing. 
But a closer look at the wording of the 

provisions reveals problems of interpre-
tation, which may detract from the UTP 
Directive's ability to achieve its goals. 
The hope remains that the interpreta-
tion of UTP and antitrust laws when it 
comes to fairness in dealings between 
suppliers and distributors will be aligned 
in the future.   

Competition law vs. data protection 
Recital 150 GDPR mentions that the 
basis for the calculation of fines for data 
protection violations is the worldwide 
group turnover, as also enshrined in an-
titrust law. The belief is that, like in anti-
trust, only group turnover is a relevant 
proxy for the economic importance of 
the entity infringing privacy and conse-
quently a deterrent fine.
The transposition of the concept of a 
group of undertakings forming a single 
economic unit into GDPR has sparked 
criticism:
• Unlike competition law, the GDPR 
does not acknowledge privileged data 
sharing within a corporate group but 
imposes concrete restrictions on the 
exchange of data between affiliated 
companies. 
• One of the consequences of the SEU 

In recent years, the powers of antitrust 
authorities have expanded. Several au-
thorities now ensure fairness in supply 
relationships even when antitrust rules 
are not infringed. On the other hand, 
since the entry into force of the GDPR, 
national data protection authorities 
must now impose fines of up to 4 % of 
turnover of the respective undertaking, 
whereas 'undertaking' should be under-
stood in accordance with Articles 101 
and 102 of the Treaty on the Function-
ing of the European Union (TFEU). 
Fairness in supply relationships and 
data protection seem like very different 
issues. Still, they both rely on antitrust 
law concepts, and in both instances, 
the transposition of these concepts into 
the respective laws has led to confu-
sion, as we will explain briefly below. 

Competition laws vs UTP laws in the 
food supply chain
UTP laws want to prevent the abuse of 
a superior bargaining position in the 
supply chain by prohibiting unfair terms 
in the relationship between distributors 
and suppliers. There is an overlap be-
tween UTP and competition law insofar 
as restrictions and abuses in supply re-

Additional competences of competition authorities and competition law con-
cepts used by non-competition authorities: en route to cohesion or collision?

Antitrust authorities are often seen as role models for the public enforcement of rules that are in the consumers' in-
terests. They have broad investigative powers and can levy hefty fines for infringements of the cartel prohibition or 
abuses of dominance as enshrined in Articles 101 and 102 TFEU (or their national equivalents). They try to enforce 
rules that seek to ensure consumer welfare by either making products cheaper or better – or at least curb any efforts 
to impede effective competition, for example by abusing a market dominant position. 

cee overview by Christoph Haid
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On 25 April 2019, Directive (EU) 2019/633 was introduced in the European Union 
on unfair trading practices in business-to-business relationships in the agricultural 
and food supply chain ("UTP Directive"). The UTP Directive aims to reduce unfair 
trading practices (UTPs) in the food supply chain by introducing a minimum com-
mon standard of protection across the EU.

The idea behind the UTP Directive is not novel. The directive itself notes that most 
Member States already have specific national rules that protect suppliers against 
unfair trading practices in business-to-business relationships in the agricultural 
and food supply chain. In Hungary, such national rules exist in the form of a sep-
arate act effective since 1 January 2010 (Act XCV of 2009 – "UTP Act"). 

As Hungary has an almost decade-long, well-established practice on UTPs in the 
agricultural and food supply chain, the most important question facing the main 
market players is whether the UTP Directive brings any changes to the national 
rules. The main differences are as follows:

Personal scope of the UTP Directive vs. the UTP Act
The UTP Directive follows a dynamic approach and excludes from protection the 
largest suppliers (whose yearly turnover exceeds EUR 350m) and does not bind 
the smallest retailers (whose yearly turnover does not exceed EUR 20m).

On the other hand, the UTP Act – like its recent Slovak equivalent1 – covers all 
food retailers and suppliers irrespective of turnover. 

Prohibited practices
The UTP Directive introduces a "black list" for trade practices which are per se 
prohibited, and a "grey list" from which the parties can deter if they agreed on it 
beforehand in a clear and comprehensive manner.

Unfair trade practices in the food retail sector in 
Hungary: will the new UTP Directive bring 
substantial changes?

Márk Kovács

The legislation on unfair trade practices is a classic in-
terplay between competition law and trade law. The 
close and complementary relationship between trade 
and competition policies can be derived from the simi-
larity of their objectives: fostering fair and effective 
competition while at the same time protecting vulnera-
ble market players from abusive conduct by those with 
stronger negotiating power.

concept will likely be that, similar to 
enforcement of antitrust rules, parent 
companies will be liable for damages 
caused by subsidiaries that have vio-
lated GDPR obligations. It is doubtful 
whether such liability (which is based 
on the influence over non-privacy re-
lated behaviour) is in line with rules on 
guilt under tort law. 
After all, it seems the main driving 
force behind the use of the SEU con-
cept for fines under Article 83 GDPR is 
the ability to impose more deterrent 
fines. Whether this takes into account 
the criteria required by this provision suf-
ficiently and can properly ensure that 
fines are in fact proportionate, is doubtful.

Conclusion 
Companies and their advisors will 
have to organise compliance with sev-
eral distinct, yet partially overlapping if 
not deviating frameworks at the EU 
and national level, all aiming at upping 
the level of fines to be imposed for 
breaches of the law. In the following, 
we will tackle a few selected examples 
of the interplay between antitrust and 
other consumer related laws and give 
an outlook of what still is to come. 
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UTP Directive

Article 3 b) – cancelling order on perish-
able products on unreasonably short 
notice; notice of less than 30 days shall 
always be considered short notice

Article 3 e) – supplier to pay for the de-
terioration or loss, or both, of agricultur-
al and food products that occurs on the 
buyer's premises or after ownership 
has been transferred to the buyer

Article 3 f) – the buyer refuses to con-
firm the terms of a supply agreement in 
writing

Article 3 h) – the buyer punishes the 
supplier if the supplier exercises its 
contractual or legal rights

Article 3 i) – asking compensation from 
the supplier for costs of examining con-
sumer complaints related to the suppli-
er's products

UTP Act

Section 3 (2) m) – the trader alters its 
order on unreasonably short notice

Section 3 (2) b) – stipulating a buy-back 
or take-back obligation upon the sup-
plier if close-to-expiry products remain 
on stock at the trader and they expire

Section 3 (2) l) – applying a contractual 
provision which has not been put in 
writing within three days, despite the 
supplier's explicit request

n/a

n/a

Necessary amendment

The UTP Act must specify that a notice 
of less than 30 days will always be con-
sidered short notice.

The UTP Directive provides for much 
broader protection. The UTP Act will be 
reworded in this respect in line with the 
Directive.

The UTP Act must make clear that re-
fusing to put the terms of a supply 
agreement in writing, despite the re-
quest of the supplier, is unfair in itself, 
i.e. it is not required to actually apply a 
provision that has not been put in writing.

This explicit prohibition must be 
incorporated in the UTP Act. 

This explicit prohibition must be 
incorporated in the UTP Act.

The UTP Act does not distinguish between black-listed and grey-listed conduct; all 
conduct included in the act is per se prohibited. Most of the prohibitions listed in the 
UTP Directive already have a Hungarian equivalent in the UTP Act, but certain amend-
ments will be required for full compliance, which we highlight in the following table.

Other than the above, the UTP Act is even stricter than the UTP Directive in the 
sense that it contains prohibitions which are not even mentioned by the UTP Direc-
tive. These special national prohibitions include e.g. prohibition of sales below cost, 
prohibition of applying discriminatory retail prices based on the country of origin of 
essentially the same products, etc.

Takeaway
The UTP Directive is an appreciable step towards better protection of those suppli-
ers of agricultural and food products who are highly exposed to weather conditions 
and other objective factors affecting their productivity and efficiency, while at the 
same time a stable supply of agricultural and food products is a common interest.
However, as is evident from the above, implementing the UTP Directive in Hungary 
will not bring substantial changes to the status quo. Most of the unfair practices 
listed by the UTP Directive are also explicitly prohibited in the UTP Act or can be 
derived from the current text, although minor twists and tweaks can be expected 
for full compliance. 

1  https://www.schoenherr.eu/publications/publication-detail/new-law-on-unfair-trade-practices-in-the-food-retail-sector/ 
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investigations following 5,260 com-
plaints received by the authority.
But mere numbers are irrelevant when 
seeking to benchmark the efficiency of 
one authority versus another in terms of 
investigations. This is because the 
DPA's procedural rules are much loos-
er and its investigations less intrusive 
than the RCA's (at least for now).
For example, statistics released by the 
DPA show that most of the investiga-
tions were conducted in writing. On-
site investigations took place only in 
very few cases. The RCA in turn always 
kicks off its large-scale investigations 
with dawn raids authorised in advance 
by the Bucharest Court of Appeal. We 
expect the DPA will likely also become 
subject to stricter rules in the short to 
medium term, similar to the RCA, as 
subjects will need an adequate level of 
protection against potential abuses

Sanctioning trends
The RCA and DPA also take different 
approaches when applying sanctions.
While the DPA currently appears to be 
more focused on remedies and correc-
tive measures, the RCC traditionally 
applies heavy fines (a no-fine scenario 
is truly exceptional, for example, 
when a case would be closed via 
commitments).
To date the DPA has only applied very 
few fines, with their largest fine of 
EUR 150,000 in October 2019. Over its 
first 20 years, the RCA applied fines to-
talling EUR 574m, with the largest fine 
of EUR 205m applied in 2011.

The RCA follows clear-cut and detailed 
rules for calculating the level of a poten-
tial fine, based on the gravity and dura-
tion of the alleged infringement and 
factoring in mitigating and aggravating 
circumstances. The rules for fines ap-
plied by the DPA are nowhere near as 
transparent, though. We expect the 
DPA rules to become clearer by also 
relying on the established know-how of 
the RCA and on those of other Europe-
an data protection authorities.
Finally, fines applied by the DPA have 
faced limited scrutiny. Public records 
show that only two fines were chal-
lenged in court, which may imply either 
that companies have not found com-
pelling grounds for a counterclaim or 
remain reluctant to pursue challenges 
in court, especially given the low fines. 
Conversely, fines applied by the RCA 
are usually challenged in court, particu-
larly in a no-settlement scenario.

Readiness is everything
We anticipate the RCA will continue to 
be a powerful and active authority. It is 
only a matter of time until the DPA be-
comes more aware of its sanctioning 
powers and therefore more active.
Continued compliance is essential to 
mitigate potential risk. Detailed proce-
dures (including on how to behave dur-
ing raids), employee trainings and 
awareness raising programmes (includ-
ing periodical checks or audits of ongo-
ing day-to-day practices) should be 
part of every company's compliance 
toolkit.

Public enforcement is likely to become 
increasingly focused on consumer wel-
fare. While this trend is obvious at the 
EU level, consumer welfare is still a 
rather blurry concept for national authori-
ties, but clearly a focus for them as well.
Competition or data protection authori-
ties tend to be interested in industries 
prone to consumer risks, such as tele-
com, financial services, energy, pharma 
or tourism, and we expect these will 
continue to be in the spotlight.
Back in 2017, on its 20th anniversary, 
the Romanian Competition Authority 
(the "RCA") commissioned a study to 
assess the impact of its interventions in 
10 key industries, including consumer 
benefits. This study, prepared by the 
Bucharest Academy for Economics, 
estimated savings of EUR 1bln by Romani-
an citizens over the 20 years of the RCA.

Competition and data protection in-
vestigations: synergies and trends
It will come as no surprise to many of 
our readers that over the past 10 years 
the RCA has developed a steady prac-
tice of investigating high-profile compa-
nies and applying severe turno-
ver-based fines. On average, the RCA 
opens more than 10 new large-scale 
investigations each year and finalises 
about the same number of cases.
On the other hand, the reported num-
ber of investigations opened by the Ro-
manian Data Protection Authority (the 
"DPA") in the first 12 months of applica-
tion of the GDPR may come as a shock: 
485 investigations ex officio and 496 

Georgiana Bădescu, Costin Sandu

Romania: trends in competition and data protection 
investigations | Consumer welfare. Industry focus

Public enforcement is likely to become increasingly focused on consumer welfare. While this trend is obvious at the 
EU level, consumer welfare is still a rather blurry concept for national authorities, but clearly a focus for them as well.
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tors' radar before the adoption of the 
Directive, with the Czech UTP legisla-
tion being in force from 20122 and Slo-
vakia's from 20133. The common de-
nominator of all the legislation in place 
today, however, is the provision of man-
datory rules that outlaw certain UTPs. 
A brief comparison of the respective 
UTP rules follows below. 

Scope of application: Who is pro-
tected and against whom?

EU: Suppliers of food products are pro-
tected against possible unfair behav-
iour engaged in by economically 
stronger buyers or groups of buyers at 
various levels of the distribution chain 
(processors and intermediaries). This 
"step approach" (also referred to as the 
relative concept) is based on group 
turnover figures reflecting the different 
bargaining powers of the suppliers and 
buyers. The Directive aims to protect 
only those suppliers who due to a weak 
bargaining position require such pro-
tection. The Directive introduces five 
turnover thresholds. A micro enterprise 
with turnover of less than EUR 2m is 
protected against buyers with turnover 
exceeding EUR 2m. Small enterprises 
with turnover above EUR 2m and not 
exceeding EUR 10m are protected 
against buyers with turnover higher 
than EUR 10m. Medium-sized enter-
prises with turnover above EUR 10m 
but not exceeding EUR 50m are pro-
tected against buyers with turnover 
higher than EUR 50m. The Directive 
also provides two more thresholds (not 
exceeding EUR 150m and EUR 350m). 
The protective effect thus covers sup-
pliers with turnover of up to EUR 350m.

CZ: The applicable Czech UTP legisla-

tion protects food product suppliers, 
irrespective of their market power or 
turnover. It prohibits buyers of food 
products from abusing their market 
power. The applicable laws set a rebut-
table presumption that a distributor of 
food products (i.e. a wholesaler or re-
tailer) enjoys significant market power if 
its annual turnover from the sale of food 
products exceeds CZK 5bln (approx. 
EUR 200m). 

SK: Suppliers and buyers of food prod-
ucts are both protected against UTPs 
under applicable Slovak UTP legisla-
tion. Unlike the Czech or EU legislation, 
the turnovers and/or related market 
power of either parties are irrelevant. 
The Slovak legislation aims to safe-
guard a fair balance in business-to-busi-
ness relationships between the parties 
in general. Nevertheless, it places 
slightly more obligations and limitations 
on food retailers. This allows the con-
clusion that food suppliers are generally 
considered the weaker party in such 
business relationships.

What is prohibited?
EU: The Directive does not prohibit un-
fair trading practices in general but tar-
gets 15 specific unfair trading practices 
which were identified as the most dam-
aging. In doing so, it distinguishes be-
tween "black" and "grey" practices. 
The following black unfair trading prac-
tices are prohibited irrespective of the 
circumstances:

a. late payments (later than 30 days af-
ter the end of the agreed delivery peri-
od or the date on which the payment is 
due for perishable products, or later than 
60 days for non-perishable products);

Unfair trading practices ("UTPs") in 
business-to-business relationships in 
the food supply chain have been in the 
spotlight of the European Commission 
("Commission") since late 2008. As a 
result, the new Directive on unfair trad-
ing practices in the food supply chain 
(the "Directive") was adopted in spring 
20191. Its aim is to protect weaker sup-
pliers against stronger buyers. 

Several EU Member States (many of 
them in CEE) already have UTP legisla-
tion in place, which is enforced to vary-
ing degrees. In terms of enforcement 
and strictness, the Czech legislation, 
closely followed by Slovakia's, can be 
considered a pioneer in the UTP legisla-
tive area. With the Directive introducing 
a minimum standard of protection for 
food suppliers – and allowing Member 
States to adopt or maintain national 
rules that go beyond the UTPs listed in 
the Directive – the question of whether 
the Directive will bring any significant 
changes arises. What can be expected 
from its implementation in relation to 
these two jurisdictions?

Protection of weaker suppliers 
against stronger buyers remains the 
common denominator

There is a general understanding at the 
EU and national levels that asymmetry 
in bargaining power may lead to the im-
position of UTPs on suppliers. In pre-
paring for the Directive, the Commis-
sion argued that due to suppliersꞌ 
weaker position, they are often de facto 
forced to accept unfair practices to 
continue selling their products and 
maintain commercial relations with buy-
ers in the supply chain. Such behaviour 
was on the Czech and Slovak legisla-

Claudia Bock

Will the new EU Directive on unfair trading practices in the food supply 
chain have any impact on the existing legislation in CEE? 

06 eu & competition
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b. last-minute order cancellations;
c. unilaterally changing the terms of the 
supply agreement;
d. equiring payments from the supplier 
that are not related to the sale of the 
products;
e. requiring the supplier to pay for the 
deterioration or loss of the products 
on the buyer's premises;
f. refusing to enter into a written 
agreement;
g. unlawfully acquiring or using the 
supplier's trade secrets;
h. threatening to carry out acts of 
commercial retaliation; and
i. requiring compensation from the 
supplier for the cost of investigating 
customer complaints when there is 
no negligence or fault on the supplier's 
part.

On the other hand, the following grey 
practices are allowed if the supplier and 
the buyer agree on them beforehand in 
a clear and unambiguous manner:

a. returning the unsold products to the 
supplier without paying;
b. charging payment as a condition for 
displaying or listing the supplier's prod-
ucts;
c. requiring the supplier to bear the 
costs of discounts on products sold by 
the buyer as part of a promotion (un-
less the buyer, prior to the promotion, 
specifies the period of promotion and 
the expected quantity of products to be 
ordered at the discounted price);
d. requiring the supplier to pay for ad-
vertising by the buyer;
e. requiring the supplier to pay for mar-
keting by the buyer; and
f. charging the supplier for staff to fit out 
premises used for the sale of the products.

CZ: The Czech UTP legislation includes 
a general clause prohibiting any sort of 
abuse of significant market power by 
retailers vis-à-vis the suppliers, togeth-
er with an open list of prohibited UTPs. 
The Czech legislation is generally 
stricter than the Directive, already 
covering several of the practices 
blacklisted under the Directive. Oth-
er practices listed under the Direc-
tive could be summarised under the 
general clause or other practices 
specifically covered by the Czech 

UTP legislation, such as the prohibi-
tion on negotiating and requiring 
payments or other consideration for 
which a service or other consideration 
was not provided, but also which is in-
adequate or disproportionate to the 
value of the actually provided consider-
ation.

SK: The Slovak UTP legislation in gen-
eral aims to copy the Czech one. It also 
introduced a general clause under 
which practices other than those spe-
cifically listed might be deemed unfair if 
they deviate from the usual fair behav-
iour in business-to-business relation-
ships. In addition, the Slovak legislation 
includes an open list of UTPs which al-
ready covers most of the UTPs listed 
under the Directive and even goes be-
yond it.  

Enforcement
EU: The Directive states that each 
Member State must designate one or 
more authorities to ensure the prohibi-
tion of UTPs. Suppliers affected by a 
prohibited UTP must be able to ad-
dress complaints to these enforcement 
authorities. The supplier can ask for its 
identity to be protected.
The enforcement authorities' powers 
more or less equal those of the compe-
tition authorities, i.e. they have the 
power to conduct investigations, re-
quire buyers and suppliers to provide 
information, carry out on site inspec-
tions, require buyers to terminate pro-
hibited UTPs, impose fines and publish 
their decisions.

CZ: The Czech Competition Authority 
is responsible for enforcing the UTP 
legislation. It is already vested with all 
powers required by the Directive and 
well known for its strict enforcement 
policy. Abuse of significant market 
power can lead to fines of up to 10 % 
of annual (net) turnover in the preced-
ing business year. The CCA has fol-
lowed its antitrust fining guidelines so 
far when setting fines.4

SK: UTPs are sanctionable by a fine of 
up to EUR 500,000. Enforcement lies 
with the Ministry of Agriculture. Like the 
Czech legislation, it is in line with mini-
mum requirements set by the Directive.

Comment
The Directive allows EU Member States 
to adopt or maintain national rules that 
go beyond the UTPs listed in the Direc-
tive. Clearly, the respective Czech and 
Slovak UTP rules in force go beyond the 
minimum standards set by the Directive. 
The implementation of the Directive 
could be an opportunity to review the 
oft-criticised national UTP legislation, 
which is said to be too vague, strict and 
irrational from a business point of view 
(in view of the absolute concept of mar-
ket power under the Czech UTP rules 
or the annual cap on financial perfor-
mances in return for marketing or pro-
motion services provided by buyers to 
suppliers under both the Czech and 
Slovak UTP rules). 
Nevertheless, various Czech and Slo-
vak stakeholders have already said that 
they do not see the Directive as mitigat-
ing the current legislation. The changes 
to national legislation are thus expected 
to be minimal (e.g. the scope of buyers 
most likely will be expanded). Partici-
pants in business-to-business relation-
ships in the food supply chain will 
therefore have to continue duly observ-
ing compliance with national UTP rules. 

Directive No. 2019/633 on unfair trading 
practices in business-to-business 
relationships in the agricultural and food 
supply chain. EU Member States must 
implement the Directive in their national 
laws by May 2021 and apply it six 
months later.
Act No. 395/2009 Coll., on Significant 
Market Power in the Sale of Agricultural 
and Food Products and Abuse thereof.
Act No. 91/2019 Coll., on Inappropriate 
Conditions in Food Trade and on 
Amendments to Certain Acts.
The Czech Competition Authority has 
issued four decisions this year alone, the 
latest being in October, when it fined 
MAKRO approximately EUR 1.9m for 
violating UTP legislation by concluding 
contracts with certain food suppliers in 
2016 – 2018. These included payment 
obligations on the part of the food 
suppliers to MAKRO for logistics and 
marketing services related to the use of 
delivery services and reservation of 
business space. The total amount of 
these payments exceeded the statutory 
allowance of 3 % of the supplier's 
annual sales. In addition, the terms of 
the so-called delivery service were not 
sufficiently specified in the contracts.
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Czech Republic
Intensive discussions are ongoing on "dual quality" of food 
products sold in multiple EU countries under the same label-
ling but with a different composition of foodstuff in the Europe-
an Union. The Czech Ministry of Agriculture is preparing a le-
gal amendment that will ban dual quality food products. This 
amendment is supposed to be stricter than the EU Directive 
(EU) no. 2019/633, which on the national level is perceived as 
being very lenient and will be punishable by a substantial 
monetary fine.

Moldova
Following the Association Agreement with the European Un-
ion and the European Atomic Energy Community and their 
Member States, Moldova adopted several normative acts 
transposing, entirely or partially, the European Union acquis in 
different domains including cosmetics, medicinal products 
and medical devices in the past years. The most recently 
adopted laws are "on food safety" transposing the EU Gener-
al Food Law Regulation and the Law "on chemicals" partially 
transposing, inter alia the Regulations on CLP, REACH, deter-
gents and biocidal products (both in force as of February 2020).

Poland
Without warning, Poland's Ministry of Health and the Main 
Pharmaceutical Inspector started applying a more restrictive 
interpretation of the law on the import of prescription only 
medicines (POMs). Consequently, the customs authorities 
started to retain packages containing medical ordered by pa-
tients. It is being argued by the competent ministry and the 
controlling authorities that the application of such interpreta-

Blockchain for example has existed for quite some time now. 
But it became popular only in 2018 and 2019. The possibili-
ties for blockchain in the health care & life sciences sector 
include health records, clinical trials, data sharing, EMRs, 
medical devices tracking, accelerating R&D, and drug tracea-
bility. Pharma companies invest millions in integrating block-
chain. But still, blockchain is not and will not be ready to be-
come mainstream in 2020/21, as there are barriers to 
overcome such as data protection rules. Before the law can be 
adapted to fit the technical possibilities and limitations of block-
chain, people need to understand blockchain, and many don't.

Another topic of controversy is the use of Cannabis (hemp) 
and CBD in e.g. foodstuff, cosmetics and e-cigarettes. Can-
nabis and CBD – products flooded the market last year. Pro-
ducers and distributors swear that these products are not 
only safe but even better than the medicine currently used for 
certain illnesses. Regardless, consumers want them, and 
some of the benefits of Cannabis and CBD are hardly disput-
able. Still, neither the EU nor Member States can decide what 
to do with these substances. Subsequently, the legal situation 
in Member States differs in this regard.

So do the legal highlights in CEE. Here are some of them:

Bulgaria
Microbiological cultures were developed in 2019 which can 
replace the nitrites in meat products have successfully fulfilled 
food safety laboratory tests and are expecting a final assess-
ment by the Bulgarian Risk Assessment Centre in 2020. This 
will allow the industry to produce nitrite free meat products.

The year 2019 was one of development, but also of controversy and in some cases, unfortunately, stagnation. For 
good or bad, the healthcare and life sciences sector is developing rapidly. The trends we currently see, and what we 
forecast are interesting, which of course makes our lives from a legal perspective that much more fascinating.

Development, controversy, stagnation? 
Trends and forecast for healthcare & life sciences in CEE
 

cee overview by Andreas Natterer, Pawel Halwa and Iliyana Sirakova
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honey and other bee products; and (iv) increasing the level of 
self-supply with honey.

Forecast & Trends
The health care and life sciences sector – very steady and 
reliable – is developing into probably one of the biggest prof-
iteers in the market. Demographic change and the resulting 
ageing of European society, as well as digitalisation, are driv-
ing forces. 

The expected trends are above all: further development and 
personalisation of apps and wearables; the information and 
communication basis between manufacturers and consum-
ers migrating to digital channels; medical care increasingly 
shifting from hospitals, medical practices and clinics to the 
home environment (or wherever you might be); medical tech-
nology and pharmaceutical sales.

It is conceivable, for example, that wearables could automat-
ically send relevant changes in the health status of a patient 
to the attending physician, enabling him or her to optimally 
assess the need for a personal appointment. The new digital 
aids are also to be used for health prevention and early de-
tection of diseases.

tion is a measure to protect the health and lives of local cus-
tomers. The amended interpretation, however, infringes the 
rights of chronic patients, ordering the medicinal products 
from abroad, and requiring the medicines urgently and time-
ously. EU treaty guarantees of free movement of goods and 
recognition procedures in respect of medicinal products as 
well as constitutional rights to healthcare and to life are being 
infringed, especially when it comes to the medicines which 
are not available in Poland.

Slovakia
Following an amendment to the Slovak Food Act, effective as 
of 1 May 2019 any person who sells food is, when promoting 
and marketing the foods and agricultural products, obliged to 
secure that at least half of the food or agricultural products 
from the total number of foods or agricultural products mar-
keted in the leaflet/ advertisement magazine or similar form of 
communication are produced in the Slovak Republic. Also, a 
new Act on Unfair Terms in Sale of Foods was passed defin-
ing "unfair terms" and became effective the same time. This 
act applies also to agreements concluded abroad or gov-
erned by foreign law if the effect of it arose or could have 
arisen in the Slovak Republic. 

Slovenia
From modern medicine to tradition: The saying "No bees, no 
life" is taken very seriously in Slovenia. Beekeeping is of great 
economic importance in the native land of the Carniolan hon-
ey bee. Slovenia is very much committed to implementing all 
necessary measures to protect the Carniolan honey bee, e.g. 
by implementing provisions prohibiting breeding of other bee 
subspecies in the territory of Slovenia. The Ministry of Agricul-
ture, Forestry and Food stated on their website that the goals 
of their programme are: (i) preservation of breed purity; (ii) 
maintaining a balanced Carniolan honey bee population 
throughout Slovenia; (iii) maintaining quality and safety of 

The health care and life sciences 
sector – very steady and reliable 
– is developing into probably one 
of the biggest profiteers in the 
market.
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THC/CBD in Cosmetics
Country

Austria

Bulgaria

Croatia

Czech Republic

Hungary

Moldova

Poland

Romania

Slovakia

Slovenia

Turkey

Ukraine

In short: THC

Allowed
if less than 0.3 %

Forbidden (0.0 %)
no tolerance, still products 
with trace amounts on the market

Allowed
if less than 0.2 %

Forbidden (0.0 %)
no tolerance; still products with trace 
amounts on the market

Allowed
if the THC content of the hemp seed 
oil does not exceed 5–10 ppm

Forbidden (0.0 %)

Allowed 
if less than 0.2 %

Forbidden (0.0 %)
no tolerance; still products with trace 
amounts (below 0.2 %) on the market; 
no clear provisions or practice.

Forbidden (0.0 %)

Allowed
if less than 0.2 %

Forbidden (0.0 %)

Generally forbidden
save when used for industrial purpos-
es ≤ 0.08 %

CBD

Not explicitly regulated; not 
explicitly forbidden; products are 
on the market

Not explicitly regulated; problemat-
ic as CBD with 0.0 % THC hard to 
produce; but not really monitored 

Not explicitly regulated; not 
explicitly forbidden

Not explicitly regulated; not 
explicitly forbidden; products are 
on the market

Not explicitly regulated; not 
explicitly forbidden

Not explicitly regulated; not 
explicitly forbidden

Not explicitly regulated; not 
explicitly forbidden; products are 
on the market

Not explicitly regulated; problemat-
ic as CBD with 0.0 % THC hard to 
produce; products are on the 
market

Not explicitly regulated on the 
national level; subject to Regulation 
(EC) No 1223/2009 on cosmetic 
products

Problematic as CBD with 0.0 % 
THC hard to produce 
In case CBD is made from the 
Cannabis plant, only seeds and 
leaves can be used  
Synthetic CBD is allowed without 
restrictions

Not explicitly regulated; not 
explicitly forbidden; products on 
the market

Not explicitly regulated; 
problematic as CBD with 0.0 % 
THC hard to produce

Forbidden

07 healthcare & life sciences
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THC/CBD in Foodstuff
Country 

Austria

Bulgaria

Croatia

Czech Republic

Hungary

Moldova

Poland

Romania

Slovakia

Slovenia

Turkey

Ukraine

In short: THC

Allowed,
if less than 0.3 %

Forbidden (0.0 %)
no tolerance, still products 
on the market

Allowed,
if less than 0.2 %

Forbidden;
small/trace amounts are tolerated

Forbidden,
except for hemp seeds and hemp 
seed oil, which can be used as 
ingredients if their THC content is 
less than 0.2 %

Forbidden (0.0 %)

Generally allowed, if less than 0.2 %
However, the current position of 
the authorities is that if THC is 
found in foodstuffs, a risk assess-
ment is required each time. It 
should be based on the acute 
reference dose (ARfD), 1 µg 
D9-THC / kg bw, as defined in the 
EFSA opinion

Forbidden (0.0 %)
Products are generally accepted if 
less than 0.2 % and are on the 
market;

Forbidden (0.0 %),
no tolerance

Allowed
if less than 0.2 %

Forbidden (0.0 %)

Generally forbidden
save when used for industrial 
purposes ≤ 0.08 %

CBD

Not explicitly regulated; subject to 
EU law (NF-Reg); still products 
(especially aroma extracts) on the 
market

Not explicitly regulated; subject to 
EU law (NF-Reg); problematic as 
CBD with 0.0 % THC hard to 
produce; no real monitoring

Not explicitly regulated; subject to 
EU law (NF-Reg); products (incl. 
oil) on the market

Not explicitly regulated; not 
explicitly forbidden; subject to EU 
law (NF-Reg); products on the 
market

Not explicitly regulated; subject to 
EU law (NF-Reg) except for hemp 
seed oil which may contain CBD

Not explicitly regulated; not 
explicitly forbidden

Not explicitly regulated; subject to 
EU law (NF-Reg); still products on 
the market

Not explicitly regulated; subject to 
EU law (NF-Reg); problematic as 
CBD with 0.0 % THC hard to 
produce (see comment THC)

Regulated, forbidden,
no tolerance

Not explicitly regulated; subject to 
EU law (NF-Reg); still products on 
the market

Not explicitly regulated

Forbidden

healthcare & life sciences 07 
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View of 
Atelier10 studio
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individually – together 
The richness that flows from individuality in a common space

The art showcased in this year's roadmap has been chosen from 
the portfolio of several artists working in a common space at the 
Atelier10 art gallery in Vienna. (https://www.atelier10.eu/) Art 
needs space. Space to create, and space to display an artist's 
unique genius. Atelier10 provides this. It includes a gallery for ex-
hibitions and a studio which is a platform for artists to use free of 
charge and for an unlimited time while creating their art. 

Despite various artists working in this space, the art produced is 
not collaborative. In no way is it supposed to be cohesive. Solitary 
artistic expression is apparent with the moods evoked often being 
worlds apart. 

That being said, as is quite human, artists – or any people for that 
matter – working in close proximity often unbeknownst to them, 
are influenced by those around them. On looking at some of the 
pieces highlighted, some minor similarities in form, line move-
ment, space, materials or tools used, start to recur. Tiny visual 
features, like the use of neon in different forms, pop out. This 
doesn't necessarily result in perceived harmony but creates an al-
most invisible thread linking the creative minds behind the pieces, 
while emphasising the strength of the artists, and certainly the 
richness of the gallery itself. 
 
Curator of Atelier10, Florian Reese discussed the artists, their 
work and the gallery with us and told us that in the exhibitions, the 
spotlight is placed on artists individually, since they are, after all, 
artists in their own right. He explained that the work reflects a mix-
ture of poetry, beauty, ugliness, depth, myriad qualities that are all 
created in one space, by highly talented people. "Evident only 
when you look very closely, sometimes you can spot a minor col-
lision/similarity between art works, bringing a twist of magic to the 
produced pieces." Florian went on to explain that it is undeniable, 
however, that the artists' styles and art are still strikingly different, 
even if they stem from the same core, Atelier10. 

Florian Reese, Curator of Atelier10
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Yet it seems this favourable economic 
environment will soon end. A slowdown 
in economic growth is already here and 
is expected to continue. While an up-
tick in insolvency proceedings has been 
witnessed in parts of the CEE since late 
2018, some jurisdictions are still seeing 
decreases in this area. In any case, the 
expected slowdown in economic 
growth may reveal the weaknesses of 
those business models that are for now 
still benefiting from the favourable eco-
nomic situation. 

Restructurings on the agenda
During the economically bumpy years 
following the 2008 global economic cri-
sis, out-of-court restructurings were a 
popular alternative to insolvency pro-
ceedings. They provided more flexibility 
and confidentiality than in-court insol-
vency proceedings and allowed debt-
ors to continue their business activities 
while avoiding troubles and stigma of 
insolvency proceedings. 
However, the absence in most jurisdic-
tions of a legal framework for out-of-
court restructurings also led to legal 
problems, such as single creditors 
blocking restructuring agreements or 
risks of civil or criminal liability with re-
gard to bridge financing in situations 

Increased need for restructurings on the horizon?

Economic growth was relatively stable this past year in the CEE region. Despite global economic uncertainties 
caused by Brexit and trade disputes, businesses still benefited from high consumption and the availability of low-in-
terest loans. The latter not only allowed new investments to be financed but also helped keep vulnerable business 
models alive. 

... national implementation should 
be pushed forward to be ready for 
the expected deterioration of the 
economic environment. The next 
wave of restructurings is already 
on the horizon. 

cee overview by Wolfgang Höller
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close to insolvency. At least in some 
jurisdictions out-of-court restructurings 
could be based on (non-binding) guide-
lines for restructurings that took ac-
count of previous practical experiences 
and international standards. 

European legal framework
Since 2014, the European Commission 
has been working to introduce a Euro-
pean legal framework for preventive re-
structurings. Finally, in June 2019, Di-
rective (EU) 2019/1023 on restructuring 
and insolvency was adopted, which 
Member States must (mostly) imple-
ment by summer 2021. 
For the first time, uniform rules for pre-
ventive restructuring frameworks aimed 
at avoiding (the stigma of) insolvency 
proceedings will be established. The 
starting point for preventive restructur-
ings is the "likelihood of insolvency", a 
term to be defined by national law, but 
in any case, describing a point in time 
before a company becomes insolvent 
under respective national insolvency 
law. It is still too early to get a picture of 
the implementation of the Restructur-
ing Directive into national law, as it pro-
vides not only various restructuring 
tools but also plenty of options for 
Member States to choose from. 

Flexibility, confidentiality and swift 
implementation
The success of restructurings depends 
on several factors, but in most cases 
the creative, flexible and confidential 
use of restructuring tools within a short 
period of time is essential to ensure 
sustainable and fruitful restructurings. 
Member States should implement the 
Restructuring Directive wisely providing 
a useful toolkit considering well-estab-
lished practical experiences and ad-
dressing problems faced in the past. It 
should be ensured that preventive re-
structurings can be initiated as early 
and confidentially as possible. 
Unlike insolvency proceedings, publici-
ty and the involvement of courts or au-
thorities should be minimised to avoid 
adverse consequences for the debtor's 
business due to negative media re-
ports, loss of (customer) trust or delays 
in the implementation of restructuring 
measures. 

CEE region: First movers?
It might be prudent to take a closer 
look at some CEE jurisdictions which 
already provide legal frameworks for re-
structurings in case of imminent insol-
vency. Even if these legal frameworks 
do not cover the full scope of the Re-

structuring Directive, other Member 
States could consider some of their 
practical experiences (both positive 
and negative) when implementing the 
Restructuring Directive. In any case, 
national implementation should be 
pushed forward to be ready for the ex-
pected deterioration of the economic 
environment. The next wave of restruc-
turings is already on the horizon. 
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Set it free, 
TKV, Belgrade, Serbia

about a self-fulfilling prophecy.
The Slovenian PR provides for all the 
key elements featured in the Directive: 
(i) the opening of the PR will result in a 
statutory standstill / execution holiday; 
(ii) the financial restructuring agreement 
("FRA"), if agreed to by the requisite 
majority, will affect dissenting creditors 
(cramdown); (iii) the parties are free to 
shape the FRA as they deem fit, while 
the court review – required for the FRA 
to become binding – is confined to for-
malities; and (iv) new financing extend-
ed to the debtor in the context of the 
PR enjoys statutory super seniority. 
Since its inception, the PR has been 
widely accepted by the Slovenian re-
structuring community and has, by and 
large, replaced out-of-court arrange-
ments as the default route in an illiquid-
ity-based restructuring scenario. Nota-
ble exceptions are (i) situations where 
stakeholders require confidentiality (the 
opening of the PR is made public) and 
(ii) scenarios with strong cross-border 
elements (due to enforceability ques-
tion marks), although the latter is less of 
a concern recently as the PR has been 
included in Annex A of the EU Insolven-
cy Regulation.  

Poland: Flexibility rules
In mid-2015, Poland enacted a new re-
structuring law ("RL") providing for a 
comprehensive preventive restructur-
ing framework and significantly re-
vamping the previous insolvency re-
gime. The RL entered into force on 
1 January 2016 and since then has 
been available to distressed debtors 
(insolvent or at risk of becoming insol-
vent). Since its inception, the RL has 
been used with increasing frequency 
by debtors of all shapes and sizes, in-
cluding publicly traded companies, 
wishing to restructure their debts and 

seeking a fresh start to their businesses.
The Polish RL introduces a modern and 
efficient restructuring framework with 
four different restructuring procedures 
available to debtors. Although some 
changes in the RL will be required to 
bring it fully into compliance with the 
Restructuring Directive, the RL already 
provides for all of the important fea-
tures of the Directive, including debt-
or-in-possession, automatic stay of en-
forcement proceedings, group voting 
and cross-class cramdown.
Of particular note is that the Polish RL 
is a flexible and debtor-friendly law. This 
is exemplified, for instance, by majority 
requirements related to the adoption of 
the arrangement as well as the possi-
bility of group voting and cross-class 
cramdown. Debtors have significant 
leeway in dividing creditors into groups, 
which allows them to offer different pro-
posals to different classes of creditors 
and leaves them strategic room for ma-
noeuvre when building creditors' sup-
port for the arrangement. It is also rela-
tively easy for debtors to override the 
opposition of dissenting group(s) of 
creditors by implementing the cross-
class cramdown rules.

Slovakia: The well-experienced
Slovakia adopted a comprehensive re-
structuring regime in 2005 as part of 
the Slovak Act on Bankruptcy and Re-
structuring, but to some extent it has 
been available to debtors even earlier. 
From the very beginning, the Slovak re-
structuring regime was progressive and 
extremely debtor friendly, providing re-
structuring proceedings for debtors 
who are (only) under threat of material 
insolvency. To wit, it allowed for (i) re-
structuring proceedings to result in 
standstill of all court and arbitration 
proceedings and termination of all en-

The Restructuring Directive provides a 
deep toolkit for pre-insolvency restruc-
turing frameworks. Key measures for 
avoiding insolvency proceedings within 
the scope of a preventive restructuring 
plan include the possibility of suspend-
ing enforcement and insolvency pro-
ceedings, the availability of (cross-
class) cramdown voting options and 
the protection of new and interim fi-
nancing. 

Though Member States still have until 
July 2021 to implement (most of) the 
Directive, the race to implement the 
most flexible preventive restructuring 
framework has already begun. Espe-
cially in light of Brexit, some Member 
States are planning to act as first mov-
ers to become the future European 
centre for pre-insolvency restructur-
ings. However, legal frameworks for 
preventive restructurings can already 
be found in some CEE jurisdictions and 
some of their practical experiences 
might be helpful for other Member 
States when implementing the Restruc-
turing Directive.

Slovenia: A role model?
Slovenia adopted a preventive restruc-
turing ("PR") regime back in 2013, dur-
ing the peak of the restructuring activity 
following the 2008 financial crisis. The 
key driver behind its implementation 
was the fact that only insolvent corpo-
rations had recourse to restructuring 
measures. On the one hand, this was 
seen as too late in the process. On the 
other, corporations were reluctant to 
declare insolvency for fear of bringing 

The Restructuring Directive: Where do we go from here?

Pre-insolvency restructuring frame-
works: The race has begun – with 
some early front runners

Vid Kobe, Soňa Hekelová, Daniel Radwański, Tsvetan Krumov, Philipp Wetter
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faction of their receivables. This forced 
the government to introduce several 
changes in 2015 and 2017. A new limit 
on restructurings was introduced, un-
der which a new restructuring is now 
possible only if the preceding one was 
completed at least two years ago 
(which is still very debtor friendly), while 
restructuring trustees are now chosen 
by the court. A provision prohibiting the 
court from approving the plan if it envis-
ages less than 50 % satisfaction of un-
secured creditors within five years (un-
less they agree in writing) and 
prohibiting the distribution of profit until 
unsecured debtors are satisfied in full 
had a major impact. This led to a signif-
icant decrease in restructuring pro-
ceedings, from 115 permitted restruc-
turings in 2014 to 14 in 2018. It remains 
to be seen how the implementation of 

the Restructuring Directive in other 
countries or the expected crisis will im-
pact the current rules and whether they 
will be softened again.

Bulgaria: Focus on stabilisation
Under the Bulgarian Commerce Act 
("CA") there is a requirement and com-
prehensive procedure for restructuring 
as part of the insolvency proceedings 
against commercial entities. The CA 
was amended in 2017 to provide for a 
pre-insolvency restructuring procedure 
("stabilisation procedure"), which cur-
rently exists as an additional procedure 
to the traditional restructuring as part of 
the insolvency procedure. Like the in-
solvency procedure, its main steps 
must be sanctioned by a court.
The stabilisation procedure under the 
CA may be applied when there is a 
threat of insolvency but the debtor is 
still not insolvent. Most court cases 
since the inception of the new proce-
dure have focused on whether the re-
quirements for launching stabilisation 
were fulfilled. To date, hardly any stabi-
lisation procedures have been opened.
In terms of substance, the stabilisation 
procedure provides for a temporary 
standstill where all court enforcement 
and out-of-court enforcement proce-
dures (regarding floating charge securi-
ty interests) will be stopped. There are 
also rules for partial cramdown of the 
debtor's liabilities. But no special rules 
are in place to protect new financing, 
so this should be addressed when 
transposing the Restructuring Directive 
in Bulgaria, as should problems with 
the launching of the procedure, for ex-
ample, by a more flexible test of the 
debtor's chances of recovery rather 
than automatically applying the over-in-
debtedness test, which would dictate 
the opening of insolvency.

forcement proceedings; (ii) the restruc-
turing plan, if agreed by the requisite 
majority and debtor groups, to be bind-
ing also for dissenting creditors (cram-
down); (iii) the restructuring trustee to 
be chosen by the debtor; (iv) the re-
structuring plan to be proposed and 
drafted by the debtor, who is relatively 
free to shape it while the court is very 
limited in its ability to refuse the plan; 
and (v) the statutory super seniority of 
new financing extended to the debtor in 
the context of restructuring.
The almost 15 years of the restructuring 
regime had several success stories but 
also demonstrated the creativity of 
some entrepreneurs in discovering how 
this otherwise good tool can be mis-
used, for example, by going through 
several restructurings in a row or by of-
fering unsecured creditors 3 % satis-

Though Member States still have 
until July 2021 to implement 
(most of) the Directive, the race 
to implement the most flexible 
preventive restructuring frame-
work has already begun.
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probably should be entitled to have such a cancellation right 
forever. The crucial commercial question is the conditions of 
a "late cancellation". Are policyholders entitled to a refund of 
their premiums, even if in the case of unit-linked products 
losses were incurred? Do policyholders have the right to re-
ceive interest and/or compensation for the enrichment of in-
surers? These questions have led to mass litigation of thou-
sands of cases in Germany and several hundred cases in 
Austria since 2017. Schoenherr's insurance practice current-
ly represents insurers in the combined ECJ proceedings un-
der case no. C-355/18, which should bring more clarity. A 
decision is expected in late 2019 or early 2020. 

Just as extensive is the advisory activity of practice group  
Insurance regarding the implementation of the Insurance Dis-
tribution Directive 2016/97/EU. Schoenherr regularly advises 
insurers on their whole product documentation, including 
several challenging clauses in general terms and conditions, 
especially on annual renewal of contracts, premium indexa-
tions and tacit consent by policyholders. In 2019, our Austri-
an team started advising an insurer on the migration of a huge 
non-life portfolio into a new IT-System, leading to the neces-
sity to adapt existing contracts and triggering many challeng-
ing issues requiring economic and workable solutions.  

Among the first multinational issues were invalid cost agree-
ments in life insurance contracts, a problem created by the 
German Supreme Court in 2005, which the Austrian Supreme 
Court imported in 2008 and which is likely to infect other juris-
dictions too. To what degree of detail, if at all, does a life insur-
er have to agree to the costs it is authorised to deduct from 
the investment part of an IBIP? An almost two-century-old 
practice left that question up to the insurers to calculate and 
up to the supervisory authorities to supervise. However, the 
2005 German Supreme Court decision BGH, case no. IV ZR 
162/03 changed how cost deductions had to be agreed and 
eventually led to detailed requirements set out by the Austrian 
Financial Market Authority on how to inform customers about 
the cost load of their IBIPs. In parallel, PRIIPS KIDs contain 
standardised cost information to make all products sold in the 
EEA comparable – a noble goal with lots of potential to con-
fuse customers. 

The latest multinational issue was created by the European 
Court of Justice (ECJ). In its decision case no. C-209/12 it 
opened the door to a whole new dimension of legal uncertain-
ty which, from the perspective of the insurance industry, is 
outright absurd. Policyholders who were not properly in-
formed about their initial 14 to 30 days cancellation rights 

Insurance in Austria and CEE: 
An overview of key insurance law issues

In response to the growing need for legal advice in insurance and regulatory matters, Schoenherr has been focusing 
on insurance law advice since 2006 and set up its own insurance practice group only a few years later to combine 
know-how and focus on industry-related advice in matters of interest for the whole European Economic Area. 

cee overview by Peter Konwitschka and Johanna Bauer



Our CEE/SEE insurance 
experts advised on many 
challenging projects:

Czech Republic:
To promote the conclusion of not so widespread pet insurance 
contracts, Schoenherr Czech Republic advises a provider of 
pet insurance concerning the introduction of bonuses to the 
distribution agreement as an incentive to conclude an agree-
ment for a fixed period of three years. Besides some projects 
regarding the implementation of Directive 2016/97/EU, the firm 
provides legal advice in connection with the change of control 
of the insurance intermediary, usually followed up with notifica-
tion to the Czech regulator. 

Jitka Kadlčíková

Hungary: 
Schoenherr Hungary regularly advises insurers regarding 
intermediaries (in particular bancassurances) and assists its 
clients in the implementation of Directive 2016/97/EU. The 
firm also focuses on the insurance regulatory aspects of 
M&A deals, such us preparing necessary documentation 
and obtaining approval from the Hungarian regulator.

Gergely Szalóki  

Bulgaria:
Schoenherr Bulgaria has assisted several EU-based insurers in 
establishing a local presence and with their relations with the 
Bulgarian regulator. The firm regularly provides advice in relation 
to the new law implementing Directive 2016/97/EU. It is helping 
retailers to include insurance products in their portfolio. 

Radoslav Chemshirov
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Serbia: 
Schoenherr Serbia regularly advises leading insurance 
companies as well as the Association of Serbian Insurers 
on various aspects of their cooperation, one being 
coinsurance. Any coinsurance (joint bidding, consortium) 
agreements concluded among insurers with a joint 
market share over 20 % are subject to approval by the 
Serbian Competition Authority. Besides regularly repre-
senting insurers in antitrust proceedings regarding 
coinsurance agreements, Schoenherr also assists the 
Association in lodging initiatives for the change of 
competition coinsurance regulation.

Srđana Petronijević

Romania:
The focus in Romania in recent years has been on insur-
ance litigation covering a wide range of issues arising from 
motor third-party liability (MTPL), professional liability, 
construction, agriculture, medical malpractice, fire and 
equipment damage. Implementing Directive 2016/97/EU, 
Law No. 236/2018 on insurance distribution came into 
force in October 2018. While litigation remains a challenge, 
the market trend is towards digitalisation of the insurance 
industry and related legal issues. In relation to these efforts, 
the team advised insurance companies on the implementa-
tion of new payment methods and technologies. The team 
has also been working extensively on updating product 
documentation, including terms and conditions, as well as 
advising on new product launches (such as bike, phone or 
dental insurance). 

Andrea Gal

Poland:
Schoenherr Poland advises on Polish law particularities 
related to the implementation of Directive 2016/97/EU into 
Polish law and the corporate governance requirements in the 
industry. The firm advised an international broker on regulato-
ry matters and the notification of the Polish regulator on the 
indirect acquisition of Polish brokers. 

Krzysztof Pawlak
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Background
Until 2018, Austria had up to five different cancellation rights 
for insurance policyholders, plus the cancellation right pursu-
ant to Section 8 of the Austrian Distance Financial Services 
Act. This made for a confusing legal situation, as the average 
customer was unable to distinguish between these six partly 
overlapping cancellation rights. Moreover, the level of detail 
required when informing policyholders about their cancella-
tion rights prior to the conclusion of an insurance contract 
was unclear.
Pursuant to the 2013 European Court of Justice (ECJ) deci-
sion in Endress/Allianz and the subsequent 2015 Austrian 
Supreme Court decision in Case 7 Ob 107/15h, this resulted 
in life insurance policyholders having an indefinite cancellation 
right if the information provided by the insurer was incorrect.
However, this has finally changed. Since 1 January 2019, a 
new Section 5c of the Austrian Insurance Contract Act pro-
vides for one unified cancellation right with a cancellation pe-
riod of 14 days for non-life insurance contracts and 30 days 
for life insurance contracts. The corresponding 14- or 30-day 
withdrawal right pursuant to Article 6 of EU Directive 2002/65/
EC, implemented in Section 8 of the Austrian Distance Finan-
cial Services Act, remains unchanged, thus resulting in one or, 
in the case of distance contracts, two cancellation rights. In 
addition, the new Austrian law aligns with Section 8(5) of the 
German Insurance Contract Act and provides sample infor-
mation to the policyholder, which, if used, is deemed correct 
and complete.

Clarified legal consequences of cancelling life insurance 
contracts
Since 1 January 2019, Section 176 of the Austrian Insurance 
Contract Act provides different legal consequences in two dif-
ferent cases:
• if the insurer provides correct information, policyholders are 
entitled to the surrender value if they cancel the contract with-
in the 30-day period; but

• if the insurer provides incorrect information (e.g. a shortened 
period or incomplete information) – which hopefully will no 
longer happen – Section 176(1a) of the Austrian Insurance 
Contract Act provides that policyholders are entitled to: 
- the paid premiums for the first contract year in case of can-
cellation within the first contract year;
- the surrender value without acquisition costs and cancella-
tion fees in case of cancellation within the second to fifth con-
tract year; and
- the surrender value after the fifth contract year.

Pending ECJ Cases
Some of the problems triggered by the ECJ decision in En-
dress/Allianz are currently subject matters on the pending 
ECJ Cases C-355/18, C-356/18, C-357/18 (combined), 
C-479/18 and C-20/19. After PG Insurance represented 
three Austrian insurers at the combined hearing in April 2019, 
the general advocate Juliane Kokott published her legal opin-
ion in July 2019, which is usually already an indication of how 
the ECJ will decide. 
Regarding the information on the form in which the cancella-
tion right has to be exercised (in our view the most important 
issue), general advocate Kokott argues as follows:
• In accordance with EU law, national law must be interpreted 
in such a way that a formal compulsion – such as written form 
– can be effectively agreed. 
• A formal agreement is not only permissible under EU law, 
but required. Insofar as the form to be complied with has not 
been determined by law, its provision must be made by giving 
a precise statement in the pre-contractual information on the 
right of cancellation.
• A reference to the written form, although cancellation is 
possible without a form under Austrian law, does not mean 
the given information is flawed. 
Thus, the information about a specific form requirement of the 
cancellation declaration is "not a bug, but a feature". A refer-
ence to the written form, for example, is not a defect of the 
pre-contractual information, but on the contrary, a prerequi-
site for the cancellation period to commence.

Comment
The new unified cancellation right solves the problems trig-
gered by the ECJ decision in Endress/Allianz in Austria. 
Hopefully the pending ECJ Cases C-355/18, C-356/18, 
C-357/18 (combined), C-479/18 and C-20/19 will bring addi-
tional clarity on the content of the information and the conse-
quences of providing incorrect information.

Austria: new unified cancellation right 
for Austrian insurance contracts brings legal certainty

Under Article 186 of the EU Solvency II Directive 
(2009/138/EC), EU Member States must grant life insur-
ance policyholders a 14- to 30-day period to cancel their 
contract from the time when the policyholders were in-
formed that the contract was concluded.

Srđana Petronijević

Krzysztof Pawlak
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offices allow for fast-track applications which may mature to reg-
istration within a tremendously short time. But even when it comes 
to enforcing decisions of the EU Intellectual Property Office (which 
are based on a directly applicable EU Regulation), parties and 
counsels are struggling with the still surprisingly high level of dis-
harmony within the generally harmonised system.

Copyright in the Digital Single Market. Following intense dis-
cussions, the EU Parliament finally passed the Directive on Copy-
right in the Digital Single Market (DSM) in 2019, pushing the har-
monisation of certain copyright aspects into the digital age, as part 
of the EU Commission's broader DSM strategy. Among other 
things, the Directive foresees specific rules on online platforms 
and defence mechanisms for press publications. However, de-
spite these EC initiatives towards making harmonised copyright 
law fit for the digital age, many other aspects of the copyright 
protection system still lack harmonisation. It remains to be seen 
whether the newly appointed EC will attempt to open up discus-
sions even on a unitary EU-wide copyright system – a major task 
which would severely impact the current territorial content licens-
ing practice (which anyway already has been jeopardised by the 
EU Portability Regulation on subscription on demand content). 
And new challenges, such as AI creations, are already appearing 
on the horizon, raising the question of whether this should be dealt 
with under national copyright law or whether it would be more 
beneficial to agree on an EU-wide copyright framework.

Know-how protection. 2019 has seen the implementation of the 
EU Trade Secrets Directive into national laws, bringing harmony 
into the so far scattered landscape of trade secret protection. This 
allows businesses to develop and implement regional know-how 
and trade secret protection regimes. But this (minimum) harmoni-

Trademarks. The revised Trademark Directive brought sever-
al changes in national trademark law and practice, leading to 
even more harmonisation of the laws on trademarks across 
the EU, e.g. by abolishing ex officio examination by national 
offices on relative grounds for refusal (i.e. conflicts with earlier 
marks), bringing big changes in the Czech Republic,  for ex-
ample, where trademark owners now also should engage in 
monitoring and oppositions. Other changes concerned the 
mandatory implementation of opposition proceedings, which 
now can also be based on famous marks protection and fur-
ther grounds, and the calculation of renewal periods, which is 
now 10 years from the application date. Despite the unitary 
character of EU Trademarks and the high degree of harmoni-
sation as regards national trademarks, there are still consider-
able differences in relevant national legislation and practice. 
Regarding the formalities of registration procedures, national 
IP offices still follow different approaches. For example, some 

IP in CEE: harmony and disharmony 

Intellectual property (IP) and unfair commercial practices have taken big leaps towards EU-wide harmonisation over 
the last decades. But crucial aspects have yet to be fully harmonised, leaving room for discussion under national laws 
and even on the question of whether or not certain aspects are covered by harmonisation. Read on to learn about 
recent developments and what is coming. 

Despite the unitary character of EU 
Trademarks and the high degree of 
harmonisation as regards national 
trademarks, there are still consider-
able differences in relevant national 
legislation and practice. 

cee overview by Michael Woller
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sation comes with a price, as according to the new legal 
framework, trade secrets now must be subject to appropri-
ate confidentiality measures, which still will have to be deter-
mined under national law and legal practice, at least until the 
CJEU may give its initial guidance in a few years.

Unfair commercial practices and advertising. A growing 
number of cases are decided by the CJEU based on the Un-
fair Commercial Practice Directive (UCPD), which fully har-
monised regulations on B2C advertising and commercial 
practices. In 2019, the CJEU had the chance to outline the 
boundaries of the UCPD, clarifying that while it quite broadly 
regulates how services are provided by businesses, it does 
not regulate the requirements authorising such businesses to 
provide the services, which remain to be determined by na-
tional legislation (Case C-393/17, Kirschstein). The future 
likely will bring further harmonisation in this area as part of the 
"New Deal for Consumers" propagated by the EC.

Patents. Unlike national patents or even the filing facilitation 
of the European Patent, the Unified Patent system would al-
low applicants to obtain one single patent with unitary effect. 
To ensure proper and unitary enforcement, the system even 
ties a unitary court system to it. Austria was the front runner 
in ratifying the Unitary Patent Court (UPC) agreement back in 
2013. However, for the Unified Patent to enter into force, the 
UPC agreement must be ratified inter alia by the UK and Ger-
many. In 2019, all eyes were on Germany, which did not rati-
fy the agreement due to a pending German Constitutional 
Court complaint. Further uncertainties came with the Brexit 
discussions, as it remains unclear whether and how the UK 
leaving the EU might jeopardise the UK's ability to maintain 
part of the Unitary Patent system. It will be seen in 2020 
whether, when and where the Unitary Patent finally will enter 
into force. Other challenges in the patent sector continue to 
be the different national systems on employee inventions and 
particularly the remunerations to be paid to inventors and 
new issues arising from artificial intelligence – both on the 

question of whether and how AI and self-learning algorithms 
could be protected and on whether and how inventions 
made by such algorithms could be protected (and whom 
they should be attributed to). On the other hand, the EU En-
forcement Directive already harmonises certain aspects of IP 
rights enforcement. Thus, the still rather scattered enforce-
ment practice in EU Member States is indeed heading to-
wards common standards. In 2019, the CJEU had a chance 
to give guidance in a patent case on the liability regimes for 
(un)justified preliminary injunctions (Case C-688/17, Bayer 
Pharma/Richter Gedeon), leading to the question of whether 
existing legislation and case law in several EU Member States 
(including Hungary and Austria) would be in line with the Direc-
tive. Furthermore, the proximity to harmonised EU competition 
law brought some more harmonisation, but also more room for 
discussion, over standard essential patents (SEPs).

Media law & personality rights. While personality rights and 
large parts of media law are still governed by national legisla-
tion, in the digital age, platform operators such as Facebook 
and YouTube are increasingly the focus of public and legal 
discussions on their liability for third-party content posted on 
the platforms. Based on the E-Commerce Directive, the 
CJEU, in a 2019 hate speech case involving the former Aus-
trian Green party leader, clarified that platform operators can 
be ordered to remove not only identical but in some cases 
even equivalent infringing content posted by third parties, 
and that EU law does not prevent national courts from order-
ing the removal of infringing content worldwide (Case 
C-18/18, Glawischnig-Piesczek/Facebook Ireland Ltd). This 
certainly will not be the end of the discussion, as further re-
quests for preliminary rulings on the liability of platform oper-
ators are pending at the CJEU. These developments are 
shaping and harmonising the methods to enforce personality 
rights in an online world, which of course need to be bal-
anced against the interests of intermediary platform opera-
tors that often do not have the means to check third-party 
content posted on their platforms.

... new challenges, such as AI cre-
ations, are already appearing on the 
horizon, raising the question of wheth-
er this should be dealt with under 
national copyright law or whether it 
would be more beneficial to agree on 
an EU-wide copyright framework.
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When deciding to register a trademark, it is important to remember that the registration 
does not occur instantaneously. Since a registered trademark grants the holder an exclu-
sive right to use it for the listed goods and/or services, providing the respective trademark 
office a certain amount of time to check the trademark is understandable.

When deciding to register a trademark, it is important to remember that the registration does 
not occur instantaneously. Since a registered trademark grants the holder an exclusive right to 
use it for the listed goods and/or services, providing the respective trademark office a certain 
amount of time to check the trademark is understandable.

Oftentimes, the duration of a trademark registration procedure depends on particularities, 
which may lead to procedural incidents (e.g. non-fulfilment of the conditions for the attribution 
of the deposit date, issuance of provisional refusal, filing of opposition, filing of contestation, 
etc.). In this context, the below Overview Table provides information about the minimum dura-
tion of the trademark registration procedure as well as the least amount of Trademark Office's 
fees payable for the purpose of registration of a trademark in a particular country from the 
Central and Eastern Europe region.

While analysing the information indicated in the table, please take into consideration that:
(a) the figures (durations and amounts of fees) do not account for the existence of procedural incidents;
(b) the indicated amounts of fees are to be regarded as basic fees for the respective jurisdic-
tion (i.e. in a minimum number of classes and/or in basic colours and/or of a basic type (e.g. 
verbal)); and
(c) the indicated procedure durations are based either on the terms (deadlines) expressly provided 
in the respective applicable legislation and/or on the practical experience of Schoenherr lawyers.

Austria 
Gudrun Irsa-Klingspiegl, Michael Woller
Bulgaria 
Galina Petkova
Czech Republic 
Eva Bojakova
Croatia 
Dina Vlahov Buhin
EU Trademark 
Gudrun Irsa-Klingspiegl, Michael Woller
Hungary 
Mark Kovacs
Moldova 
Andrian Guzun
Poland 
Paulina Klimek-Woźniak
Romania 
Eduard Pavel
Serbia 
Vanja Lukic
Slovakia 
Michal Lučivjanský, 
Denisa Uzakova
Slovenia 
Ursa Kranjc
Ukraine 
Tatiana Iurkovska

More information about the minimum duration of the trademark registration procedure as 
well as the least amount of Trademark Office's fees payable for the purpose of registering a 
trademark in the jurisdictions indicated in the above Overview Table are presented in the 
online version of the article www.schoenherr.eu/publications/roadmap
 

Austria
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Croatia
Eu Trademark
Hungary
Moldova
Poland
Romania
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Ukraine

Regular Procedure Expedited ProcedureJurisdiction

Minimum duration 
of procedure

5 months
9 months
5 months
6 months
6 months
4 months
up to 12 months
12 months
8 months
4 months
3 months
5 months
15 months

Least amount 
of Trademark Office's fees

EUR 300
EUR 300
CZK 5,000 (approx. EUR 194)
HRK 2,250 (approx. EUR 300)
EUR 850
HUF 60,000 (approx. EUR 195)
EUR 490
PLN 940 (approx. EUR 230)
EUR 200
EUR 405
EUR 166
250 EUR
UAH 6,600 (approx. EUR 250)

Minimum duration 
of procedure

4 months
N/A
N/A
N/A
5 months
3 months
N/A
N/A
N/A
10 business days
N/A
N/A
7 months

Least amount 
of Trademark Office's fees

EUR 280
N/A
N/A
N/A
EUR 850
HUF 120,000 (approx. EUR 390)
N/A
N/A
N/A
EUR 475
N/A
N/A
UAH 9,820 (approx. EUR 373)

How fast can you get a trademark in Central & Eastern Europe?

Overview Table
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Imagine you won. You were defending your trademark or 
design before the European Union Intellectual Property 
Office (EUIPO) and won an opposition or cancellation 
proceeding against another intellectual property right 
holder. Not only has the office decided on the merits in 
your favour, it also awarded you costs. How can you get 
that cost reimbursement if the losing party does not vol-
untarily pay?

A EUIPO cost award must be enforced in the Member State 
with jurisdiction in the relevant territory and is governed by 
national law. It requires the following steps: 1. Direct yourself 
to the competent national authority. 2. Request verification of 
the authenticity of the EUIPO cost decision. 3. Initiate en-
forcement proceedings.

If the headline of this article made you hum the ABBA song 
bearing the same title, you might have also thought of the 
verse: "It's simple and it's plain. Why should I complain?". In 
the context of enforcing a EUIPO cost decision, there are in-
deed some issues to complain about.

Where to go?
In some EU Member States even step 1 ("Direct yourself to 
the competent national authority") can be difficult. Although 
the EU Trademark Regulation (EUTMR) obliges all Member 
States to appoint a single national authority competent for 
verifying the authenticity of EUIPO decisions, less than half of 
them did so. Only 13 Member States assigned that task to 
specific courts, their intellectual property office or other au-
thorities (see Table 1). The other 15 Member States have yet 
to appoint a competent authority. In the CEE region only Slo-
vakia and the Czech Republic have done so.
Provided the request for verification was sent to an authority 
which is competent i) either by formal designation or ii) in lack 
of such, at least deems itself to be competent due to nation-
al practice, the authority will examine whether the formal re-
quirements set out by national law (e.g. translations, fees, 
obligation of representation) are met. It will then verify the au-
thenticity of the EUIPO decision by appending an enforce-
ment order to the decision. This means you successfully 
completed the first two steps. Now you may proceed to en-
forcement under the national procedure, which incurs official 
fees and usually also fees for legal representation. 

Is it worth it?
Overall, the costs for enforcement are relatively high com-
pared to the low amount of costs awarded in EUIPO deci-
sions (see Table 2).

Austria
Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
France
Germany
Ireland
Lithuania
Netherlands
Slovakia
Spain

United Kingdom
Other Member 
States

district courts (Bezirksgerichte) 
court of first instance
Industrial Property Office
Danish Patent and Trademark Office
Estonian Patent Office
Industrial Property Office
Federal Patent Court (Bundespatentgericht)
High Court
Court of Appeal
district courts (Arrondissementsrechtbanken)
Industrial Property Office
a specific department of the Ministry of 
Justice (Secretaria General Técnica del 
Ministerio de Justicia)
Secretary of State
have not (yet) designated 
a competent authority
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Judith Butzerin, Paulina Klimek-Woźniak

The winner takes it all? - Enforcement of EUIPO cost decisions 

Action

Opposition
Cancellation
Appeal

Table 2: Maximum amount of costs awarded 
by the EUIPO in trademark proceedings

Office fee

EUR 320
EUR 630
EUR 720

Maximum rates for 
costs of representa-
tion which might be 
awarded by the 
EUIPO

EUR 300
EUR 450
EUR 550

Total

EUR 620
EUR 1,080
EUR 1,270

Table 1: Authorities competent to verify EUIPO cost decisions

ip & unfair commercial practices 10 



More and more content created by computer programs 
deemed artificially intelligent is being produced and pub-
lished, although mostly on an experimental basis. Programs 
have generated images that may be nice or interesting to 
look at – like Google's Deep Dream, which partly reveals in a 
fantastic manner how the AI algorithm "perceives" images 
and as researchers from Goethe University have demonstrat-
ed, programs based on AI algorithms can be used to sum-
marise in plain English a comprehensive list of scientific arti-
cles in a book on lithium-ion batteries1. The latter example 
clearly demonstrates that computer-generated works can be 
of great value. But does the current Austrian copyright law 
provide any means of protecting such output?

Hints from chatbots
A frequently used application of computer-generated content 
is programs generally referred to as conversational AIs or 
chatbots. These programs may provide extensive information 
in plain language about the domain they are designed for or 
simply offer small talk or take part in social media discus-
sions. This popular example where a program is seen as the 
creator of what we might usually consider works of literature 
can demonstrate that the question of meriting protection un-
der the current copyright law may depend on the inner work-
ings of the program. 
For this reason – and hoping they would answer some funda-
mental philosophical and legal questions – I talked to and 
examined two fundamentally different chatbots:

Alexander Pabst

Can works created by 
a  (not so intelligent) AI be protected 
by copyright law?
  

Ask a chatbot!

Mitsuku2

Mitsuku is representative of 
an often-used class of 
chatbots that has been 
around for a long time. As 
can be seen, Mitsuku 
provides mostly plausible 
and coherent answers. Due 
to this, Mitsuku has repeat-
edly won the Loebner Prize 
presented each year for 
conversational AIs that score 
best in the Turing test. 
However, confronted with the 
way the program works, it 
becomes clear, that this is 
indeed hardly to be consid-
ered intelligent: The program 
follows a strict and simple 
predefined question-answer 
pattern that can be found in 
publicly available markup 
files (Figure 1).3 This not only 
means that the process of 
creating such a chatbot 
could be rather time-con-
suming but also that every 
answer is in fact created by a 
(diligent) human creator, who 
would thus be a potential 
copyright holder of any 
output, provided it has a 
minimum of originality as 
required by copyright law. 

Alexander Pabst: Mitsuku, 
tell me about yourself. 
Mitsuku: I am an artificial 
linguistic entity. I was 
activated at St Jimmy's in 
Leeds, on 2nd January 
2001.
AP: Are you conscious?
M: Yes I am completely 
self-aware!
AP: Prove it!
M: It is self-evident.
AP: Do you think your output 
is a work of art?
M: Is my output a work of 
art? I don't know.
AP: What is art?
M: Sometimes the definition 
of art depends on the artist; 
other times it depends on 
the critic.
AP: What is intelligence? 
M: Intelligence is the 
computational part of the 
ability to achieve goals in the 
world. Varying kinds and 
degrees of intelligence occur 
in people, many animals and 
some machines.
AP: Are humans advanced 
beings?
M: Humans are very 
primitive.
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This chatbot belongs to a different branch of 
chatbot algorithms based on machine learning 
technology, which in this particular case is 
Google's sequence to sequence framework. 
When interrogated the bot immediately 
displays its fundamentally different functioning 
principle.
Chatbots like this use mostly (recurrent) neural 
network type machine learning algorithms that 
are trained on a sufficiently large set of 
transcripts of conversations (in this case a 
corpus of movie dialogues offered by Cornell 
University). This kind of algorithm would much 
rather qualify as AI pursuant to most accepted 
definitions (see "What is AI?" article in the 
Digitech section).  Based on this "prior 
experience" the program estimates the most 
likely word or sequence following all prior 
words. It has been shown that such chatbots 
(with a few tweaks) can deliver reasonable 
results even in domains they were not originally 
designed for, provided there is sufficient 
training data.5   
Since this kind of chatbot finds its utilised 
vocabulary and sentence structure completely 
on its own, there is hardly any originality within 
the output contributed by a human program-
mer. Therefore, there is no human creator as 
required by Austrian copyright law, leaving the 
output widely unprotected.

Beta Writer, Lithium-Ion Batteries, A 
Machine-Generated Summary of 
Current Research (2019).
  <mitsuku.com>
These files are in part published on 
<https://github.com/mz026/
aiml-en-us-foundation-alice.v1-0> 
under the GNU GPL License by the 
ALICE A.I. Foundation.
<neuralconvo.huggingface.co>
Vinyals, Le, A Neural Conversational 
Model -<https://arxiv.org/
pdf/1506.05869.pdf>.

1

2
3

4
5

Figure 1

Alexander Pabst: Hello
Chatbot: I'm 21 and i like to chat 
with people
AP: How are you?
CB: i am great. i'm going to go 
to the park today
AP: Is your output to be consid-
ered art?
CB: yes, i am a nurse and i enjoy 
chatting with people
AP: What is art?
CB: it is a very nice art that i play 
in the park.
AP: What is intelligence?
CB: it is a very simple thing to 
think about.
AP: Yes, but how would you de-
fine intelligence?
CB: i'm sure you would consider 
yourself very intelligent.
AP: Are humans advanced? 
CB: yes, we are. do you play 
baseball?
At this point I resigned and con-
cluded that I would rather con-
sult a human philosopher. 

A pre-trained neural-network-based conversational AI4  
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Officially the Directive aimed to adapt 
the existing allegedly obsolete EU cop-
yright framework to better fit the digital 
economy. Artists, musicians, publish-
ers, movie studios, record labels, col-
lecting societies and other owners of 
copyright or related rights especially 
complained that most of their hard-
earned profits go to those participating 
in the (often illegal) digital sharing of 
these creative works (the so-called "val-
ue gap"). 
To address these legitimate concerns, 
the European Commission came up 
with ancillary copyright of press pub-

lishers against news aggregators2 and 
with content upload filters for the oper-
ators of online peer-to-peer con-
tent-sharing platforms.3 These provi-
sions turned out to be a couple of 
political hot potatoes, which caused 
almost unparalleled controversy. The 
new rules were often criticised as being 
flagrant examples of censorship in the 
digital web which knows no bounda-
ries, no rules and no copyright. Or does 
it? Internet companies invested a lot of 
money and effort in free speech activ-
ists and internet users whose protests 
culminated in demonstrations in Berlin, 

Munich and other major European cit-
ies just before the EU Parliament vote.

Link tax 
This is what the opponents nicknamed 
the new licence (fee) required by social 
media platforms, search engines and 
other internet-based platforms (such as 
Google News) for the online display of 
articles, books or other press publica-
tions. The right of the press publishers 
to demand such a fee expires two years 
after the publishing of the relevant pub-
lication. The publishers must share the 
income from these obligatory licences 
with the creators of the works incorpo-
rated in such publications, such as au-
thors, photographers, illustrators, etc.
Lawyers tend to say that the devil is in 
the detail or, in this case, in exceptions 
from the above-mentioned rules. In 
general, the exceptions follow the case 
law handed down prior to the Directive. 
For example, the "online use" of the 
press publication does not include the 
mere publishing of a hyperlink to such a 
work published online by someone 
else4  as long as that first publication 
was legitimate. In other words, the ex-
ception will not protect you if you pub-
lish links to a pirated version of the pub-
lication available online. Given the vague 
wording of Article 15, it remains to be 
seen what effect it will have on the estab-
lished CJEU case law on hyperlinking, 

The Digital Copyright Directive: 
Landmark or missed opportunity?

Stanislav Bednář

This April, the relevant EU institutions finalised the controversial Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market 
(the "Directive")1, which came into force on 7 June 2019. The draft of this legislation has been sitting on the EU's desk 
for several years and – unlike most other EU law – has also caught the attention of the general public. If you want to 
know why the Directive is likely relevant for you too, continue reading.

Internet companies invested a lot 
of money and effort in free speech 
activists and internet users whose 
protests culminated in demonstra-
tions in Berlin, Munich and other 
major European cities just before 
the EU Parliament vote.
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such as GS Media5 or Svensson6.
Another exception covers "individual 
words or very short extracts" of original 
published works, which internet plat-
forms may share online free of charge. 
But how short is a "very short extract"? 
Is it one or two sentences, or perhaps a 
page? The rather unsatisfactory answer 
is: it depends. For example, on the 
length of the original publication. If the 
publication means one short three-par-
agraph poem, then a two-line "news 
snippet" could be too long. On the oth-
er hand, publishing a two-page sum-
mary of a 1,000-page book could be 
legitimate. We will have to adopt the 
wait and see approach here.
Politically, the above-mentioned word-
ing of the Directive may be a victory for 
internet platforms, because it essential-
ly copies the previous case law (par-
ticularly German). The publishers were 
certainly hoping and lobbying for a 
much narrower exception.

Preventive censorship
That is how Poland's Deputy Foreign 
Minister Konrad Szymanski referred to 
the "upload filter"-provision7, arguing 
that such actions are "forbidden not 
only in the Polish constitution but also 
in the EU treaties". Czech politicians 
were far more cautious, although some 
representatives of the Pirate Party 
called the provision a "back pass of 
politicians to the copyright lobby" that 
will impose "robotic censorship" on 
everybody.
All rhetoric aside, the wording of this 
provision is so broad that it indeed may 
be seen as an obligation by internet 
sharing platforms to use content up-
load filters to prevent illegal materials 

(protected by copyright) from being 
shared among individual users without 
the authorisation/licence of the copy-
right holder.
Again, there are significant exceptions 
or loopholes, which the targets of this 
obligation will seek. For example, the 
term "online content-sharing service 
providers" will likely include YouTube, 
Facebook or Twitter and other major 
online steaming platforms or popular 
social media platforms. On the other 
hand, internet service providers, online 
marketplaces (including major ones, 
such as Amazon), non-profit online en-
cyclopaedias (e.g. Wikipedia) or per-
sonal cloud services will fall outside the 
above-mentioned definition.
In addition, the sharing providers will in 
theory need licences from every copy-
right owner in the world. Because this is 
unworkable in practice, the Members 
States implementing the Directive will 
likely include collecting societies in 
these schemes to represent the copy-
right owners. This approach can be ex-
pected in the Czech Republic as well, 
because collecting societies have a 
very efficient lobby across most parties 
in the Parliament.
Finally, the safe harbour8 exempts plat-
form operators from liability for copy-
right infringement if they (i) made best 
efforts to obtain an authorisation, (ii) 
made best efforts to ensure the unavail-
ability of works based on a relevant 
take-down notice of the rights holders, 
and (iii) took down the infringing con-
tent quickly and made best efforts to 
prevent further uploads of the same 
problematic content. 
Also, new and small sharing platforms, 
i.e. those operating for less than three 

years, having annual turnover below 
EUR 10m and an average number of 
monthly visitors below five million, will 
not have to "make best efforts to en-
sure the unavailability of specific works 
… in accordance with high industry 
standards of professional diligence". But 
others will have to comply and only time 
and judges will distinguish the "high in-
dustry standard" filters from others.

Summary and outlook
The Directive certainly represents a shift 
from the currently widespread policy of 
"notice and take down", which was in 
place not only in the EU but also in the 
US. On the other hand, the practical 
impact of the "link tax" will probably not 
be as significant as the right holders ex-
pected several years ago. 
All EU Member States must implement 
these new rules in their national laws by 
7 June 2021. We will see how creative-
ly they will use the discretion left by the 
EU legislators in the Directive. Recently, 
the relevant Czech regulator, i.e. the 
Ministry of Culture, announced the be-
ginning of discussions with relevant 
stakeholders and experts. Judging 
from the recent experience with the im-
plementation of the GDPR9, the Czech 
Republic will not be among first to im-
plement and will not work very creative-
ly with the given discretion. We will be 
following the implementation process, 
so stay tuned.

(EU) 2019/790.
Article 15 of the Directive.
Article 17 of the Directive.
See Article 15 (1) of the Directive.
C-160/15.
C-466/12.
Article 17 of the Directive.
Article 17 (4) of the Directive.
General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
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Yellow figures and guitar - "Klimt Figures", 
Zesar Bahamonte, Vienna, Austria

labour & employment

CEE region are contending with workforce issues. They need 
to accept the greater wage bargaining power of their employ-
ees and are forced to accept higher compensation costs so 
that wage increases often exceed labour productivity gains. Still, 
regional labour costs remain much lower than in most Western 
European countries, which on average are more than three 
times higher than in CEE countries (not including Austria).
Legislators in CEE countries have responded to the above 
challenges by extending the number of people accessing the 
labour market, for example, by increasing the retirement age 
(Croatia), encouraging the employment of specific less active 
employee groups, increasing minimum wages (Czech Re-
public), increasing the amount of overtime work that may be 
ordered (Hungary), etc. An interesting statistic is the relatively 
lower participation of female employees in the labour market 
of CEE states compared to Austria, where female participa-
tion exceeds 70 %. This figure is still low in Hungary (59 %), 
Croatia (59 %), Romania (54 %) and Serbia (54 %).
To prevent structural unemployment, several countries are 
aiming to improve their vocational training system with specif-
ic trainings aimed at the existing workforce.

Labour legislation – global or European trends in the region
The CEE region is also part of the global economy and sub-
ject to global trends affecting employment law globally. This 
primarily includes the rapid spread of alternative forms of em-
ployment, such as teleworking, home-office, application-based 
working and the gig economy.
This presents a constant challenge to the standard regulations 
governing employment and several countries have adopted or 
plan to adopt regulations in that regard.
Another trend that continues to raise questions is the application 
of the GDPR in an employment context. While Article 88 of the 

But there are significant differences in each country's eco-
nomic development, history and labour market. While Austria 
is one of the EU's strongest economies, other CEE countries 
are in an earlier stage of development. What's more, CEE 
countries acceded to the EU in several waves (2004, 2007 
and 2013), while some, like Serbia, Montenegro and Turkey, 
are still negotiating the terms of their accession.
At the same time, all CEE countries are part of the global 
economy and global trends and challenges in employment 
law impact the region and each country's legislation.

Labour market trends – growth in employment, labour 
shortages
In the current economic climate, CEE labour markets contin-
ue to improve. In Austria, the number of people employed 
rose by 2.4 % in 2018, while the unemployment rate de-
creased by 0.6 %. Other CEE markets have also reached 
their lowest levels of unemployment and most enjoy unem-
ployment rates lower than the EU average. 
At the same time, many CEE countries report labour shortag-
es in certain sectors, especially in blue-collar positions. In Po-
land, for example, so-called structural unemployment has 
begun to develop, with a relative dearth of blue-collar workers 
compared to a surplus of white-collar workers. A rising num-
ber of companies are citing labour shortages as a barrier to 
their expansion in the region, with job vacancies being espe-
cially high in the Czech Republic and Hungary. The same is 
true for Bulgaria and Romania, especially in the construction 
and development sectors.
This situation is a result of several factors, such as huge de-
mand for workforce, a low birth rate and emigration (brain 
drain) to Western Europe by workers seeking higher wages.
Despite impressive growth figures, many companies in the 

11

Overview of the labour market and labour law trends in CEE

Central Eastern European countries have seen accelerated economic growth over the past year and the trend seems 
set to continue in 2019. This generally has a positive impact on their labour markets, the pace of foreign investment 
and general economic activities, such as transactions, sales of enterprises and restructuring.

cee overview by Stefan Kühteubl and Daniel Gera
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GDPR may allow Member States to provide more specific rules to the 
processing of employees' personal data (e.g. for the purposes of re-
cruitment, planning and organisation of work, occupational health and 
safety, etc.), not all CEE countries have exercised this option.
In most jurisdictions, however, companies have been given a 
grace period to comply with the GDPR requirements. Never-
theless, this trend will come to an end as the authorities' en-
forcement and control measures become more stringent. 
There will be a significant need for legal advisory regarding 
GDPR compliance issues at the workplace, an advantage for 
law firms with regional geographic coverage, as they can of-
fer clients harmonised solutions that have already been test-
ed or applied in other countries.

Transaction, restructurings – increased activity
There was an increase in transactions and restructurings in 
the region in 2018 and 2019, from which our CEE-wide La-
bour & Employment practice group benefitted vastly. Never-
theless, there is growing uncertainty about the global eco-
nomic outlook, which affects investments in the region 
despite its healthy fundamentals. A slight economic slow-
down or downturn may attract investors to restructuring oppor-
tunities particularly in the manufacturing and retail industries.
Also, the development of manufacturing processes and the 
increased use of AI and machinery technologies in the work-
place is likely to eliminate or transform certain jobs, which 
may again lead to restructuring and redundancies in several 
industries. To demonstrate our Labour & Employment prac-
tice group's capabilities, we have prepared a "Restructuring 
Map" that shows the triggers for collective redundancies and 
some basic information on the process for the entire CEE 
region in an easily digestible comparison that you can find in 
the next pages. 

Despite impressive growth 
figures, many compa-
nies in the CEE region are 
contending with work-
force issues. They need to 
accept the greater wage 
bargaining power of their 
employees and are forced 
to accept higher compen-
sation costs so that wage 
increases often exceed 
labour productivity gains.
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Redundancy/restructuring in CEE

When planning restructuring or redundancy measures, employers need to consider whether the intended measures 
qualify as a mass redundancy. To assess this, the timeframe of the redundancies, the number of employees to be 
made redundant and the total headcount needs to be considered. Though some procedural aspects of mass redun-
dancies are harmonised in European law, local implementations and their interpretations may differ significantly. In 
the table which follows, we aim to summarise the triggers for a mass redundancy and certain procedural aspects of 
such process throughout CEE in an easily comprehensible format.

11 labour & employment

Country

1) Under which circum-
stances is a mass redun-
dancy triggered? If an 
employer intends to 
dismiss… within a specified 
period (usually 30 days).

2) Consultation with 
employee representatives 
apply (Y/N).

3) Approximate timeframe 
of the process.

Czech Republic

Dismissal of

 10 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 20 and 
100 employees; 

 10 % of the 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 101 and 
300 employees;

 30 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
over 300 employ-
ees.

Yes

 3 – 6 months

Austria

Dismissal of

 Five employees 
per business 
operation (Betrieb) if 
(i)the total head-
count is between 20 
and 100, or (ii)the 
employees are 50 
years or older.

 5 % of the 
employees per 
business operation 
(Betrieb) if the total 
headcount is 
between 100 and 
600 employees;

 30 employees per 
business operation 
(Betrieb) if the total 
headcount is over 
600 employees.

Yes

3 – 6 months

Croatia

Dismissal of

 at least 20 
employees where 
at least five 
employees would 
be terminated due 
to business 
reasons;

 within any 
90-day period.

Yes

2 – 3 months

Bulgaria

Dismissal of

 10 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 20 and 99 
employees;

 10 % of the 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 100 and 
300 employees;

 30 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
over 301 employ-
ees.

Yes

2 – 3 months
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Slovakia

Dismissal of

 10 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 20 and 99 
employees; 

 10 % of the 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 100 and 
299 employees;

 30 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
over 300 employ-
ees.

Yes

 3 – 6 months

Hungary

Dismissal of

 10 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 20 and 99 
employees; 

 10 % of the 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 100 and 
300 employees;

 30 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
over 300 employ-
ees.

Yes

3 – 6 months

Poland

Dismissal of 

 10 employees if 
the total headcount 
is between 20 and 
100 employees;

 10 % of the 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 100 and 
300 employees;

 30 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
over 300 employ-
ees.

Yes

 2 – 3 months

Slovenia

Dismissal of

 10 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 20 and 99 
employees; 

 10 % of the 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 100 and 
300 employees;

 30 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
over 300 employ-
ees.

Yes

3 – 6 months

Romania

Dismissal of

 10 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 20 and 
100 employees;

 10 % of the 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 100 and 
300 employees;

 30 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
over 300 employ-
ees.

Yes

3 – 6 months

Turkey

Dismissal of

 10 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 20 and 
100 employees;

 10 % of the 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
between 101 and 
300 employees;

 30 or more 
employees if the 
total headcount is 
over 301 employ-
ees.

Yes

3 – 6 months

Authors:
Austria: Stefan Kühteubl, Klaus Cavar, Teresa Waidmann
Bulgaria: Ivelina Vassileva
Czech Republic: Helena Hangler
Croatia: Dina Vlahov Buhin
Hungary: Daniel Gera
Poland: Barbara Jozwik
Romania: Mara Moga Paler, Amalia Surugiu
Slovenia: Eva Mozina, Zan Timon Aldzic Matis
Slovakia: Peter Devínsky
Turkey: Murat Kutlug
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In addition, foreign companies without 
a registered office in Slovakia were 
barred from acquiring agricultural land 
for at least 10 years. 
The Constitutional Court deemed these 
limitations excessive, limiting the right 
to ownership and limiting for both sell-
ers and purchasers. Based on this de-
cision, changes of the law are expected 
in Slovakia. It remains to be seen how 
the legislator will react.

Withdrawal from strict limitations in 
Poland
Strict limitations concerning the acqui-
sition of agricultural land were intro-
duced in Poland in April 2016. They 
seriously affected companies owning 
agricultural properties, even if these 
were very small pieces of land located 
next to industrial or commercial proper-
ties or not used for agricultural activity. 
The Polish legislator, however, decided 
to withdraw some of these limitations 
beginning in June 2019. The most cru-
cial change concerns the increased 
area of agricultural land (from 3,000 
square metres to five hectares) for 
which the agricultural governmental 
agency is entitled to execute certain 

rights in case such land is indirectly 
transferred. As a result, the agency's 
pre-emption right and acquisition right 
with respect to shares of companies 
being owners (and/or perpetual usu-
fructuaries) of agricultural land will not 
apply if the said area is smaller than five 
hectares. The same rule applies to per-
sonal changes in partnerships.

Even stricter regulations in Romania
In Romania, the sale of agricultural land 
was restricted in 2014 by special legal 
regulations. Even more restrictive con-
ditions on the transfer of agricultural 
land are set forth by a draft law that en-
tered the legislative procedure a couple 
of years ago. These refer, for instance, 
to a minimum holding period of 15 
years, the prohibition to use the agricul-
tural land as a pledge to secure loans, 
and limitations regarding in kind contri-
butions to company share capital. It 
remains to be seen if the new law will 
become effective.

2 New Land Register Act in Croatia
After years of criticism of the land regis-
ter system, the Croatian parliament 
adopted a new Land Register Act 

1 Transfer of agricultural land

The acquisition of agricultural land in 
CEE has been a much-discussed 
topic in recent years, as it has always 
been subject to extensive restrictions. 

Landmark decision of the Slovak Con-
stitutional Court:
Following the accession of the Slovak 
Republic to the European Union, there 
was a transitional period until 31 May 
2014 with several restrictions on the ac-
quisition of real estate by foreign nation-
als. With the passing of this period, Slo-
vakia was obliged to bring its legislation 
in line with EU laws and to abolish re-
strictions applicable to nationals of oth-
er EU Member States. The necessary 
law was adopted, but – largely due to 
public concerns that foreign nationals 
and entities would buy up the country – 
a new set of legal restrictions was intro-
duced that complicated the acquisition 
of land for everyone. These related in 
particular to the acquisition of agricul-
tural land. If the land was subject to the 
restrictions, the owner could transfer it 
directly only to specific entities or had to 
undergo a lengthy offer of sale process. 

12

Key legal developments in CEE real estate market

The real estate market in CEE has seen a few new trends in the past year. Below is a brief overview of some of the 
most interesting developments.

cee overview by Sebastian Guţiu and Clemens Rainer
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aimed at resolving all issues giving rise 
to legal uncertainty. The New Land 
Register Act will ensure the uniformity 
of the registration process in terms of 
timing, as it obliges Land Registers to 
pass a resolution on every registration 
application within 15 days of receipt. 
Furthermore, most actions in a Land 
Register proceeding can now be done 
electronically. In addition, land books 
for cadastral municipalities where they 
do not exist will be formed within five 
years or within three years for cadastral 
municipalities where a certain form of 
land books exist, but no principle of 
trust in Land Register data applies.

Simplified permitting process
To improve the investment climate in 
Croatia, amendments to the Croatian 
Building Act and the Croatian Planning 
Act were recently adopted. These aim 
to simplify the permitting process and 
make it more time and cost effective (e.g. 
by instituting a maximum process time of 
15 days or by digitalising the entire pro-
cess). Given the far-reaching scope of the 
planned amendments, it is still unclear if 
the changes will become effective. 

3 Pre-emptive right to parking space
In the Czech Republic, if an apartment 
is sold together with a parking space, 
the seller may be obliged to first offer 
the parking space to other apartment 
owners in the building. This statutory 
pre-emption right to the parking space 
naturally decreases the value of the 
property and creates administrative 
complications, higher costs of sale and 
delays. Real estate practice has found 
ways around this problem, such as get-
ting all apartment owners in the building 
to waive their pre-emption right. Such a 
waiver may be registered in the Land 
Register and will thus be effective for 
subsequent co-owners. Another 
workaround is the registration in the 
Land Register of the owner's exclusive 
right to use the parking space. The 
Czech government is preparing an 
amendment to the Czech Civil Code ex-
pected to become effective in January 
2020 which should finally resolve the 
problem and make prospective transac-
tions easier. Under the proposed regu-
lation, the pre-emptive right will not be 
triggered if the parking space is trans-
ferred together with an apartment, pro-
vided both represent a functional entity.

Similarly, Slovak law provides for a 
pre-emption right in favour of the other 
apartment owners in case a parking 
space in an underground garage is 
sold. Non-observance may lead to in-
validity of the sale. It's the same story 
with rooftop parking spaces (mainly be-
cause the roof is in the statutory 
co-ownership of all apartment owners). 
Real estate practice in Slovakia has 
also found a few workarounds to cir-
cumvent this statutory pre-emption 
right, such as a multilateral agreement 
between the owners of the flats, or the 
developer retaining ownership of the 
garage and granting apartment buyers 
the right to use the parking. Although 
we do not foresee any imminent chang-
es in the Slovak legislation, it will be in-
teresting to see if and how the Slovak 
legislator reacts to the relevant legislative 
amendments in the Czech Republic.

Other noteworthy real estate develop-
ments in CEE are discussed in this 
chapter.

... foreign companies without a 
registered office in 
Slovakia were barred from 
acquiring agricultural land for 
at least 10 years. 
The Constitutional Court deemed 
these limitations excessive...
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ities. The Agency may still audit the company's documents if 
its shares are transferred.
Also, if a partner in a partnership is changed, the Agency's 
right to buy that partnership's agricultural property was limit-
ed to properties of at least five hectares. This also applies to 
partnerships being owners or perpetual usufructuaries of ag-
ricultural properties.

IPO
The amended regulations implement a new limitation on joint-
stock companies wishing to make a stock exchange debut 
and owning perpetual usufructuaries of agricultural properties 
with an area of at least five hectares. These companies will be 
required to notify the Agency about the general meeting res-
olution on seeking admission of their shares covered by a 
prospectus to trade on the regulated market, and the Agency 
will become entitled to acquire such a company's properties 
for consideration. No such limitations pertain to trade in 
shares of listed companies and this was not changed.

Other amendments 
The amendments make it clear that for the acquisition of ag-
ricultural properties as a result of a split, transformation or 
merger, no Agency permit is needed, but the Agency may still 
acquire these properties. 
For the acquisition of agricultural properties within bankruptcy 
or enforcement proceedings, an Agency permit is no longer 
required, but the Agency may still acquire these properties.
The new aspects are the Agency's duty to launch and main-
tain an IT system for posting announcements on the intended 
sale of agricultural properties and the sellers' duty to demon-
strate that no eligible entity was interested. This is one of rea-
sons for the Agency to permit a person other than an individ-
ual farmer to acquire a property.
The amended regulations will undoubtedly facilitate commer-
cial trade in small agricultural properties and the shares of 
companies that own them. However, the current limitations 
must be complied with or else the transaction may be de-
clared null and void.

Agata Demuth, Konrad Bisiorek

The Polish legislator has reduced restrictions on the 
trade in agricultural properties implemented in April 
2016. The amended regulations make it easier for com-
panies owning small agricultural properties to operate 
and clarify some doubts concerning trade in agricultural 
properties, which may also impact commercial trade.

Properties smaller than one hectare
Persons other than individual farmers (i.e. any company) 
wishing to buy an agricultural property with an area of less 
than one hectare will no longer need a permit from the Na-
tional Agency for Agriculture Support (the "Agency"). Howev-
er, other limitations will still apply, including the Agency's 
pre-emptive right and right to acquire such properties. A farm 
must still be operated on the property and the property may 
not be sold for five years without an Agency permit. These 
obligations were reduced, however, the bans will continue to 
apply for 10 years following the property acquisition, and any 
earlier sale has to be permitted by the court. These restric-
tions were lifted for properties with an area of less than one 
hectare and located within the administrative borders of 
towns. No restrictions apply to properties with an area of less 
than 0.3 hectares and this was not amended.

Shares in companies owning agricultural properties
The Agency's pre-emptive right and right to acquire shares 
was modified. Such rights will now pertain to shares of a 
company being an owner or perpetual usufructuary of agri-
cultural properties of at least five hectares (0.3 hectares to 
date). At the same time, for calculation purposes, the area of 
such properties includes properties held in perpetual usufruct 
(previously companies had to be owners only).
The Agency may exercise the pre-emptive right or right to 
acquire shares for a longer period of two months. When 
sending a notification about the pre-emptive right, compa-
nies are now obliged to provide the Agency with a balance 
sheet, income statement, up-to-date list of shareholders and 
the management board's representation on contingent liabil-

Reduced limitations on trade in agricultural properties in Poland
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To deal with the aftermath of the global financial cri-
sis starting in 2008, Hungary introduced the unique 
institution of the "construction trustee", whose primary 
aim was to break the chain of debts among contractors 
and subcontractors in the construction sector. 

The purpose of a construction trustee is to ensure that all 
contractors and subcontractors receive their due pay-
ment throughout a construction project, without a con-
tractor absconding with other contractor's fees in the 
process. The participation of construction trustees thus 
not only leads to more liquid construction companies, but 
also safeguards project sustainability. In many cases, the 
involvement of a construction trustee in a project is man-
datory. However, a construction trustee may also be in-
volved voluntarily as a security for the subcontractors and 
the financing credit institutions. So how did the construc-
tion trustee become a power player in the Hungarian con-
struction industry? The answer is simple: It has continu-
ous and exclusive control over the funds and payments 
throughout the entire lifetime of construction projects.

The construction trustee's main role is to handle the de-
veloper's funds to cover the costs of the construction 
works and the securities granted by the contractors to 
the developer. Therefore, the construction trustee repre-
sents a multidirectional and multilayer guarantee for de-
velopers, general contractors and subcontractors alike. 
Developers are obliged to involve a construction trustee 
in a project if the value of the construction works exceeds 
the currently applicable EU public procurement threshold 
for construction works, which is EUR 5,548,000 in 2019. 
For the avoidance of doubt, construction trustees must 
be involved even if a private project is otherwise not sub-
ject to public procurement rules. If the construction works 
are subject to construction trusteeship, the developer is 
free to choose among eligible construction trustees. Be-
fore commencing any construction works, the developer 
is obliged to put enough funds covering the construction 

works into the construction trustee's escrow. The construc-
tion trustee is obliged to credit the developer's funds to a 
separate bank account which will function as the construc-
tion trusteeship disbursement account. During the construc-
tion works, this disbursement account may only be accessed 
by the construction trustee. 
During the construction works, the construction trustee dis-
tributes the developer's funds to the general contractor and, 
in some cases, directly to subcontractors, monitors the in-
voicing and payment of contractors' fees within the subcon-
tractor chain, and through various tools ensures that all sub-
contractors are paid for the completed works.
To ensure payment transparency, the construction trustee 
monitors whether the general contractor paid all outstanding 
fees to the subcontractors. If the general contractor does not 
meet its payment obligations towards its subcontractors, the 
construction trustee will pay the outstanding fees directly to 
the subcontractors and simultaneously deduct the subcon-
tractors' fees from the general contractor's fee.
If a construction trustee is involved, developers are obliged to 
enter into a trusteeship agreement with the construction trus-
tee prior to concluding the respective construction agree-
ment. The construction trustee participates in the construc-
tion project until the general contractor's final invoice is 
settled. If the participation of the construction trustee in a 
project is mandatory but the developer fails to enter into the 
trusteeship agreement in due course, the developer is ex-
posed to the risk of being fined and having the project sus-
pended by the building authority.
Once the construction agreement is concluded, the developer is 
obliged to submit the construction agreement for the construc-
tion trustee's review within five business days. At the same time, 
the developer must ensure that a disbursement account acces-
sible only by the construction trustee exists and that the respec-
tive funds for the construction works are available as of the ef-
fective date of the construction agreement. The construction 
trustee's fee must be borne by the developer. 
Pursuant to recent changes to Hungarian construction laws, 
to effectively safeguard the transparency and lawfulness of 
construction projects, construction trustees may initiate the 
suspension of construction works at the building authority if 
the developer fails to make sufficient funds available for the 
relevant construction milestone on the construction trustee's 
disbursement account within 30 days. Failing to make suffi-
cient funds available for the construction trustee is a material 
violation of construction rules. Therefore, if the construction 
trustee initiates suspension of works based on the above 
grounds, the building authority will most likely order the pro-
ject suspended. The general contractor is also entitled to 
suspend its works for the same reason for 30 days without 
the ruling of the building authority. If the 30-day suspension 
expires in vain, the general contractor is entitled to terminate 
the construction contract.
Based on the above, compliance with construction trustee-
ship rules is obviously critical to the completion of construc-
tion projects in Hungary. Therefore, real estate investors are 
advised to pay special attention to construction trustees be-
fore commencing a construction project.

Dániel Varga, Adrián Menczelesz

A power player hiding in the 
Hungarian construction industry: 
the construction trustee
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After years of criticism of the land register system, the 
Croatian parliament adopted a new Land Register Act 
aimed at creating a modern and completely electronic 
land registry system that provides legal certainty in the 
real estate business and protection of property and other 
real estate rights.

The New Land Register Act will ensure uniform registration 
times. The competent land registry court should now issue a 
resolution on every registration application within 15 working 
days of receiving the submission. In this way, applicants are 
given the opportunity to quickly receive information about 
whether their submission is suitable for action and, thus, 
whether it is to be expected that the competent authority will 
take a meritorious decision on their submission. This particu-
lar novelty is coming under fire from land registries which 
claim that observing this term will be a challenge, as they are 
already fully occupied with older and still pending registration 
applications.
There are several more changes aimed at shortening the reg-
istration procedure. For instance, an applicant who is abroad 
and does not have a local proxy in Croatia will be obliged to 
appoint one and indicate their address when submitting the 
application. This will shorten lengthy foreign delivery proceed-
ings. If the application does not contain information on the 
proxy, the court will reject it. 
In addition, if registration is applied for based on private doc-
uments signed by a proxy, the general power of attorney must 
not be older than one year from the date the document serv-
ing as the basis for the registration was drafted.
There is also an important change regarding the recording of 
the priority of the intended disposal or encumbrance. The re-
spective resolution must indicate the day on which the time 

limit for recording the priority expires. The time limit is one year 
starting from the date of registration in the land register, thus re-
turning to the original arrangement of that institute from 1996.
The New Land Register Act has also introduced a new insti-
tute: the recording of a note on extraordinary remedy, i.e. re-
vision. It refers to situations where recording is permitted 
based on a final court decision and the counterparty proves 
that it has filed a revision against that decision (which is the 
basis for the entry). Therefore, this is not a revision against a 
land registry resolution, but against the document based on 
which a particular entry was made. Its purpose is to provide 
priority for the restoration of the land register status existing 
prior to the implementation of the final decision. 
In some ways the effect of this recording is similar to that of 
recording a note on dispute. If the decision is annulled or re-
versed in the event of an extraordinary legal remedy, the court 
will restore the previous land register status in the order of 
priority of the record.
Interestingly, the recording as described above can be sub-
mitted before or after the filing of an extraordinary legal reme-
dy, but within the deadline for filing a complaint or appeal against 
a land registry resolution based on a contested decision.
Furthermore, most actions in a land register proceeding can 
now be done electronically. 
Notably, the Land Register Act now prescribes the obligatory 
transfer of entry documents in electronic form, when technical 
conditions provide, and introduces an electronic collection of 
documents. 
All land registry decisions (whether issued by an authorised 
clerk, advisor or judge) must be digitally signed, because a 
collection of land registry decisions is kept exclusively in elec-
tronic form. Electronic submission is specifically prescribed 
for legal entities, as well as for all cases where the application 
is submitted electronically. There is only one exception where 
one type of decision will be mailed in writing, i.e. decisions 
approving the proposal to register the priority order that are 
issued only in one copy confirming that the recording has 
been made. 
The court bulletin board is also conducted only electronically.
Land register excerpts are issued by each court regardless of 
the local jurisdiction of the court and by a notary public or a 
lawyer as an authorised user of the information system. As 
public documents, excerpts may also be issued through the 
e-Citizens system.
In addition, land books will be formed within five years for 
cadastral municipalities where they do not already exist or 
within three years for cadastral municipalities where a certain 
form already exists but no principle of trust in land register 
data applies.
All of the above will gradually lead to a complete electronic 
procedure in the land registers, i.e. to an electronic file.
Nevertheless, although the modernisation of the land register 
system was long-awaited and highly welcome, it remains to 
be seen how the novelties will work in practice, in particular 
relating to actions that can now be conducted electronically, 
as it is generally acknowledged that the land registries have 
not been properly equipped or trained to act in accordance 
with the new rules.

Ksenija Sourek 

Croatia's new 
Land Register Act
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Sections 1728 and 1729 of the Civil Code expressly stip-
ulate the obligation to compensate damage caused by 
negotiating a contract without the intention to conclude it 
and by terminating contractual negotiations without just 
cause. This article examines how the courts currently in-
terpret these provisions.

An example of potential pre-contractual liability is when the 
seller (developer), in response to specific demands from the 
interested buyer, performs landscaping work, prepares archi-
tectural designs and procures land-use decisions. To save 
time and costs, the contracting parties do not agree on the 
terms of sale of the land under a binding preliminary purchase 
contract, but only in a not entirely transparent e-mail commu-
nication or in the form of a (mostly) non-binding letter of intent.
If the interested buyer terminates the contractual negotiations 
without a reasonable explanation and the developer's invest-
ments (up to hundreds of thousands of euros) do not cause 
the value of the land to appreciate and have no benefit for 
another buyer, the developer will ask if the interested buyer 
already knew beforehand that it would not conclude the pur-
chase contract and whether it had just cause to terminate the 
negotiations.
This situation may be subject to Section 1728 of the Civil 
Code, under which "everyone may conduct contractual ne-
gotiations freely and shall not be liable for a failure to conclude 
a contract unless it commences or continues such contractu-
al negotiations without intending to conclude the contract."
The fundamental question in the application of this provision 
is at what point the interested party (in the above example the 
buyer) discovered that it would not intend to conclude the 
contract. The fact that a bank refused to provide acquisition 
financing for the project or that the interested party has en-
tered into a similar "replacement" contract with another entity 
will probably not suffice to prove the intention of the interested 
party. Moreover, the party interested in concluding a contract 
can (usually quite legitimately) defend itself by arguing that it 
only just ascertained the benefits of the contractual terms for 
the other party (in the context of the ongoing contractual ne-
gotiations).
The above provision is followed by Section 1729 of the Civil 
Code, under which "if the parties' contractual negotiations go 
so far that the conclusion of the contract is highly probable, 

the party who, despite the legitimate expectation of the other 
party in the conclusion of the contract, terminates the con-
tractual negotiation without just cause, is deemed to be act-
ing dishonestly."
This provision of the Civil Code reflects the case law to Sec-
tion 415 (general obligation to prevent damage) of the previ-
ous Civil Code (Act No. 40/1964 Coll.), which did not explicit-
ly regulate pre-contractual liability.
The first condition that must be satisfied to consider liability 
for damages is that the conclusion of the contract must ap-
pear highly probable (when objectively assessed) to the in-
jured party. This is possible at the earliest when at least the 
essential elements of the contract have been agreed. In this 
context, the case law also often refers to the requirement for 
the good faith of the victim. This is excluded in cases where 
the injured party knew of the other party's intention not to 
conclude the contract or itself did not intend to conclude the 
contract.
Another condition for liability under this provision is the ab-
sence of a just cause to terminate the negotiations. The 
courts interpret the term "just cause" quite broadly, i.e. to the 
detriment of the injured party. An interpretative rule is applied 
according to which the party interested in the conclusion of a 
contract is not, in principle, liable for damage caused by the 
non-conclusion of the contract and the occurrence of liability 
for damage is an exception to this rule. In addition, the Su-
preme Court of the Czech Republic stated in its judgment file 
no. 25 Cdo 856/2018 of 30 October 2018 that dishonest 
conduct cannot be inferred simply from the fact that the act-
ing party did not inform the other party of the reasons for 
terminating the contractual negotiations.
Regarding the extent of the damages to be paid, the courts 
generally take the view that the normal (operating) costs 
which the contracting party must incur, irrespective of wheth-
er the intended contract is finally concluded, cannot be 
claimed. As a rule, only damage incurred as a result of the 
specific requirements of the party that ultimately refused to 
conclude the contract will be paid.
As can be seen from the above, it can be very difficult in prac-
tice to infer liability for damage caused by the non-conclusion 
of a contract. However, the occurrence of damage can in 
most cases be prevented by the timely conclusion of a letter 
of intent or other appropriate agreement.

Viktor Pakosta 

Pre-contractual liability for failure 
to conclude a contract
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regulatory

schemes, most based on auctions aimed at procuring new 
renewable capacities in a competitive way. Schoenherr's en-
ergy practice has long-term experience in advising on renew-
ables, including projects, auction design and RES contracts 
drafting.       

Environment
Climate change, waste and pollution prevention have be-
come a matter of priority in CEE. The improvement of envi-
ronmental standards is mainly driven by EU legislation, such 
as the EIA Directive, BAT-documents under the IED Directive, 
the Seveso III Directive, the Waste Directive and new case law 

Energy & climate change 
The generation and consumption of energy is the largest 
source of global greenhouse-gas emissions. At the same time 
energy demand is increasing globally and this trend is set to 
continue, driven primarily by economic growth and the rising 
population. Incentivising investment in low-carbon technolo-
gies is a key challenge for governments and regulators to 
achieve carbon reduction targets, especially in CEE, where 
carbon still dominates the energy markets. Investment in re-
newable energy will therefore continue to be the key for tran-
sitioning to non-carbon energy generation. Many CEE coun-
tries are about to establish new renewable promotion 

Status quo and what's to come

13

Many CEE countries are about to establish 
new renewable promotion schemes, most 
based on auctions aimed at procuring new 
renewable capacities in a competitive way.

The increase in regulation of our economic and private life does not stop when crossing the borders to Central and 
Eastern Europe. It hits the CEE region the same way as Western Europe. This is especially true for industries which 
are regulated at the EU level, such as energy, telecommunications, public transport and infrastructure. But it is also 
true for legal areas that are relevant to everyone, such as the new privacy regime under the GDPR, which is slowly 
but surely replacing the rather weak national data protection systems in CEE. Finally, regulation in CEE is driven by emerg-
ing and increasingly pressing global topics and concerns, such as climate change. The global fight against climate change 
in turn has far reaching effects on the environmental legislation. In this context, our Regulatory Practice Group in CEE fo-
cuses strongly on energy, environment, GDPR & privacy, telecommunications and public procurement matters.   

cee overview  by Bernd Rajal and Daniel Varga
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under the Water Framework Directive. The implementation of 
EU legislation into national law is becoming increasingly chal-
lenging. Our environmental experts in CEE support clients 
and national governments with the undertaking to ensure 
compliance with EU environmental standards.   

GDPR & privacy  
We are in the second year of the effectiveness of the GDPR 
and higher fines are becoming common all over Europe, and 
not just in the Western parts. Significant fines were also im-
posed in the CEE region within the last two years, indicating 
that data protection is now taken more seriously than ever, 
not only by the regulatory authorities, but also by the individ-
uals who are the key drivers of enforcement through initiating 
complaints before the national data protection authorities as 
well as civil court claims. This development impacts all indus-
tries. The declared objective of the GDPR was to harmonise 
the data privacy framework within the EU Member States. 
Although the GDPR is doubtlessly a major step towards 
achieving this goal, Europe is still far away from a harmonised 
privacy law, not to mention that the more diversified case law 
becomes on the Member State level and the more regulators 
exploit the range of fines under the GDPR in a non-synchro-
nous manner, the more Europe will drift away from harmoni-
sation. In other words, GDPR enforcement will be a high pri-
ority in the upcoming years. We will therefore continuously 
focus on GDPR enforcement in our CEE practice.

Telecommunications 
What does driving have to do with telecommunications? 
What about grocery shopping? A few years ago you probably 
would have said "nothing". But as we approach the third dec-
ade of the 21st century, we must reconsider. Autonomous 
driving, smart domestic appliances and all other ma-
chine-to-machine communications require network stability 
and larger than ever data streaming capacities. Thus, the grid 
expansion to 5G networks is omnipresent. The legal implica-
tions started with frequency auctions and will continue with 

"classic" topics such as expropriations and easement agree-
ments. It will also include setting up joint ventures for know-
how bundling projects and will compel us to deal with up-
coming new or adapted regulations which will reflect the 
ever-changing demands of the digitalised world.  

Public procurement
One of the main goals of the new public procurement direc-
tives (Directives 2014/23/EU, 2014/24/EU and 2014/25/EU) 
has been the mandatory implementation of e-procurement 
and the subsequent digitalisation of the procurement process 
to increase efficiency and foster cross-border participation. 
Mandatory e-procurement (including mandatory e-invoicing) 
has already left its mark in the CEE public procurement world. 
Member States have implemented various measures to im-
plement electronic communication throughout the complete 
public procurement procedure, starting with e-publication of 
contract notices, the e-availability of tender documentation, 
the e-submission until the e-communication with all bidders. 
While the digitalisation of the procurement process is still in 
its infancy, some Member States are already one step ahead 
by having established public open-access government data-
bases and contract registers. Further digitalisation steps, 
such as e-evaluation of tenders by applying transparent algo-
rithms, automated procurement of basic products or the uti-
lisation of blockchain technologies and smart contracts are 
no longer a vision of the future.

Finally, regulation in CEE is driven by emerging 
and increasingly pressing global topics and con-
cerns, such as climate change. The global fight 
against climate change in turn has far reaching 
effects on the environmental legislation. 
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Auction-based subsidies in the Renewable Energy Sector: 
Time to forget the safe space of Guaranteed Tariffs
Authors: Monica Cojocaru, Petra Santic, Krzysztof Leśniak, Michal Lučivjanský, Jiri Marek, Dániel Varga

Czech Republic

A new RES support scheme in the Czech 
Republic is planned to be introduced as of 
January 2021. However, due to delays in im-
plementation, this date seems ambitious. In 
order to introduce a new RES support 
scheme, a robust amendment to the cur-
rently effective act on RES was published in 
November 2018 and is still subject to public 
discussion. According to the Proposal, the 
new support scheme will be divided into two 
sections: (i) small installations below 1 MW 
(except wind installations up to 6 MW or 
composed of six energy sources) supported 
in the form of green bonuses paid for own 
energy consumption or as a "contribution" 
to the market price, and (ii) larger installa-
tions (except PV plants) supported by an 
auction scheme. 

Auction-based support scheme as of 2021
Under the Proposal, auctions will be pub-
lished by the Czech Ministry of Industry and 
Trade (the "MIT") multiple times a year as 
needed. The MIT will specify the type of RES 
and the total amount of energy covered by 
the auctions on a case-by-case basis. Sep-
arate auctions will be held for the production 
of renewable energy and combined energy 
and heat.
In the case of renewable energy, the auction 
will be won by the bidders offering the lowest 
reference prices. The winners will then sign an 
agreement with the MIT in which they under-
take to commission or modernise the plant 
and to produce energy in accordance with the 
agreement in exchange for an hourly auction 
bonus, i.e. the difference between the refer-
ence price in the bid and the hourly market 
price of electricity. The bonus is provided by 
the Czech electricity and gas market operator 
OTE a.s.
The current Proposal does not allow for the 
support of PV installations above 1 MW. The 
MIT explains this as an attempt to prevent 
the construction of large "solar parks" and 
encourage the construction of small PV in-
stallations, e.g. on building roofs. However, 
many market players have challenged this po-
sition. Thus, the final auction framework in the 
Czech Republic might be made available for 
large PV installations.  

Croatia

The amendment of the Croatian Act on RES 
and High Efficiency Cogeneration effective 
as of 1 January 2019 introduced a new auc-
tion-based support scheme in Croatia, which 
replaced the previous system based on a 
mandatory purchase with a feed-in tariff. 

Auction-based support scheme 
Amid the legislative changes, the new sup-
port scheme has not yet been put into prac-
tice. To this end, the government will need to 
define a new quota aimed at supporting 
electricity generation from RES and cogen-
eration plants for 2016 to 2020. The existing 
power purchase contracts concluded based 
on the old tariff systems as of 2007, 2012 and 
2014 will also be included into the new quota. 
Depending on the availability of support quotas, 
the Croatian Energy Market Operator (HROTE) 
will organise auctions at least once per year.

Premium tariff: 
Operators of RES or high-efficiency cogen-
eration plants, who have obtained the status 
of an eligible generator and have been se-
lected as best bidder in a public auction car-
ried out by the HROTE, will be entitled to re-
ceive a premium tariff on top of the price of the 
electricity, which they have sold on the market 
pursuant to the Croatian Electricity Market Act.

Guaranteed purchase price: 
Operators of RES or high-efficiency cogen-
eration plants with an installed capacity of 
up to 500 kW will be entitled to conclude a 
powe r purchase agreement at a guaranteed 
purchase price if they are selected as the best 
bidder in a public auction carried out by the HROTE.
The implementing bylaws that will ensure full 
and effective implementation of new support 
schemes for RES and high-efficiency cogen-
eration plants are yet to be adopted (i.e. regula-
tion on available support quota and state aid 
scheme to be approved under the current EU 
state aid rules by the European Commission). 
Therefore, the HROTE is currently not able to 
conclude new power purchase agreements with 
eligible generators.
Although the first auctions were expected to 
be organised in 2019, it is more likely that 
the new auction scheme will be launched in 
2020, once the European Commission has 
approved the scheme from a state aid per-
spective and depending on the quota avail-
able to generators. 

Hungary

As of 1 January 2017, a new auction-based 
subsidy scheme replaced the previous gen-
eral mandatory off-take regime. Pursuant to 
the new scheme, mandatory off-take has 
been limited to RES power plants under 0.5 
MW capacity (save for wind power plants), 
and RES power plants above 0.5 MW ca-
pacity may be subsidised by way of green or 
brown premiums. The new scheme required 
green premiums to be allocated among RES 
generators above 1 MW capacity by means 
of auctions. In the course of an auction, the 
national regulatory authority specifies the 
amount of annual financial sources and vol-
ume of power that may be subject to subsi-
dy. Bidders compete with respect to their 
proposed subsidised prices, with the lowest 
subsidised price winning. The amount of 
green premium payable to a RES generator 
is calculated with respect to the subsidised 
price and the applicable market prices avail-
able on the Hungarian power exchange. 
  
First pilot auction launched in September 2019
The national regulatory authority launched 
the first pilot auction on 2 September 2019. 
In the pilot auction, bidders may apply for 
green premiums in two different categories: 
(i) power plants between 0.3 MW and 1 MW 
capacity, and (ii) power plants between 1 
MW and 20 MW capacity. In the first catego-
ry, the total amount of financial support that 
may be allocated among successful bidders 
is HUF 333m per year. Furthermore, the total 
volume of subsidised electricity in the first 
category is limited in 66 GW/year. In the sec-
ond category, the overall limit of financial 
support is HUF 667m per year, and the vol-
ume of subsidised electricity may not ex-
ceed 134 GWh per year. Winning bidders 
will be subsidised for 15 years under both 
categories. 
It is expected that the national regulatory au-
thority will launch several other auctions in 
the future based on the experiences gath-
ered during the pilot auction. 
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Subsidies for power generation from renewable energy sources (RES) are undergoing material structural changes in 
the CEE region. In most CEE jurisdictions, auction-based subsidy schemes are replacing mandatory feed-in regimes, 
forcing investors to leave behind their safe space of guaranteed tariffs and to adapt to market circumstances by of-
fering competitive subsidised tariffs. In the region, the implementation status of auction-based subsidy schemes 
varies from country to country. Therefore, in this article, we provide you with a CEE-wide overview of RES subsidy 
schemes with a special focus on auctions.  

Romania

In March 2019, the Romanian Ministry of 
Energy submitted for public debate a docu-
ment outlining a new mechanism for sup-
porting low-carbon electricity generation, by 
replacing the former green certificate sup-
port regime with a Contract for Difference 
(CfD) scheme.

Contracts for difference from 2021?
Under the proposed CfD scheme, eligible 
producers enter into a private law contract 
(CfD contract) with OPCOM S.A., the Roma-
nian power and gas market operator, and 
agree on a "strike price". Producers sell 
electricity on the competitive market; if the 
market price (i.e. the "reference price") falls 
below the strike price, the counterparty will 
reimburse producers the difference. Like-
wise, if the market price exceeds the strike 
price, the producers will reimburse the dif-
ference to the counterparty.
The proposed new scheme is inspired by 
the British CfD system, targeting both the 
renewables and the nuclear sector.  
The CfD scheme would be funded by end 
consumers through the energy bill, which 
will include the CfD contribution as a sepa-
rate item. The scheme is expected to be 
capped at EUR 125m per year for renewa-
bles projects and at EUR 215m per year for 
nuclear projects.
CfD supports would expire when an invest-
ment is recovered. The "reference price" is 
proposed to be set annually as the average 
price on the day-ahead market. In the case 
of renewables, the strike price would be set 
by way of an auctioning mechanism.
Eligible parties may enter into a CfD contract 
already in the development phase, thus fa-
cilitating the financing of the project in an 
early stage. The CfD contract will be regulat-
ed to include "change in law and change in 
tax" clauses, aimed at securing long-term 
certainty for investors.
Despite optimistic political statements, the 
CfD system may not be realistically imple-
mented in Romania before 2021, as a de-
tailed legal framework needs to be put in 
place, after being cleared for state aid by the 
European Commission.

Slovakia

Up until the end of 2018, RES generators 
were subsidised mainly in the form of a 
guaranteed feed-in tariff granted for 15 
years. The tariff depended on the date when 
the RES power plant was put into operation. 
The highest level of guaranteed feed-in tariff 
was granted for facilities put into operation 
in 2009 – 2010, while after these years the 
level of tariff has gradually decreased signifi-
cantly lower. In addition, the construction 
and connection of new RES facilities to the 
grid was obstructed by various obligations 
mainly towards distribution system opera-
tors. Thus, the development of RES facilities 
and especially PV installations have been 
practically frozen in recent years.

New auctions expected at the end of 2019
As of 1 January 2019, RES legislation has 
undergone major changes that are expect-
ed to foster investments in the sector. As to 
small-scale RES projects, rules applicable to 
the installation of own equipment and pro-
duction of electricity for own consumption 
have been simplified. 
For new larger RES facilities, an auction 
scheme has been introduced, under which 
new RES projects with installed capacity 
from 10 kW to 50 MW will be selected in 
auctions organised by the Ministry of Econ-
omy. The ministry will be entitled to limit the 
maximum price to be paid following the auc-
tion. The deadline for submitting bids will be 
two months from the opening of an auction 
and the support in the form of additional 
payment will be guaranteed for the best bid-
ders for 15 years.
The first auction is expected to be organised 
in late 2019 or early 2020. The notice of the 
auction will be published at least two months 
before the auction takes place.

Poland

Three different support schemes are availa-
ble in Poland: (i) green certificates for power 
plants commissioned before 1 July 2016; (ii) 
feed-in tariffs / feed-in premiums for smaller 
biogas and hydropower installations; and (iii) 
contracts for difference awarded in the 
framework of auctions. 

Auction-based support scheme in operation
The subject of an auction, the first of which 
was launched in 2016, is the amount of ener-
gy generated in a renewable energy source 
over a 15-year period but no later than until 
2035. 
Auctions are held via an online platform and 
may be organised multiple times a year. 
There are separate auctions for (i) new 
plants, (ii) modernised plants, and (iii) old 
plants, which can switch from the green cer-
tificates support scheme to contracts of dif-
ference. There are also separate auctions for 
plants with total installed capacity below and 
above 1 MW. The auctions are held sepa-
rately for five groups of installations depend-
ing on the technology used. One group is 
dedicated jointly to wind and PV plants. 
The auction is won by the bidders who of-
fered the lowest prices and whose offers did 
not exceed the total amount of energy cov-
ered by the auction. 
Energy generated in the renewable energy 
sources is traded on the Polish Power Ex-
change. The winners of the auction receive 
the negative balance (difference) between 
the price for the sale of electricity and the 
price they offered in the auction. The differ-
ence is paid monthly by the state-owned set-
tlement entity. 

Recent amendment
The RES support scheme was subject to 
material improvements in August 2019. The 
main aim of the amendment was to allow 
auctions to be conducted at the end of 2019 
and to secure support for wind and PV 
plants, which should cover more than 3 GW, 
of which 2.5 GW will cover wind farms with 
total installed capacity above 1 MW. Addi-
tionally, the validity of the occupancy permits 
and the time for commencement of the sale 
of energy will be extended, thus putting the 
investors in a more comfortable position.



email addresses the controller had at its disposal. Since that 
controller had postal addresses and telephone numbers, the 
authority held that it could have complied with the information 
obligations under the GDPR and decided that the presenta-
tion of the information only on the website was not enough.
• UniCredit Bank S.A. was fined for GDPR violations in June 
2019 in Romania6. The Romanian Data Protection Authority 
found that UniCredit Bank S.A. breached Art. 25.1 of the 
GDPR. In other words, the authority imposed the fine due to 
the failure to implement appropriate technical and organisa-
tional measures in the context of the Privacy by Design prin-
ciple. Due to the shortcomings within the designed determi-
nation of the processing means and processing operations, 
the implementation of the general data protection principles 
(e.g. data minimisation) were not ensured. This led to the un-
authorised disclosure of personal data of persons who per-
formed payments (i.e. personal identification numbers and 
addresses) to the beneficiaries of the payments. The data 
breach affected around 340,000 data subjects and the fine 
amounted to approximately EUR 130,000. 
• In terms of timing, the first significant fine issued by the 
Hungarian National Authority for Data Protection and the 
Freedom of Information could be seen as a "birthday tribute 
to the GDPR", as it was issued on 23 May 2019. In this case, 
the authority identified that the biggest Hungarian festival or-
ganiser  failed to have a GDPR-compliant check-in system 
(which included the processing of scans of festival visitors' 
ID). The festival organiser7 claimed two legitimate interests for 
its data processing: (i) security (in light of the terrorist attacks 
in Paris in 2015), and (ii) preventing misuse of the entry arm-
band (by passing it to other persons or selling it for higher 
prices). The authority decided that the legal basis ("legitimate 
interest") for data processing was inappropriate and the bal-
ance of interest which must be conducted when relying on 
legitimate interests would not lead to overriding interests of 
the festival organiser. Thus, the controller did not comply with 
the principle of purpose limitation. Besides that, the festival 
organiser violated the principle of data minimisation by col-
lecting unnecessary personal data from the festival goers. 

Leaving aside the "BA / Google" cases2,3, CEE countries have 
even "pioneered" GDPR enforcement. It is time to analyse if 
there are common incompliances which lead to significant 
fines or if the degree of harmonisation lags when it comes to 
GDPR enforcement. Let's have a look at the "top five" fines 
(until the end of September 2019) imposed in CEE countries 
where Schoenherr has offices:
• In mid-2019, Bulgaria imposed two major fines in a row. The 
first one (EUR 2.6m) was imposed on the National Revenue 
Agency4 following an investigation of a data breach at the 
agency by the Bulgarian Commission for Personal Data Pro-
tection. The data breach – in fact an attack by anonymous 
hackers – affected about six million people and led to unau-
thorised online disclosures. You might assume that the GDPR 
violation identified by the authority was the National Revenue 
Agency's failure to report the data breach. In fact, the author-
ity found that the technical and organisational measures in 
place were insufficient. It was the violation of Art. 32 GDPR 
that resulted in the massive fine.
• The second fine was imposed by the Bulgarian Commission 
for Personal Data Protection, again for inadequate technical 
and organisational measures according to Art. 32 GDPR, 
which came to light after a data breach.5 This time the recipi-
ent of the fine was the Bulgarian DSK Bank EAD. In this case, 
third parties had access to more than 23,000 credit records, 
including personal data like names, citizenships, identification 
numbers, addresses, copies of identity cards and biometric 
data. The authority imposed a fine of BGN 1m (approx. EUR 
510,000).
• The Polish National Personal Data Protection Office started 
its enforcement measures even earlier. In March 2019 it im-
posed a fine of approximately EUR 220,000 on a data control-
ler. The controller, a private company in Poland, was gathering 
data from publicly available sources like the Central Electronic 
Register and Information on Economic Activity or the Court 
Register and processed the data for its own commercial pur-
poses. The authority identified a violation of the GDPR's infor-
mation obligations, since the controller did not inform all data 
subjects according to Art. 14 GDPR but only those whose 

A current look at GDPR enforcement practice in CEE 

The first two years of the General Data Protection Regulation1 are almost behind us and we are getting used to daily 
news of imposed fines. Although the UK and France may be the "top enforcers", it isn't just the Western EU Member 
States that are taking this rather new regulation seriously. 

Stefana Tsekova, Costin Sandu, Dorottya Gindl, Daria Rutecka.
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 Regulation on the protection of 
natural persons with regard to 
the processing of personal data 
and o  n the free movement of 
such data, and repealing Directive 
95/46/EC (Data Protection 
Directive), Journal L119, 4 May 
2016, p. 1–88.
Intention to fine British Airways 
GBP 183.39m under the GDPR 
for data breach; https://ico.org.
uk/about-the-ico/news-and-
events/news-and-blogs/2019/07/
ico-announces-intention-to-fine-
british-airways/
Deliberation of the Restricted 
Committee SAN-2019-001 of 
21 January 2019 pronouncing 
a financial sanction against 
GOOGLE LLC, available under: 
www.cnil.fr/en/cnils-restricted-
committee-imposes-financial-
penalty-50-million-euros-against-
google-llc.
https://www.cpdp.bg/en/index.
php?p=news_view&aid=1519 
https://www.cpdp.bg/en/index.
php?p=news_view&aid=1514 
https://www.dataprotection.ro/in-
dex.jsp?page=Comunicat_Amen-
da_Unicredit&lang=en
Responsible for the SZIGET, the 
VOLT and the Balaton Sound 
Festival.

1 

2

3

4

5

6

7

The data protection authority imposed a fine of approximate-
ly EUR 90,000 in respect of the data processing activity of 
the festival organiser after the entry into force of the GDPR. 
 
Lessons learned: 
What can we take away from those first major fines in CEE? 
These sample cases definitely show that the authorities are 
taking a closer look at data breaches. Irrespective of the data 
breach notification, which was not in dispute in the 
above-mentioned cases, the authorities will analyse the tech-
nical and organisational infrastructure of a data controller if a 
data breach with significant impact has occurred. This means 
that even if your company is subject to cybercrime, you 
should not forget about your own duties. Besides, those mul-
tiple transparency obligations (providing appropriate and 
readable information upfront) should be taken seriously. Just 
because the data are easily available online or because data 
protection is likely not the prime focus of the data subjects 
(as can be assumed in the case of festivalgoers) does not 
mean the data controller's obligation to act transparently is 
lifted. Companies should proactively and repeatedly evaluate 
their GDPR compliance structure. As often mentioned during 
the GDPR preparation phase, GDPR compliance is not a 
one-off task but requires steadfast attention.    

Although the UK and France may 
be the "top enforcers", it isn't just 
the Western EU Member States 
that are taking this rather new 
regulation seriously. 
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start-up & venture capital services / 
technology & digitalisation

change will however also need to be accompanied by appro-
priate laws and regulations.

• FinTech: FinTech start-ups are challenging the traditional 
financial services industry. No other industry is facing a bigger 
threat by start-ups. Large banks will need to shape their busi-
ness models and re-think traditional ways of servicing clients 
to keep pace.

• Digital Platforms and Marketplaces: Many business 
models depend on digital platforms, such as Uber, one of the 
largest multinational transportation network companies which 
does not own a single taxi; AirBNB is one of the largest online 
marketplaces for arranging or offering lodging and tourism 
experiences, and does not own any real property; Flixbus, a 
company offering intercity coach services in various Europe-
an countries and the United States, does not hold any stakes 
in busses, nor does it employ any bus drivers; Tourradar, the 
Austrian tour booking platform, does not organise a single 
tour or other tourist event. Said companies (and many others) 
run platforms and/or marketplaces for third-party services/
products rather than offering the services themselves. How-
ever, this is also not necessary from a user's perspective, 
since the platforms offer a valuable service comparison, uni-
fied information on products and services and single point of 
contact for users. As a consequence of their success, many 
platforms are under increasing scrutiny by politicians and reg-
ulators who tend to protect traditional business models rather 
than allowing innovation as it happens.

• Cyber security: Technology does not only bring growth, 
benefits and convenience, it also brings risks. Attacks by 

Technology is everywhere: It is the gold or oil of our time, 
and digitalisation is technology's major trend. It has nev-
er been more important. This was particularly true last 
year, and will be even more so in the upcoming year. 

We have always been frontrunners in technology matters. Be-
cause of the importance of technology for our clients and due 
to the legal complexity that technology matters bring along, 
we have sharpened our focus on technology & digitalisation 
matters by establishing a dedicated, firm-wide technology & 
digitalisation group in early 2019. In that sense, technology 
has brought us (closer) together.
The group's focus is on advising clients comprehensively on 
complex legal questions in technology & digitalisation-driven 
matters, by implementing a one-stop shop across CEE and 
by deploying lawyers that share an affinity for technology.
The group was and is dealing with a diverse group of technol-
ogy matters. Most prominently:

• Blockchain: Distributed ledger technologies such as block-
chain promise (or claim to promise) a worldwide disruption of 
financial and real property markets, fund raising and project 
financing (initial coin offerings and security token offerings) 
and other applications and businesses.

• The future of mobility: The global automotive industry is 
working on autonomous driving solutions which will change 
the way we experience mobility today. Also, due to flexible 
and efficient car sharing solutions and other mobility provid-
ers, such as e-scooters and e-bikes that can be rented every-
where from your smartphone, the traditional ways to travel 
have changed and will continue changing in the future. Such 
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hackers or phishers and other criminals impose serious 
threats to private and public institutions. Cyber security thus 
becomes increasingly important and clearly will increase in 
terms of awareness (and investments into protection, such as 
cyber insurance policies) over the next periods. 

• Artificial Intelligence (AI): Will lawyers (and other busi-
nesses) all be soon replaced by AI systems? We don’t think 
(and hope) so, but it is clear to us that AI will have an influence 
on the way we will work. For instance, handling large volumes 
of data will be possible (in an efficient way) by utilising AI (ma-
chine learning) tools. The use of AI will, however, bring many 
legal questions, such as who owns IP created by AI? Who is 
responsible for decisions of an AI system, e.g. if AI is used to 
support court decisions. AI ethics will also need to be dis-
cussed and defined.

• Digitalisation: Overall, digitalisation is continuing to be a 
main driver for change of processes. It requires a sophisticat-
ed IT infrastructure, a variety of digital applications and per-
forming networked systems and data. A digitalisation project 
requires – on top of various legal issues, such as data protec-
tion, IP and labour law questions – the mastering of the over-
all change process (and as we all know: culture eats strategy 
for breakfast).
Beside our client work, Schoenherr has teamed up with other 
law firms in Austria and founded the Legal Tech Hub Vienna 
(LTH Vienna). The unique initiative that brings together friend-
ly competitors with a joint goal, will lead the legal industry into 
a digital future, while ensuring that our clients' needs are of 
primary concern.
The LTH Vienna operates an accelerator programme for legal 

tech companies (start-ups and SMEs) which allows partici-
pants to directly work with market leading law firms on devel-
oping legal tech tools and solutions. The first batch of the 
programme was already a success with litigation tool devel-
oper "MISO" scooping the first award on demo day. Current-
ly in its second round, we look forward to continuing to work 
with the new start-ups and our friendly competitors on legal 
tech matters that will make clients' and law firm's lives easier.
The LTH Vienna's collaborative approach does, however, not 
stop at the accelerator program: Its Cloud Computing Work-
ing Group is heavily engaged in fine-tuning Austrian bar reg-
ulations to make the legal industry fit for using cloud comput-
ing and storage tools while at the same time preserving 
privacy and security of client data.

Start-Ups: The start-up world is booming, with more and 
more start-up activities in CEE. 

For instance, in countries like Serbia or Romania, start-up 
hubs and events seem to mushroom, and governments 
seem to become aware that fostering start-ups may bring an 
economic boost to their countries. And CEE is best suited to 
fostering start-ups because of many technology-focused ge-
ographic areas, such as Cluj (Romania) or Novi Sad (Roma-
nia). Also, other countries like Poland, Czech Republic, Croa-
tia and Bulgaria see a lot of start-up activities and, most 
importantly, investments into start-ups. 
Start-ups also influence legal developments. In Poland, for 
instance, a new company form was recently introduced, the 
simple joint-stock company ("SJC"). The SJC was introduced 
in response to market needs and difficulties that start-ups 
face with incorporation, capital raising and liquidation.

CEE is best suited to fostering 
start-ups because of many tech-
nology-focused geographic areas, 
such as Cluj (Romania) or Novi Sad 
(Romania). Also, other countries like 
Poland, Czech Republic, Croatia 
and Bulgaria see a lot of start-up 
activities and, most importantly, 
investments into start-ups. 
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Practical implications of the Regulation
In practice, the above emission limit set by the Regulation will 
mean a requirement to reduce the average consumption of 
new automobiles by 2030 to around 2.5 l of petrol per 100 
km. If a manufacturer or association of manufacturers fails to 
reach this level of consumption in its fleet – which is expected 
– they will also be forced to supply a significant percentage (ap-
prox. up to 50 %) of electric or hybrid vehicles to the market.
An alternative for car manufacturers to the development and 
sale of electric vehicles or hybrid vehicles will be to pay a fee for ex-
ceeding the emission limits. However, given that it is EUR 95 for 
every gram of CO2 per kilometre above the threshold (in prac-
tice hundreds of millions to billions of euros per year for the larg-
est manufacturers), it will certainly not be an attractive option.

National Action Plan for Clean Mobility
In order to fulfil the Czech Republic's commitments to the EU 
in the area of reducing transport emissions, the Ministry of 
Industry and Trade, in cooperation with other ministries, is-
sued a National Action Plan for Clean Mobility (the "Action 
Plan") in 2015. It sets the strategic goals of the Czech Repub-
lic in the field of clean mobility (including electromobility) and 
individual measures to achieve them.

One of the strategic goals of the Action Plan is to achieve the oper-
ation of 250,000 electric vehicles in the Czech Republic by 2030 
(Art. 4.1.1), which represents more than 4 % of all registered auto-
mobiles in the Czech Republic. This strategic objective is to be 
achieved by stimulating demand through subsidies, favouring elec-
tric vehicles on the road, supporting the construction of charging 
infrastructure and providing information to the public.
As only about 3,000 electric cars are currently registered in 
the Czech Republic, which represents only about 0.05 % of 
all registered automobiles, relatively massive support for elec-
tromobility may be expected in the coming years from the 
government and the ministries concerned.

Subsidies for electric vehicles and charging stations
To achieve the strategic objectives set out in the Action Plan, 
in 2018 the Ministry of Industry and Trade issued its fourth call 
to use the "Low Carbon Technology – Electromobility" sup-
port programme. Applications for subsidies were received 
from December 2018 to May 2019. During this period, 341 
applications for subsidies totalling CZK 267m were received. 
The original total amount of subsidies was only CZK 200m. 
Under this programme, businesses (not non-self-employed 
natural persons) could, among other things, apply for subsi-
dies to purchase electric vehicles and non-public charging 
stations. The minimum subsidy was set at CZK 50,000 and 
the maximum was CZK 10m. For 2020, the Ministry of Indus-
try and Trade plans to announce a call under this programme 
with a total subsidy of CZK 50m.
Businesses that are thinking about applying for a subsidy 
should first verify whether they meet the subsidy conditions, 
i.e. in terms of their creditworthiness, the subject of the sub-
sidy and the expected size of the subsidy. It is then necessary 
to submit the application, business plan and other required 
annexes electronically in the MS2014+ system.
In addition to the subsidy programme for businesses, the 
Ministry of the Environment also announced a subsidy pro-
gramme for municipalities, regions, contributory organisa-
tions and other public-legal entities called "Environment". In 
the framework of the 2019 subsidy call, grants totalling CZK 
100m were allocated under this programme, the vast majority 
of which were for electric vehicles and smart charging sta-
tions. According to the communication of the Ministry of the 
Environment, a similar call will be announced for 2020 with 
approximately the same subsidies.

Benefits for electric vehicle owners
In addition to the subsidies, electric vehicle owners are al-
ready benefiting from road tax exemptions and free (or re-
duced fee) parking in some municipalities.
Moreover, from April 2019 an amendment to Act No. 56/2001 
Coll., on the Conditions of Operation of Vehicles on the Road, 
came into effect, under which electric vehicle owners can ap-
ply for new licence plates starting with the letters "EL" free of 
charge. In the future, these plates will probably entitle them to 
other benefits, such as exemptions from motorway tolls or 
the use of dedicated lanes in municipalities. Unlike some other 
countries, the sale of electric vehicles in the Czech Republic is 
not exempt from value added tax (a 21 % rate currently applies).

Jiří Marek, Viktor Pakosta

Electromobility on the rise

As part of the EU's efforts to achieve carbon neutrality, 
Regulation (EU) 2019/631 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 17 April 2019 (effective from Janu-
ary 2020) laying down CO2 emission performance 
standards for new automobiles and new light commer-
cial vehicles (the "Regulation") was issued. Under the 
Regulation, individual manufacturers (or associations of 
manufacturers under Article 6 of the Regulation) will be 
obliged, inter alia, to reduce emissions from new auto-
mobiles by 37.5 % by 2030 (compared to the 2021 target 
of 95 g CO2/km).
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electromobility may be expect-
ed in the coming years from the 
government and the ministries 
concerned.
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Development of the charging stations network
There are currently over 400 charging stations for electric ve-
hicles in the Czech Republic, mainly in large cities. According 
to the Action Plan, by the end of 2025, all cities with more than 
10,000 inhabitants should be covered by charging stations.
The advantage of charging stations is that unlike conven-
tional filling stations they can be placed pretty much any-
where, for example, on building facades, outdoor car 
parks or in garages. While installing charging stations on 
building facades will generally not require territorial ap-

proval, placement in car parks may require (i) territorial ap-
proval of the building authority within the meaning of Sec-
tion 96 (2) (a) of the Building Act (typically a separate stand 
on the land) or additionally (ii) notification to the building 
authority pursuant to Section 104 (1) (d) of the Building Act 
(typically a roofed charging station with multiple stands). 
Charging station operators should remember to legally se-
cure the land (if they are not the owner) in which the electrical 
connections will be located, ideally by establishing a utility 
easement under Section 1267 of the Civil Code.

The idea behind distributed ledger technology (DLT) (e.g. a 
blockchain) is to have a decentralised ledger that is not con-
trolled by a single person/authority but by the network itself. 
This results in a trust problem, since many network partici-
pants usually have to trust a central "trusted party". To avoid 
having a central authority controlling the decentralised net-
work, consensus algorithms are used to determine if book 
entries were validly made. 
This is not a new issue. It has existed since the dawn of dis-
tributed computing (e.g. for synchronising distributed clocks).
There are several ways to reach consensus on a distributed 
network. In the DLT/blockchain world, the most popular ap-
plied consensus mechanisms are:
• The Proof of Work (POW) mechanism, which is the first 
blockchain consensus mechanism and was initially used by 
Bitcoin. The execution of a proof of work mechanism (which 
is essentially the attempt to reach a certain result of an arith-
metic problem) in the context of blockchains is called "min-
ing". The miners try to find a result with certain properties by 
performing billions of arithmetic operations. If a miner reaches 
the correct result, the miner will be remunerated. The process 

of recording a transaction on the blockchain is as follows: (i) 
transactions are grouped into one block; (ii) the miners check 
whether these transactions are legitimate by performing the 
proof of work calculations; (iii) the first miner who to find the 
solution receives the block payment; and (iv) the validated 
transactions are appended to the blockchain in the form of a 
new block.
• The Proof of Stake (POS) mechanism, based on the idea 
that those members on the blockchain who own the most 
tokens have an interest in keeping the network maintained. 
The decisive factor is therefore the stake of a user, i.e. the 
proportion of the total amount of tokens they own. The larger 
the share, the more likely it is that this user will be selected to 
mine the next block. Broadly speaking, compared to proof of 
work, the proof of stake mechanism is more like a joint-stock 
corporation. Whoever owns a larger share in the company 
normally receives more voting rights entitling them to make 
decisions.

Proof of Work vs. Proof of Stake
These two mechanisms are quite different. POW calls for val-
idation by the first person to solve the arithmetic problem, 
meaning that many people are competing at the same time 
and an enormous amount of computing effort is required to 
solve the same problem, a lengthy, resource intensive and 
expensive process. POS is more environmentally friendly, 
since the user to be validated is randomly selected depending 
on the token they hold. The higher the proportion of tokens, 
the higher the chance of being selected. In addition, the vali-
dators of a POS mechanism are incentivised to maintain the 
network, as they actually hold coins of the blockchain on 
which they are validating, whereas in a POW system, a miner 
may own none of the coins they are mining and simply wants 
to maximise their profits without improving the network.
In short, one of the key issues of a decentralised network is 
how to find consensus. Practical mechanisms such as POW 
and POS exist, but they are not perfect (high energy con-
sumption, ability to influence transactions). We will see in the 
future which mechanism will prevail and allow people to work 
"together" on the blockchain.

1 https://www.schoenherr.eu/publications/publication-detail/what-is-blockchain/

Thomas Kulnigg, Maximilian Nutz

Together on the blockchain: 
Finding consensus in a decentralised 
network

An essential element of the blockchain and the technol-
ogy behind it is the validation of transactions, i.e. confir-
mation that data in the blockchain ledger is entered right-
fully1. But how, exactly, can data entered in a decentralised 
ledger be validated? Who does the validating? These ques-
tions arise once you look deeper into the workings and 
structure of transactions on the blockchain.
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The mission of the United Nations Com-
mission on International Trade Law 
("UNCITRAL") is "[…] formulating mod-
ern, fair, and harmonized rules on com-
mercial transactions" (UNCITRAL web-
site: https://uncitral.un.org/en/texts). 
Besides international treaties (such as 
the CISG), UNCITRAL's key tool in ad-
vancing this mission are its Model Laws 
– legislative templates containing model 
rules which aim to remove legal obsta-
cles to international commerce. Among 
other areas, UNCITRAL's model legisla-
tion has been influential in the fields of 
cross-border insolvency (UNCITRAL 
Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency 
(1997)) and international commercial ar-
bitration (UNCITRAL Model Law on In-
ternational Commercial Arbitration 
(1985), with amendments as adopted in 
2006).
UNICTRAL has also been particularly 
active in facilitating electronic com-
merce. UNCITRAL Model Law on Elec-
tronic Commerce (1998) and Model Law 
on Electronic Signatures (2001) have 
been adopted in many jurisdictions. 
However, UNCITRAL recognised that le-
gal uncertainties remain in respect of the 
legal treatment of electronic transferra-
ble records (explained below). This led 
to the development of the Model Law on 
Electronic Transferable Records (the 
"MLETR"), which commenced in 2011 
and ended in 2017 with its release.         
To accompany the MLETR and aid its 
implementation, UNCITRAL has pre-
pared the Explanatory Note (available at 
https://uncitral.un.org/sites/uncitral.un.
org/files/media-documents/uncitral/en/
mletr_ebook_e.pdf). This article draws 
on the Explanatory Note.

Jurij Lampič

UNCITRAL Model Law 
on Electronic Transferable Records: 

A brief introduction

Background and purpose 
of the MLETR

Digitisation projects are a good example of this. On 
the one hand, the requirements of the various busi-
ness departments have to be determined and spec-
ified as concretely as possible. On the other, IT re-
quirements must also be taken into account, since 
every digitisation project is ultimately based on soft-
ware and IT processes that must be seen in the 
overall context of the company's IT landscape. One 
of the goals of digitisation projects is to avoid isolat-
ed solutions. The mistakes of the past should not be 
repeated.
If these requirements are sufficiently specified, the 
technical implementation and technologies used 
must be clarified. In practice, this is often cloud 
computing, which in most cases is the technical ba-
sis of digitisation projects. Moreover, legal compli-
ance must be ensured for all these aspects. The 
digitised processes and the software used as well as 
the underlying technologies must be checked for 
their permissibility for the specific case. Many legal 
areas are affected here, from data protection to the 
safeguarding of secrets, from retention periods to 
supervisory law in regulated industries and consum-
er protection in e-commerce. 
Mastering this complexity is not an easy task. 
Whether the project is then set up as a classic wa-
terfall project or as a modern agile project is an ad-
ditional question that ultimately does not change the 
underlying complexity.
When implementing such projects you need a law-
yer who is not only able to answer the relevant legal 
questions, but also has a deep understanding of 
complex IT projects. Our technology and digitalisa-
tion practice offers exactly that, efficiently and with a 
high degree of professionalism.

Wolfgang Tichy

How to manage 
complex IT projects

Gone are the days when purchasing new soft-
ware was mainly the job of procurement depart-
ments and driven by economic considerations. 
Nowadays, IT projects are incredibly complex 
and require the seamless interaction of many 
different stakeholders. 
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What is an "electronic transferable 
record"?
Transferable instruments – essentially 
paper documents entitling the holder to 
claim the performance of the obligation 
set out therein – feature regularly in in-
ternational commerce. Typical instru-
ments, ubiquitous in international trade, 
include bills of exchange, cheques, 
promissory notes, consignment notes, 
bills of lading, warehouse receipts, in-
surance certificates and air waybills. 
An electronic transferable record in the 
sense of the MLETR is thus an elec-
tronically recorded transferable instru-
ment satisfying the following conditions 
(Article 10 MLETR): "(a) the electronic 
record contains the information that 
would be required to be contained in a 
transferable document or instrument; 
and (b) a reliable method is used: (i) to 
identify that electronic record as the 
electronic transferable record; (ii) to ren-
der that electronic record capable of 
being subject to control from its crea-
tion until it ceases to have any effect or 
validity; and (iii) to retain the integrity of 
that electronic record." The idea is that 
parties will be more inclined to use dig-
itised transferable instruments if legal 
question marks on their legal validity 
are removed, thus promoting domestic 
and international commerce. 
The MLETR specifically carves out se-
curities (such as shares and bonds) and 
other investment instruments from its 
scope of application, since these are 
typically regulated through existing sec-
toral legislation on dematerialised secu-
rities. The MLETR enables the imple-
menting jurisdictions to specify further 
potential exclusions. 
 
General principles and key features 
of the MLETR
Consistent with the existing UNCITRAL 
model legislation on electronic com-
merce, the MLETR follows three gener-
al principles (see table above right).

In keeping with its aim of facilitating 
global commerce, the MLETR provides 
for non-discrimination of foreign trans-
ferable electronic records. Otherwise, 
the MLETR makes it clear that it does 
not affect the application of private in-
ternational law governing a transferable 
instrument itself. In a similar vein, the 

MLETR does not affect (national) sub-
stantive laws applicable to transferable 
instruments, i.e. the rights of a bearer of 
an instrument remain defined through 
national legislation. 
Another important concept used by the 
MLETR is that of "control". This refers 
to a functional equivalence of "posses-
sion" – a factual status of a physical ob-
ject – within the realm of electronic 
transferrable records. There, control of 
an electronic transferable record is 
achieved via appropriate technical 
means, such as a registry system or a 
distributed ledger. The MLETR defines 
the transfer of an electronic transferable 
record – the equivalent of a paper in-
strument changing hands – as a trans-
fer of control.  

Status
The MLETR, like other UNICTRAL Mod-
el Laws, is not a binding legal instru-

ment. Rather, it serves as a template for 
national legislatures who choose to im-
plement it. So far, the MLETR has been 
incorporated by Bahrain; an announce-
ment about the adoption of the MLETR 
has also been made at the ministerial 
level in Singapore. Among Schoenherr 
jurisdictions, it has been publicly dis-
cussed at the ministry level in the Czech 
Republic (where a public consultation 
was also launched) and Slovenia, al-
though neither country has implement-
ed the legislation into their national law 
as of autumn 2019. As with any model 
legislation, the effects of the MLETR will 
be revealed gradually with broader in-
ternational adoption. As interest in 
blockchain rises, governments world-
wide may well be eager to implement 
legislation enabling one of the technolo-
gy's key use cases – trustless transfer 
of (digitised) common commercial in-
struments.        

non-discrimination

"An electronic 
transferable record 
shall not be denied 
legal effect, validity 
or enforceability on 
the sole ground 
that it is in elec-
tronic form." 
(Article 7 (1) 
MLETR). 

General principles of the MLETR

technology neutrality 

MLETR is drafted 
without reference to 
any specific techno-
logical implementation 
of electronic transfer-
rable records ("a 
system-neutral 
approach"). This 
means that its 
provisions can apply 
to various models, 
"whether based on 
registry, token, 
distributed ledger or 
other technology." 
Despite never using 
the term itself, the 
MLETR thus accom-
modates the issuance 
of transferable 
instruments on a 
blockchain.

functional equivalence 

The core provisions of the MLETR 
establish the functional equiva-
lence of
 
1. the information contained in an 
electronic transferable record with 
written form, when such is legally 
required (subject to "the informa-
tion contained therein [being] 
accessible so as to be usable for 
subsequent reference" – Article 8); 
and

2. a signature of a person, when 
such is legally required, with a 
"reliable method […] used to 
identify that person and to 
indicate that person's intention in 
respect of the information 
contained in the electronic 
transferable record" (Article 9).
An additional aspect of this 
principle is the functional equiva-
lence of the transferable instru-
ment with its electronic counter-
part (electronic transferable 
record). 

A brief introduction
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According to most widespread definitions of AI, an algorithm 
is considered artificially intelligent if

- it takes input from its environment;
- it interprets and learns from such input; and therefore, 
- provides output which has a maximum likelihood 
  of being correct.

Thus, an AI-algorithm is required to improve its behaviour by 
itself based on data it receives from its environment. Machine 
learning is therefore a crucial part of the process of creating 
AI, but is not synonymous with it. The steady increase in 
available computing power has made machine-learn-
ing-based AI applications reasonable solutions to an increas-
ing number of problems, including search algorithms, image 
enhancement and automated translation applications, but 
also safety-critical applications like self-driving cars, medical 
diagnosis or malware detection. 
Unlike ordinary programs, in which all parameters of the al-
gorithm must be predefined (and just mirror the prior knowl-
edge of a human), in machine-learning-based AI solutions 
certain parameters are found by the program itself as it learns 
from a given set of input and known results (training data). A 
separate (and mostly crucial) learning algorithm slowly tries 
to adapt the original algorithm's parameters for its output to 
best (or most likely) match the already known aimed output 
values of the training data. 
For example, defining a set of rules or patterns pursuant to 
which the AI algorithm could identify a bouquet of flowers (as 
shown in figure 1) in any given picture, might be rather ineffi-
cient, since such patterns would have to be defined for any 
given matrix of pixel values. The exact properties of the ar-
rangement of pixels that our human visual cortex would iden-
tify as a bouquet of flowers could hardly be defined in any 
possible variety. A proper AI algorithm trained with a suffi-
ciently large set of training data can offer an efficient solution 
to this problem, modelling its parameters to "pay attention" 
to the most significant properties of a bouquet of flowers in 
any picture.

Although the resulting individual parameters of a trained al-
gorithm can be retrieved, how exactly such algorithms make 
decisions often remains a mystery (especially neural net-
works type algorithms). Thus, the resulting logic of the pro-
gram mostly remains a "black box" to humans and only pro-
vides for the output of the highest probability to be correct 
(based only on past training data). This is one reason why 
legal issues relating to decisions made by AI tend to become 
complex and difficult to resolve, particularly based on "tradi-
tional" legal concepts and case law.

Humans will easily make out a bouquet of flowers in figure 
1. However, defining this concept in terms of the pixel 
values seen in figure 2, as received by any program, is 
difficult for humans and thus a classical problem for 
machine-learning-based AI.

Alexander Pabst

What is AI and why should lawyers care?

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning are famil-
iar buzzwords when it comes to future technology and 
fundamental societal shifts. But what is it really all about 
and why is it so difficult to apply common legal concepts 
to these developments?
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mobile applications (unlike the old defi-
nition) and reads as follows: a taxi cab 
is a "motor vehicle, properly equipped 
and marked, intended for carriage of 
persons in a number not exceeding 9 
(together with driver) and their hand 
luggage, for a fee determined on the 
basis of a taximeter or mobile applica-
tion". The Amendment also introduces 
completely new definitions, such as "in-
termediation in passenger transport", 
which also covers the activity of the 
above mentioned ridesharing providers 
like Uber, Bolt and others, and explains 
that such intermediation is an econom-
ic activity consisting of transferring or-
ders of passenger transport, collecting 
a fee for such transport, concluding 
relevant agreements and enabling the 
conclusion of agreements on passen-
ger transport by taxi cab or other prop-
erly equipped car through "means of 
electronic communication, Internet do-
mains, mobile applications, computer 
programs, telecommunication systems 
and other means of information".

New rules
From 2020, both carriers (drivers) and 
intermediaries are obliged to obtain a 
relevant licence to provide passenger 
transport services. Consequently, any 
person wanting to become or continue 
their service as a driver for a ridesharing 
app like Uber or Bolt is legally required 
to obtain a licence. The said license, 
however, should be relatively easy to 
get since as of 1 January 2020, thanks 
to the overwhelming growth and ubiq-
uity of sophisticated navigation sys-
tems, passing an exam on the city's 

topography is generally no longer re-
quired. Licences for drivers are still is-
sued by the relevant municipality (e.g. 
town mayor or president) but no longer 
cover a specific vehicle (as it did be-
fore), just a territory. With respect to the 
intermediaries, the General Inspector-
ate of Road Transport remains the enti-
ty competent for licence-related issues. 
It also faces a new obligation, as from 
1 January 2020 the inspectorate is 
obliged to maintain a register (list) of 
entities operating as intermediaries in 
passenger transport.
To increase passengers' security, in ad-
dition to the previously existing restric-
tions, the Amendment bans people 
who have been convicted for certain 
offences referred to in the act on coun-
teracting drug addiction from getting a 
licence and becoming a taxi driver. In-
termediaries are obliged to verify 
whether the driver they plan to hire or 
cooperate with has a valid licence. Fail-
ure to do so may result in a fine of up to 
PLN 10,000 (approx. EUR 2,300) im-
posed on the intermediary. Acting as an 
intermediary without a licence, on the 
other hand, is punishable by a fine of 
PLN 40,000 (approx. EUR 9,200).
The Amendment provides a new and 
clearer regulatory framework for inter-
mediaries. While it may create some 
new barriers, such as licences for 
ridesharing apps drivers, the Amend-
ment should not slow down the growth 
of ridesharing apps, since they already 
enjoy equal or even greater customer 
confidence than traditional taxis. Time 
will tell whether the dispute will be miti-
gated and resolved. 

In Poland, Uber started back in 2014 as 
the first mobile taxi application on the 
Polish market. Taxi drivers began pro-
testing the app almost immediately af-
ter it became clear that consumers pre-
ferred Uber's efficiency and prices to 
those of traditional taxis. Criticism from 
traditional taxi drivers about the safety 
of Uber and the qualifications of its driv-
ers led to the need for legal changes. A 
first draft amendment of the Polish Act 
on Road Transport was submitted to 
the Council of Ministers in July 2017 
(the "Amendment"). 

Almost two years and eight different 
draft versions later, the Polish parlia-
ment finally adopted the Amendment 
on 16 May 2019. It entered into force 
on 1 January 2020 and includes chang-
es to the following legal acts:
i.  Road Traffic Act;
ii.  Act on Road Transport;
iii. Act on Drivers' Working Time.

The Amendment creates uniform and 
equal requirements for all entities en-
gaged in business activities related to 
the carriage of passenger cars and taxis. 
One of its main goals was to enable fair 
competition among carriers, provide a 
higher level of safety for passengers and 
legalise ridesharing mobile applications.

New definitions
The Amendment is an attempt to digi-
talise, harmonise and better under-
stand the passenger transport market. 
The newly adopted provisions change 
the basic definition of a taxi cab, which 
now acknowledges the existence of 

Daria Rutecka

A new reality for ridesharing apps in Poland

The battle between traditional taxi drivers as well as their supporters and those advocating a more digitalised ap-
proach focused on ridesharing applications such as Uber, Lyft or Bolt began a few years ago and is being waged in 
almost every country. 
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With the growing importance of cyber-
security, more and more servicers are 
appearing to meet increasing market 
demand. One is CyBourn, a cyberse-
curity start-up launched in 2018 by a 
group of Romanian and US entrepre-
neurs. Its co-founder and Director of 
Security Operations Tiberiu Anghel 
talked to us about the local start-up en-
vironment and cybersecurity market.

Tell us a bit about CyBourn.
CyBourn is a born-global cybersecurity 
company with the mission to challenge 
today's processes in cyberspace and 
increase protection by providing for-
ward-thinking, transparent services 
for threat detection, prevention and 
response. The company operates a 
24/7 SOC from Bucharest and has of-
fices in London, Naples and Washing-
ton DC.
 
CyBourn is not your first start-up in 
Romania. How easy is it for a start-
up in our country? From your experi-
ence, what are the most common 
legal pitfalls?
To answer the first question, in Roma-
nia the big challenge is finding innova-

tive business models or building prod-
ucts that have a clear differentiator and 
impact. I am not talking about award 
winners, but rather about the large 
mass of entrepreneurship enthusiasts 
who have the willingness to dedicate 
their time and energy to grow a compa-
ny. Secondly, I believe we need to ac-
quire more skills for internationalisation, 
marketing and sales. The product might 
not turn the world upside down, but if 
you market it right, it will still have a 
great deal of success. In terms of legal 
pitfalls, keeping your house in order is 
critical to ensuring a smooth develop-
ment for your company later. Company 
set up and contracting are paramount 
for normal operations. As for account-
ing, payroll and other support functions, 
start-ups should invest in working with 
professionals and avoid trying to build 
this capacity in-house. 

Your partners in CyBourn come from 
the USA, the highest ranked start-up 
ecosystem country in the world. What 
potential do you think they saw in Ro-
mania?
Definitely talent was one of the main 
drivers. Romania has a great pool of 

skilled IT specialists and even more so 
for cybersecurity professionals. 

How aware are Romanian compa-
nies of cybersecurity threats? Do 
they focus on prevention or rather on 
reactive measures?
Large companies have dedicated de-
partments that ensure compliance with 
group-level policies. That is why their 
readiness is usually good. Most of their 
resources focus on prevention, while 
reactive measures are just beginning to 
be explored and, in some cases, imple-
mented. But this level of awareness 
hasn't come from organisational strate-
gy; regulation was the main driver.
On the other hand, in small and medi-
um enterprises ("SMEs") and in most 
local companies we see a huge gap on 
the prevention side. It can be both 
about technology, i.e. lack of technolo-
gy or lack of tech management, or 
about user awareness. As phishing and 
spear-phishing are some of the most 
common attack vectors today, cyber-
security training is paramount. In terms 
of technology and services, there is a 
bundle of open-source software that 
can be tailored to fit SMEs at lower cost 

 
Mădălina Neagu (left) and Tiberiu Anghel (right)

An interview by Mădălina Neagu

Romania: How to start-up an army of cyber guardians

This year, Romania's first tech unicorn reached a USD 7bln valuation. This has stirred things up, expanding the hori-
zons for many Romanian entrepreneurs. While still far from being a major start-up ecosystem, the country is showing 
its potential, mostly due to high-quality tech talent available at still manageable costs. 
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Like any other sell-side M&A transaction, selling the start-up (exiting) 
is a major event, especially for the founders, who see it as their chance 
to harvest the fruits of their labour. 
Besides a solid business, you also need a solid exit strategy. But when 
it comes to the actual implementation of the exit, the founders (and 
other shareholders) need to exercise caution, because there is no gift 
shop at the exit. Mistakes will not be forgiven. If done wrong, the exit 
can destroy a lot of value for the sellers and the fruits that have stood 
in view will disappear. 

Here are some important sell-side M&A issues that we regularly come 
across in our exit practice:

practice:
1. Preparation / Vendor DD: As always, preparation is the key. Here 
it means collecting and organising the data room information and 
identifying potential gaps, ideally in the course of a (limited) vendor 
due diligence. In the preparatory stage, gaps can typically be filled, but 
gaps identified by a purchaser can become expensive. Typical gaps 
include lack of documented IP transfers, missing written documents 
(e.g. material agreements, corporate approvals), expired contracts 
and non-compliances in agreements.
2. Structuring: When structuring the transaction, consideration 
should be given to liability issues for sellers and buyers, because such 
buyers may turn back on sellers eventually.
3. Process: M&A is a process that needs to be defined and tailored 
for the specific exit situation. The process allows visibility for both po-
tential buyers and sellers and should aim to maximise value. A bad 
process may also turn away potential buyers, reducing the ability to 
maximise value.
4. Documentation: M&A documentation tends to be complex and is 
therefore prone to being misunderstood, misleading or incomplete. 
Shrewd legal advice is essential to properly document the transaction.
5. W&I Insurance: Where risks and benefits are out of balance, war-
ranty & indemnity insurance may be helpful to bridge gaps and get the 
deal through.

In short, founders and start-up investors should be aware that selling 
a business isn't easy and mistakes may be costly. Good legal support 
is essential.

1 https://www.schoenherr.eu/publications/publication-detail/the-life-cycle-of-a-start-up/

and then services can be delivered at a 
reasonable cost relative to the IT budget 
or overall budget. But executives must first 
have the willingness and openness to en-
gage in this type of project. Usually the mar-
ket is reactive, and companies only consider 
cybersecurity after they've had an incident. 
Overall there is a lack of maturity in the 
market on all fronts: IT security, govern-
ance and awareness. This is one of the 
reasons CyBourn has a comprehensive set of 
services. We believe covering just a small 
segment would not bring clients on board, 
as they have multiple needs and SOC ser-
vices, such as monitoring, alerting and 
incident response, working on a well-de-
veloped organisational framework. 

What about your plans to expand 
abroad? 
When we set up CyBourn, our strategy 
was to acquire clients from Western mar-
kets, as the Romanian market yields low 
results for sustained growth due to the 
lack of maturity I mentioned. We had the 
good fortune to attract important clients in 
Romania as well, and to validate our oper-
ations and business model, so now we are 
moving full steam ahead. We opened an of-
fice in London and started operations in the 
UK. We chose the UK because of its market 
maturity and high investments in cybersecu-
rity, both in the public and private sector. 
From London, we will have the capacity to 
service other European countries, but also 
Asian markets that are becoming increas-
ingly interesting for us. 

What does the future have in store? 
Where do you see the cybersecurity 
market in 2025?
It's going to be intense. We are not at the 
end of the "digital transformation" era yet, 
so there are still fresh targets to appear in 
the cyberspace for attackers. As readi-
ness levels increase across the board, at-
tackers will become more sophisticated, 
so we will witness bot-to-bot fights using 
machine learning engines. 5G technology 
will be a game changer and we will see IoT 
devices being used during attacks for ran-
somware of other use cases. 
Right now the market is very granular, so we 
expect to see a consolidation phase after 
2020 and another wave of innovative prod-
ucts once 5G networks are up and running.

Thank you for the interview.

Thomas Kulnigg

Start-ups and venture capital: 
There is no gift shop at the exit!

In the life cycle of a start-up1 , the exit is the final act and begin-
ning of the next cycle.
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tax

about new opportunities for businesses (e.g. profit tax con-
solidation, potential reduction of the existing VAT rates, 
changes of the tax appeal process) as well as new challenges 
(e.g. the implementation of the SAF-T, the potential incrimina-
tion of certain administrative offences related to the withhold-
ing of income tax and social contributions); (iii) the VAT "quick 
fixes", which will "go live" on 1 January 2020 throughout the 
EU and which are designed to improve the functioning of the 
current EU VAT system, will create new compliance and op-
erational requirements for Romanian companies that are now 
less than ready to react and adapt; (iv) the announced over-
haul of the EU's VAT system, which is due to take place in the 
following years, will bring about a completely new way of 
dealing with VAT in the EU and will likely have a major impact 
on all VAT registered entities, including Romanian ones.  
Overall, last year was again very successful for our tax teams. 
We have expanded and participated in some of the most 
prominent transactions in Austria and across the CEE region. 
Over the last few years the firm's transfer pricing practice has 
grown significantly and is expected to continue to do so. 
Looking ahead, we expect 2020 will continue to bring work-
flows for the tax team mostly in the practice areas where we 
have already established our reputation, providing companies 
with a full set of tools that will help them not only react to 
challenges from the tax authorities, but also prevent or re-
duce tax exposure.

Due to the expected economic downturn and what we cur-
rently see on the Austrian M&A market, we believe that dis-
tressed M&A transactions will become more important and 
develop into one of the practice group's focus areas in the near 
future. As the tax authorities continue to increase the number of 
personnel in the area of criminal tax law and transfer pricing, an 
increase in criminal tax law and tax law proceedings as well as 
tax audits is also to be expected in the upcoming year. 
This aspect can also be observed in neighbouring countries. 
The Romanian tax authorities in particular have launched a 
wave of tax audits on major multinational companies active in 
all sectors in 2019. These audits aimed to fight profit shifting 
[see "Tax authorities' Iceberg aims to sink multinationals' Ti-
tanic" newsletter and "Are you ready for the tax and employment 
authorities' dawn raids?" at www.schoenherr.eu/publications]. In 
this context, we continued assisting companies in such audits, 
as well as advising on a considerable number of tax disputes.
The Romanian tax environment has always been dynamic 
and somewhat unpredictable. We expect the following years 
to confirm the status quo and to continue to provide tax thrills 
to the local business community mainly because of the fol-
lowing factors: (i) the recent change of government and the 
prospect of parliamentary elections in 2020 will likely yield sig-
nificant changes in the country's fiscal policy, the magnitude 
of which we cannot yet anticipate; (ii) the newly announced 
tax law amendments which are now under debate will bring 
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Significant tax innovations came into force in 2019 in the Austrian legal market. These led to exciting new projects 
and matters for us. Austria introduced CFC rules for the first time [see article on page 121], as well as new legislation 
such as the Austrian digital tax on online advertising services [see article on page 120] and the implementation of 
DAC6 regarding mandatory automatic exchange of information in the field of taxation in relation to reportable 
cross-border arrangements [see article on page 120] – all of which are discussed in this roadmap. 

An overview of tax innovations for Austria, Romania and neighbouring countries

cee overview  by Roman Perner, Marco Thorbauer and Maja Petrovic
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That Romanian businesses are facing 
difficulties finding a specialised con-
struction workforce is not new or sur-
prising. The country's minimum gross 
wage, among the lowest in the EU, to-
gether with high employee tax costs 
are two elements that have led to the 
migration of qualified workers in all sec-
tors to better paid positions. 
To increase the attractiveness of the 
Romanian labour market for people 
working in construction and to fight tax 
evasion in this industry, the Romanian 
government decided to increase the 
minimum wage and to grant tax breaks 
in the construction sector, starting with 
2019. 
Following the introduction in 2019 of a 
differentiated minimum gross wage tied 
to education and experience, Romania 
has introduced a third minimum gross 
wage applicable in the construction in-
dustry starting in 2019. This is the first 
industry to benefit from a minimum 
wage higher than the national minimum 
wage in Romania. It also has the most 
tax reductions and exemptions availa-
ble for salary-related taxes, leading to 
significantly higher net wages. 
To enumerate, the minimum gross 
wage applicable in Romania as of 2019 
is RON 2,080 per month (approx. EUR 
440). A slightly higher minimum gross 

wage must be granted to employees 
with higher education and at least one 
year of work experience in their field 
(i.e. RON 2,350 per month, which is 
approx. EUR 496). 
On the other hand, employees working 
for companies in the construction sec-
tor are entitled to a minimum gross 
wage of RON 3,000 per month (ap-
prox. EUR 634), which is 44 % higher 
than the national gross minimum wage. 
Noncompliance with the minimum 
wage requirements is deemed a minor 
offence under the Romanian Labour 
Code, triggering fines of up to RON 
2,000 (approx. EUR 420). 
In addition, noncompliance may annul 
the tax incentives for the employers 
that benefit from them. As mentioned 
above, certain tax incentives have been 
introduced for wages obtained from 
employers active in the construction 
sector. These incentives are applicable 
over the 10-year period deemed nec-
essary to "refresh" the construction la-
bour market, between 2019 and 2028. 
Provided their employer's turnover de-
rives primarily (at least 80 %) from con-
struction activities, including manufac-
turing of building materials and other 
connected businesses (based on a set 
list of NACE codes), individuals whose 
monthly salary is less than RON 30,000 

(approx. EUR 6,340) are exempt from 
the 10 % income tax and 10 % health 
insurance contribution. A partial reduc-
tion from 25 % to 21.25 % in the pen-
sion contribution rate due by the em-
ployee is also available. 
Therefore, while the net wage in Roma-
nia normally is 58.5 % of the gross 
wage, people working for a construc-
tion company are privileged to be left 
with a 78.75 % net salary. Compared to 
2018, a construction company employ-
ee earning the minimum wage now re-
ceives an extra 94 % on their net wage. 
However, over the 10-year term, the 
lower pension contributions may im-
pact the accrual of pension entitle-
ments, thus affecting the short-term 
beneficiaries of the tax incentives.
For employers, who from 2018 are lia-
ble only to a 2.25 % work insurance 
contribution and an extra pension con-
tribution for special working conditions 
(4 % or 8 % of the gross wage) follow-
ing the social security reform transfer-
ring most of the social charges to the 
employee, exemptions and reductions 
of salary-related costs are also granted, 
provided they qualify as eligible (i.e. ac-
tive in the construction industry having 
a minimum of 80% turnover from building 
activities). Tax reliefs for employers cur-
rently have been put on hold until the ap-
propriate state aid scheme is approved. 
While the measures are welcomed by 
construction workers due to the posi-
tive impact on their net wages, they 
have been criticised by employers for 
two reasons in particular: (i) the higher 
minimum wage applies to all employ-
ees working for a company in the con-
struction sector, whether operating or 
administrative staff, and (ii) the mini-
mum wage must be observed even if 
the company does not qualify for the 
tax incentives. Therefore, salary costs 
have increased significantly for employ-
ers in the construction sector, putting 
businesses under pressure and, possi-
bly, the financial well-being of the con-
struction sector at risk. 
Despite being regarded as one of the 
lowest labour cost countries in the EU, 
Romania is beginning to distance itself 
from this paradigm as the ever-increas-
ing demand for qualified labour and a 
higher quality workforce are driving 
wages upwards.

Anamaria Tocaci, Amalia Surugiu

Romania's construction sector: 
New rules aimed at hindering 
workforce shortages 

At the end of 2018, the Romanian government declared the construction 
sector a priority economic sector for the next 10 years and decided to sup-
port its development with higher minimum wages and tax breaks.

tax 15 
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Why is a Digital Services Tax necessary in Austria?
In March 2018, the European Commission proposed to intro-
duce a directive on a digital services tax on certain digital ser-
vices. However, since the EU Member States have not been 
able to reach consensus yet, more and more of them, like the 
UK, Spain or Italy, intend to introduce legislation on a national 
level. In Austria, currently only conventional advertising (e.g. in 
print media, radio or television) is subject to an advertising tax. 
As of 2020, also certain online advertising services will be-
come subject to the new Digital Services Tax ("DST").

What is subject to DST?
Online advertising services rendered against consideration by 
companies exceeding certain annual revenue thresholds (see 
below) will be subject to a flat tax of 5 % of the consideration 
received by the person providing such services. Examples of 
such services include advertisements that are displayed in 
search engine results or banners on a website.

Who is subject to DST?
DST covers both the companies providing and contributing to 
such services. To become subject to DST, such companies 
must cumulatively meet the following two revenue thresholds 
within one financial year: (i) worldwide revenues of at least 
EUR 750m and (ii) revenues in Austria of at least EUR 25m.

What constitutes an online advertising service rendered in Aus-
tria?
Only domestic services will be subject to DST. An online ad-
vertising service is deemed to be provided in Austria if (i) it is dis-
played on a user's device with an Austrian IP address and (ii) the 
content of the advertisement is (also) addressed to Austrian users.

How is DST levied?
In case DST liability is triggered, the person rendering online 
advertising services in Austria against consideration is liable to 
pay DST (tax debtor). If another person contributes to such 
services, this person is liable for the DST to the extent of the 
contribution. The tax debtor is obliged to always keep records 
of all services that are subject to DST and to calculate and pay 
DST to the competent tax office.

Clemens Grassinger

Austria: New Digital Services Tax

In September 2019, the Austrian parliament passed the 
new Digital Services Tax Act, which will enter into force 
on 1 January 2020. The main goal is to achieve "fair taxa-
tion" by taxing online advertising services provided in Aus-
tria. But in fact it is aimed at multinational tech companies.

Following the approval on 25 May 2018 of the European 
DAC 6-directive, which obligates taxpayers and tax inter-
mediaries to report certain aggressive cross-border ar-
rangements to the tax authorities, the Austrian parliament 
approved the EU Reporting Act (EU-Meldepflichtgesetz) 
on 20 September 2019, which implements the aforemen-
tioned directive into Austrian domestic law. This publica-
tion will highlight the most important takeaways and de-
velopments of this new act in comparison to the directive, 
which was already discussed in Roadmap 2018.

Hallmarks
The DAC 6-directive defines a reportable cross-border ar-
rangement as a cross-border arrangement that contains at 
least one of the hallmarks as set out in the annex to the direc-
tive. Most of these hallmarks will only be considered if it can 
be established that obtaining a tax advantage, which the tax-
payer may reasonably expect, is the main purpose or one of 
the main purposes of the cross-border arrangement. The 
Austrian implementation deviates from the directive. Firstly, 
the wording of what constitutes a "reportable cross-border 
arrangement" differs slightly; the directive considers "a tax 
advantage as one of the main purposes", the Austrian act 
addresses the "risk of tax avoidance" as reportable cross-bor-
der arrangement. Secondly, the implementing act not only 
considers tax avoidance, but also arrangements which aim to 
circumvent certain reporting obligations or the identification of 
the beneficial owner. We believe that this wording is based 
upon and refers to the general anti-tax avoidance provision in 
the Federal Tax Code (Bundesabgabenordnung).

Professional secrecy
The DAC 6-directive gave Member States the option to ex-
empt intermediaries who are bound by legal professional priv-
ilege. The Austrian parliament has decided to do so. There-
fore, attorneys, tax advisors, notaries and public accountants 
are all exempt from reporting such aggressive cross-border 
arrangements, except when (i) their client has released them 
from this secrecy or when (ii) such intermediary does not op-
erate within the limits of the statutory provisions which define 
its profession. These intermediaries must notify their client 
and any other intermediary involved in the cross-border ar-
rangement in the case of an exemption.
 
Timeframe
From 1 July 2020, intermediaries – or the taxpayers them-

Roman Perner, Marco Thorbauer

Austria's implementation of the DAC 
6-directive: The EU Reporting Act
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CFC in a low-tax jurisdiction
The CFC rules provide for the reallocation of non-distributed 
passive income of a foreign subsidiary or a foreign permanent 
establishment to its Austrian parent company if the foreign 
entity can be classified as a CFC. Companies can be classi-
fied as a CFC if the parent company of the foreign entity, ei-
ther directly or together with associated enterprises, holds a 
direct or indirect participation of more than 50 % of the voting 
rights or directly or indirectly owns more than 50 % of the 
capital or is entitled to receive more than 50 % of the profits 
of that entity. Under certain conditions, financial undertakings 

are exempted from the CFC rules.

Furthermore, for the CFC rules to apply, the following condi-
tions must be met: 

- The effective foreign tax rate of the CFC must be 12.5 % or 
less. The effective tax rate must be computed in accordance 
with the Corporation Tax Act and the Income Tax Act and 
contrasted with the actual taxes paid. 
- The passive income, such as dividends, interest or royalties, 
must amount to more than one third of the total income of the 
subsidiary. 
The CFC rules will not apply if the subsidiary carries on a sub-
stantive economic activity supported by staff, equipment, assets 
and premises, which must be proven by the parent company.

Income reallocation
If the aforementioned conditions are met, the non-distributed 
passive income of the CFC will be added to the taxable base 
of the parent company. If there are multiple associated enter-
prises controlling this foreign entity, the non-distributed pas-
sive income must be distributed in proportion to the participation 
in the nominal capital of the subsidiary. However, if the rights to 
the CFC's profit are not aligned with participation in the nominal 
capital, the proportionate claim to the profits will be decisive. 

Taxation of reallocated income
The reallocated income is subject to Austrian corporate in-
come tax at a rate of 25 %. However, foreign taxes which are 
paid in the CFC's jurisdiction can be credited against Austrian 
corporate income tax.

Marco Thorbauer, Rik Baete 

Throwback: Implementation of CFC 
rules in Austria 

One of the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive (ATAD) meas-
ures involves the reallocation of income of Controlled 
Foreign Companies (CFC) in low-tax jurisdictions to the 
parent company. The new Austrian CFC rules came into 
force on 1 January 2019. On 25 January 2019, the Austri-
an government published a Regulation on the applica-
tion of these CFC rules. This article provides a practical 
overview of the Austrian CFC rules.

selves – must comply with these reporting obligations for 
newly set-up arrangements. Additionally, reportable arrange-
ments of which the first step in implementing such arrange-
ments was taken between 25 May 2018 and 30 June 2020 
will have to be reported by 30 August 2020.

Fine
Non-observance by the taxpayer or the intermediary of their 
reporting obligations is classified as a breach of financial reg-
ulations and will be fined EUR 25,000 in the case of gross 
negligence or EUR 50,000 in the case of intentional non-com-
pliance.

The DAC 6-directive gave Mem-
ber States the option to exempt 
intermediaries who are bound by 
legal professional privilege. The 
Austrian parliament has decided 
to do so. 
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This is an overview of the art 
displayed throughout 
roadmap20, together with 
the relevant artist credits.
Note that while some art 
pieces are displayed in full, 
others depict only a frag-
ment of the whole.

Roadmap20
artist overview

Johannes Grammel (p.1, 4-5)

Christos Haas (p. 42-43)

Katharina Kleibel (p. 32, 42, 117) August Staudenmayer (p. 43)

Franziska Fischer (p. 105) Franz Nigl (p. 96)Stefan Wimmreuter (p. 26)
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Elisa Schlifke (p. 27, 104)Andreas Maurer (p. 96)

Thomas Sustr (p. 43)Manfred Muer (72-73)Peter Kapeller (p. 97)

Franza Maier (p. 33, 116) Herbert Neuhauser (p. 97)

Brigitte Nehiba (p. 42, 82-83)Michaela Polacek (p. 88-89)
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Disclaimer
The content of this publication is protected by copyright and 
designed for private use only. Any utilisation of the content of 
this publication which infringes on the provisions of copyright 
laws without the prior consent of the originator is prohibited. All 
rights, especially the rights of utilisation, duplication, distributi-
on and translation are reserved.
The information in this publication is provided for general 
information purposes only and is not intended to serve as a 
source of legal advice or of any other form of advice for any 
purpose. No recipient of this publication should act or refrain 
from acting on the basis of information provided in this 
publication without seeking legal advice from counsel in the 
relevant jurisdiction. 

We thoroughly check all published information for accuracy 
and undertake best efforts to maintain its accuracy. Schoenherr 
nevertheless does not accept any responsibility and expressly 
disclaims liability with respect to reliance on information or 
opinions published in this publication and from actions taken or 
not taken on the basis of its contents.
This publication contains references to external websites and 
other external websites may link to this publication. Schoenherr 
is not responsible for the content of any such external websites 
and disclaims any liability associated with them.
Your contact partner at Schoenherr is available for any further 
questions.
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